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Preface
This thesis is humbly dedicated to the sainted memory
of my beloved teacher and friend, Dr. Leo L. Honor.

From

the very beginning of my studies at Dropsie College, I
learned to appreciate his devotion to and dedicated interest
in the progress of every student, all of whom benefited greatly
from his guidance and warmth.
I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude for the infinite
patience and encouragement Professors Neir Ben-Horin and
Ben-Zion Netanyahu have given me .

I am indebted to Professor

Ben-Horin who has guided me throughout the preparation of this
study and directed my research in the area of J ewish education,
and to Professor Netanyahu, with his profound erudition in
Hebrew literature, for his valuable insi ghts into the thought
world of Ahad Ha-Am, viewed from the perspective of the Jewish
Renaissance .
In conclusion, I should like to gratefully acknowledge
the interest and effort of the members of the staff and
librarians of Dropsie College, the librarians of the Jewish
Department of the Public Library of New York, the Zionist
Archives of the Herzl Institute, and the library staff of the
Jewish Theological Seminary of America.
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INTRODUCTION
While examining the writings of a group of American
Jewish educators, I discovered that the ideas they expressed,
although divergent in many instances, had an organic relationship .

For these writers voiced the sentiments of the

Jewish national Renaissance.

They were especially concerned

with developing for American Jewish youth a program of studies
which would contain the essence of Jewish Renaissance thought.
These educators were confronted with the problem of
reconciling the traditional Jewish faith with the scientific
findings of the time.

Having come under the influence of

scientific postulates, they found the orth odox approach to
education no longer valid .

The empirical method in the in-

vestigation of natural phenomena gave rise to a re-examination and questioning of all authoritarian beliefs--the socalled truths that had been handed down by tradition.

The

theory of evolution contributed to the growing upsurge of
doubt, and undermined the otherworldly orientation of the
Jewish faith .
The problem of the erosion of orthodox faith actually
began about a century earlier .

Exposed to the influence of

modern philosophy, scholars began to search for answers to
the conflicting ideas of their times.

The most notable

Jewish scholar of the nineteenth century was Nachman Krochmal.
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In his Guide to the Perplexed of the Time, he attempted to
reconcile religion with modern philosophy .

His theories

reglect the philosophy of German idealism, as expounded by
Herder, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel .

During Krochmal's

lifetime the tendency toward assimilation did not become
widespread in Poland or in Russia.

In Perez Smolenskin's

generation, however, the threat to Jewish pe oplehood
reached greater proportions.

Smolenskin, although sympatheti c

with the Haskalah position that the Jewish people must absorb
universal values and culture patterns in order to take their
proper place among the citizens of the enlightened countries
in which they lived maintained that t h is could not be achieved
by giving up their national, spiritual possessions.

This

view later brought him into conflict with the Haskalah writers,
for he insisted that their approach could lead to a weakening
of the Jewish consciousness, and ultimately, assimilation.
Yet the Haskalah writers did not advocate assimilation.

Their

aim was rather that the Jewish people should adapt themselves
to the environment of the country in which . they lived, and at
the same time retain their Jewish identity .

Smolenskin, how-

ever, placed greater emphasis on the supreme significance of
Jewish nationalism and its culture -- the Torah in its widest
connotation, and the Hebrew language and literature.

Thus,

Perez Smolenskin formulated the Jewish national Renaissance
t h eories which were later incorporated into Ahad Ha-Am's concept of spiritual Zionism .

It was Aha d ·Ha-Am who reshaped
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these early, roughly-hewn ideas into a well-rounded, philosophic system .

Imbued with the Jewish national Renaissance

spirit, he was intent on the transmission of its ideals to
every member of the Jewish community.
My aim, therefore, in this study is to relate the
guiding ideas of this selected group of educators to the
thought world of Spiritual Zionism.

For this purpose, I

have chosen Ahad Ha-Am as a representative par excellence of
the Jewish National Renaissance, as represented by Ahad Ha-Am,
who considered Jewish education the sine qua~ of Jewish
survival .
Our American Jewish educators also considered Jewish
education as the only effective means of i mparting to Jewish
youth a sense of identity with their people.

The Renaissance

ideas, although widely interpreted , formed the nucleus of
their educational philosophy .
The focal point of Jewish Renaissance thought was the
doctrine of Jewish peoplehood .

In this doctrine national

awareness is the great motivating force of life in all its
manifestations .

The sense of identity with one's people--

its history and destiny--endows the individual with the inner
capacity for maximum self-realization .

This national con-

sciousness is especially vital to the Jewish people since
they are dispersed and in danger of becoming disintegrated
tribal groups.

In dispersion, spiritual unity can be at-

tained through the cohesive power of the national spirit, and
thus creative life will not be repressed:

For the fruits of

creation ripen best when the plant remains attached to its
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roots, utilizing t h eir enriching nourishment.
In Jewish Renaissance t h ought the individual Jew,
t h rough his relation to humanity and the univers e , is given
purpose an d realization in h is own life.

Viewing t h e e t hi cal

content as t h e core of the Torah, Renaissance writers began
to emphasize t h e si gnificance of the Torah in t h e character
training of Jewish youth.

They strove for the development

of the integrated human being through wh om t h e Torah ethi cs
would be expressed in service to his peopl e a nd t h ere by to
mankind.
They maintained that khowledge _of t h e Bi b le, as well
as of t he post-biblical Jewi sh classics, s h ould b e acqu ired
by each member of the Jewish community; t h erefore, stress
was placed on education--both for children and adu l ts.

More-

over, the national possessions of the Jewish people could most
effectively be imparted to the learner through the medium of
the original, national language.

Hebrew was considered to be

the most effective means of awakening the Jewish National
spirit, for it evokes in the student a host of s ubtle associations with the Jewish historical past.

Thus, on ly is h e

able to truly identify himself with his People and its eth ica l
tradition.
In pre-Renaissance times, Jewish educat i on consisted
mainly in the tran smission of the Torah, including dogma, with out encouraging free inq u iry into its or i gin, d evelopment, or
validity.

Renaissan ce education, on t h e oth er hand , cons i st-

ently emphasized the idea of freedom.

Freedom of i nqu i ry and
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its concomitant, individual growth, were the paramount aims.
Thus, Renaissance orientation stressed the ethical ideal in
Judaism rather than the ritualistic and dogmatic.

To be an

ethical Jew and to partake in the culture of an enlightened
environment meant to be a man and a Jew both abroad and at
home.

It remained, however, for Ahad Ha-Am to demonstrate

that the unique system of Jewish ethics can exist independ ently of Jewish religion in the traditional sense, and that
it is feasible for an irreligious Jew to practice an intensely
ethical Jewish life pr?vided that he links himself with the
Jewish national spirit .

Thus, Ahad Ha-Am furnished a meaningful

program of life for the enlightened Jew who no longer identified himself with the traditional faith of his fathers.
Applying the insi ghts of the European Jewish National
Renaissance to Jewish life in this country, the American
Jewish educators attempted to translate the Renaissance
approach into a creative system of Jewish education.

They

reco gnized that both American and Jewish ethical principles
are grounded in the prophetic legacy which is the essence of
American democracy and Judaism alike.

However, in order to

provide enough time for an effective implementation of these
ideals in the curriculum, much of the content studies of
classical langu age and literature had to be sacrificed.
Ahad Ha-Am would probably not have approved of this sh ift of
emphasis in the school program.

To him, the mastery in the

original Hebrew of the Jewish classics, and especially the
Bible, was a sine qua~ for the awakening of the Jewish
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national consciousness .

Since in Russia the Jew was set

apart from the general stream of Russian society, and the
Jewish child received his entire education in the separate
Jewish school , not participating fully in the Russian community life, it is clear that Ahad Ha-Am's educational problems were not quite parallel to those of the American Jewish
educators .

Although Ahad Ha-Am believed t hat Jewish educa-

tion should develop an integrated person -- a man and a Jew
both "in the tent" and in the outside world, this ideal did
not present as urgent a problem for him as it did for the
American Jewish educators .

For them it was necessary to

work out a sys tem of Jewish educat ion that would prepare the
child

to be at home in two civilizations.

Their program

of studies should enable Jewish young people to participate
in the community life of a free democracy and at the same
time preserve his Jewish consciousness.
Thus , in examining the guiding ideas of these educators,
we will find many points which are not entirely related to
Ahad Ha-Am and his contemporaries, nor to his predecessors.
For the American educa tors had to cope wi th indigenous conditions of Jewish life and education which were peculiar to
the American democratic environment .

Yet we view all these

guiding ideas as belonging to the thought wor ld of the Jewish
national Renaissance because they share essential features.
Despite the countercurrents or divergencies, which were apparently prompted by special situations, in general per.s pec-
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tive they comprise one organic school of thought .

Many of

these writers make specific mention of Ahad Ha-Am as their
inspiration .

In the words of Kaplan:

"That impact (of

Ahad Ha-Am) effected in me nothing less than a Copernican
revolution . "

1

Referring to the leaders in the Bureau of

Jewish Education, including Benderly, Magnes, Friedlaender
and Kaplan, it was noted by Berkson that "all of them •••
were proponents of Ahad Ha-Am's conception of Zionism. "
2

It is worthy of note that the Zionism of Herzl and Nordau,

as formulated by the Basle program, also had a significant
influence on. the Jewish educators• views; yet they placed
stronger emphasis on the spiritual element of Zionism.
Some of the differences in perspective of the American
Jewish educators may be ascribed to the fact that there were
various individual interpretations of Aha d Ha-Am's thought.
For instance, regarding the relationship of the spiritual
center to the Diaspora, Ahad Ha-Am's assertion, "If I believed it to be possible for our national spirit to develop
freely in the diaspora, I should not be a Zionist," 3 was
not always taken at face value.

Many of the American Jewish

educational leaders did not consider this statement to indicate a disparagement of the American Diaspora.

They realized

that he did not negate the very future existence of the
Diaspora for the upbuilding of the spiritual center, and
later also for its own sake .

In contrast to the attitude of
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the political Zionists , the future life of the Jews in the
Diaspora, after the establishment of the spiritual center,
was for Ahad Ha -Am a matter of major concern.
Ahad Ha-Am's basic ideas are presented thematically
in Chapter I .

In the succeeding chapters, the guiding ideas

of the American Jewish educators are discussed in regard to
their relationship, whether parallel or divergent, to the
philosophy of the Jewish national _Renaissance, whose outstanding spokesman was Abad Ha-Am .

Each of these men, while

largely sharing the basic ideas of the Jewish Renaissance,
contributed his

O\m

personal interpretation and emphases.

The entire gamut of Jewish educational practice in
America has not been included in my study.

For instance,

diverse school systems such as the Yiddishist, Labor Zionist,
religious Zionist, etc . , do not fall within the scope of
this thesis, for it is limited to a discussion of American
Jewish educational philosophy in its relationship to the
Jewish National Renaissance, as represented by the spiritual
Zionism of Ahad Ha-Am.

From the educators within this

orientation I have selected for detailed study those who
occupied positions of leadership and offered an original insight into the general current of American Jewish Renaissance
thought .
Solomon Schechter, President of the reorganized Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, . inspired a whole generation
of rabbis and educators whose influences are still central
to the Conservative Movement.

Schechter was regarded as the
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initiator of the American Historical approach to Judaism.
His interpretation was very much like that of Abad Ha-Am
for they both accepted . Krochmal's philosophy of Jewish
history.
These educators were motivated by the ideal of a
Jewish spiritual revival, both in the school and at home.
In order to achieve this revival, they maintained that the
inspiration of a Jewish cultural center in Palestine was
vital.

In a free Palestine, the Jewish spirit could be

completely regenerated, thus radiating a powerful influence
toward the recreation of Jewish life in America.

Yet they

were all affirm.era of the diaspora, especially the American.
Calling attention to the fact that the theory of cultural
pluralism has become widely accepted by American civic and
educational leade r ship, the Jewish educators asserted that
there is a vast opportunity for minority groups, including
the Jewish, to lead their own creative national lives and
thus contribute to the general stream of American culture.
It is, therefore, possible, in their opinion, to develop
a curriculum which will be an expression of the Jewish

spirit as contained in the Jewish national possessions-Tanakh, Hebrew language, literature and ethics--in short,
the Torah in its broadest connotations.

Thus, the Jewish

child would grow up to be an integrated person--an American,
a Jew and a human being.

CHAPTER I

BASIC IDEAS OF AHAD HA-AM

Ahad Ha-Am, born Asher Ginzberg in Skivra, South Russia
on August 18, 1856, underwent a gradual metamorphasis from
hasidic piety to an i dealist philosophy .

The initial influ-

ence in his life was his father Isiah, a ha.sid of the Rabbi
of Sadigura .

Asher received the typical heder education of

his day and later on was given private tutoring .

The boy

displayed a highlf perceptive intelligence , and when he turned
fifteen , his father dismissed the tutor apd allowed him to
study by himself .

By the time he was twenty-one Asher's in-

tellectual hunger had led h i m to study math ematics, sociolo gy,
the natural sciences, and langua ges .

H~ r ead with under-

standing such English writers as Locke, Hume, Dar win, Spencer,
Mill, and Ruskin .
It is remarkable that this man, who had no formal education after the age of 12, was able to acquire such analytical insight into the writings of the British and French philosophers and social phychologists .

In addition, he mastered

the Jewish disciplines - Bible, Talmud, Codes and philosophy
- and although for the most part a self-taught man, he was
considered a brilliant Talmudic scholar by his Jewish contempories .

His erudition in Jewish law eventually became so

profound that his opinion was ea~erly sought by leading
rabbis with whom he corresponded .

2

In 1884 he went with his wife and children (he had
married at the age of 16) to Odessa, one of the great centers of Jewish intellectual life.

There he was attracted

to the "Lovers of Zion" movement , 1 and although at first reserved about expressing his opinions publicly, he eventually
became an eminent speaker.
Encouraged by his friends, he finally let his essent i al
views on the aims of the Hoveve Zion movement be published
in an article in Ha-Meliz (The Interpreter). 2
tionary article,

11

This revolu-

Lo-zeh h a-Derekh 11 (The wrong Way) was

signed with the pen name

11

Ahad Ha-Am" for, as he said, "I

express my opinion in this matter as one of the people whose
mind is preoccupied with the problems of the nation. 113
Thus began a brilliant literary career.

Of Ahad Ha-Am's

challenging articles and essays, Leon Simon had this to say:
•• his pen name was becoming well known to the Hebrew-reading
public as that of a writer with a distinctive style and
original views on the questions in which the public was
especially interested~ questions connected with Palestine
and Jewish nationalism, with assimilation and anti-Semitism,
with Hebrew educa~ion and literature.4
In 1896, at the age of 40, Ahad Ha-Am was asked to become editor of Hashiloah, a Hebrew monthly devoted to Jewish
scholarship and literature.

For seven years he served as

editor of Hashiloah, and during this time his philosophically
grounded, meticulously executed Bssays and articles not only
enriched literature but also offered deep insight into the
problems of the Jewish national-spiritual awakening.

3

In 1907 Ahad Ha-Am accepted a position with the
Wissotzky Tea Company in London.

Although he had anticipated

that life in London would be fully creative because of the
intellectual atmosphere and the accessibility of well-stocked
libraries, his failing health limited his literary activity
in these new surroundings .

However, even under such circum-

stances he managed to write several of his most perceptive
essays - for example, " Jewish and Christian Ethics."

More-

over, in 1917 he was largely imtrumental in guiding
Chaim Weizman in diplomatic activities which finally resulted
in the Balfour Declaration.

Thus, Ahad Ha-Am, the leader of

Spiritual Zionism, also contributed effectively to the achievement of political Zionist goals .
The last s ix years of Ah.ad Ha-Am's life were spent in
the spiritual center which had been his lifelong dream .

He

died in Tel-Aviv on January 2, 1927 .
A fundamental element in Ahad Ha-Am's philosophy is
his concept of the organismic nature of the Jewish People.
In this view, a People is not just an aggregate of individuals;
it has a soul of its own, a national spirit which expresses
itself in the national culture .

Thus, the ego of the Jewish

People is composed of memories .and impressions of the past,
and aspirations for the future, intertwined with one another
and shared by its members .

The national sp irit is embodied

in the Jewish People and gives it i ts unique character as
expressed in visible forms of Jewish culture, such as language,
art, literature, and, particularly, in the national ethic.
Ahad Ha-Am's concept of the organismic nature of the

4

Jewish People may be traced to Herbert Spencer's idea of society as an organism, indeed as a "super-organism."

Dis-

cussing the gradual process of change which is constantly
taking place in the universe, Spencer remarks that the definition of evolution "should be that the matter passes from
a relatively indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a relatively definite, coherent heterogeneity ." 5

As for Man him-

self - the human organism - Spencer has this to say:
Advance from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous is
clearly displayed in the progress of the latest and
most heterogeneous creature--Man. While the peopling
of the Earth has been going on, the human organism has
grown more heterogeneous among the civilized divisions
of the species; and the species, as a whole, has been
made more heterogeneous by the multiplication of races
and the differentiation of them from one another .6
Elaborating further on the effect of the evolutionary
process on human societies, Spencer observes:
On passing from Humanity under its individual form to
Humanity as socially embodied, we find the general
law still more variously exemplified. The change from
the homogeneous to the heterogeneous is displayed
equally in the progress of civilization as a whole and
in the progress of civilization as a whole and in the
progress of every tribe or nation; and it is still
going on with increasing rapidity.7
According to Spencer, "All organized results of social
action--all super-organic structures, pass through parallel
phases'~?a In other words, all the cultural expressions of a
society--such as language, art, music philosophy and the
like--undergo a similar evolutionary process.
succinctly states:

As Spencer

5

Not only is the law thus exemplified in the evolution
of the social organism, but it is exemplified in the
evolution of all products of human thought aijd action,
Whether concrete or abstract, real or ideal .
Ahad Ha-Am, likewise, expressed this i dea, that
nations develop , in organic fashion, distinctive cultural
patterns motivated by their respective national spirits.
In other words, each People is a unique organism in itself
and evolves its own particular cultural trends.

Thus, Ahad

Ha-Am, like Spencer, regarded the heterogeneity of nations
as a mark of progress in the evolution of mankind.
Ahad Ha-Am places ethics and religion in two separate
categories, both emanating from the Jewish National Spirit .
I would say that "religion" itself is nothing but a
known form of "culture" and that "Judaism" is neither
the one nor the other, but it is the national creative
power which in the past was revealed in the form of
culture that was essentially religious. In what form
this creative power would reve~l itself in the future
--it is impossible to predict.
The term "national creative power," as employed in the
above letter, could lend itself to misint erpretation, for it
might be assumed that this "power" is the mere product of
the People's creative genius .

However, taking into consider-

ation Ahad Ha-Am's idealist orientation as evidenced from his
frequent references to the "national spirit" we conclude that
the term "national creative power" denotes the power emanating
from a transcendental source.
Combining these Spencerian ideas with German idealist

theor i es , Ahad Ha-Am formulated his philosophy of Jewish
peoplehood, although he remarked in his reminiscences that
he found the original German texts of He gel and Kant too
involved .

The concepts of German idealism reached him

through Nachman Krochmal, who himself had adapted them into
a Jewish world view .
According to Krochmal , the Jewish National Spirit is the
absolute, universal spirit , and the Jewish People, by virtue
of its persistent striving for a prophetic encounter, is the
only nation which has fully attached itself to the Absolute
Spirit .

Thus the history of the Jewish nation, although dis-

playing like other nations a cyclical pattern of rise, development , and decline, is constantly revived because of its linkage with the Absolute Spirit .

The Absolute Spirit is revealed

to the Jewish People through a gradual process of unfoldment;
this revelation, in l{rochm.al's Philosophy, is an experience of
pure intellect .
Evidence of Ahad Ha-Am's idealist position may be discovered from a careful reading of his essays .

Indeed,

Nahum Sokolow asserts that one cannot adequately comprehend
Ahad Ha-Am ' s theories without having studied the philosophy
of Nachman Krochmal .

Ahad Ha-Am's constant repetition of tl:e

word "spirit" undoubtedly links him to the Krochm.alian tradition .

When he employs the phrases "ruaih hayahadut" (spirit

of Judaism) or "ruah Haam 11 (spirit of the people), to him the
word "ruah" signifies an inderent power of an unchangeable
nature .

We note in Ahad Ha -Am's writings a definite distinc-
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tion between the words "ruah" and "cultura".
11

In his opinion,

cultura 11 or culture is produced as a result of the People's

ovm activity and creative effort, and, therefore, undergoes
changes according to the needs of the times and the locale.
The spirit of Judaism, on the other hand, has a quality of
constancy which clearly relates it to the absolute.
Unfortunately, however, errors in translation of the
original Hebrew text of Ahad Ha-Am's philosophy occurred.
Some of his translators were under the impression that he
used the words "ruah" or

11

cultura 11 interchangeably, and thus

they did not hesitate to translate the phrase "spiritual
Zionism" as "cultural Zionism."

Such loose translation al-

tered the meaning considerably.

When Ahad Ha-Am speaks of

the national spirit, it must not, as Leon Simon and others
suggest, be equated with the national culture.

The latter

•is only a vehicle through which the national spirit is manifested.

Some translators, when converting Ahad Ha-Am's

Hebrew into German, frequently used the word f'Volksgeist•
(national culture) in the same connotation as 'Geist' (spirit).
Ahad Ha-Am would not have condoned this indifference to his
careful distinction between 'cultura• and

1 ruah'

in the ori-

ginal Hebrew text.
His reference to the Absolute Spirit, or God, as "the
Ideal" also reveals Ahad Ha-Am to be in idealist.

For example,

in his essay Moses, he states that Moses dies ''with the light
of gladness on his face ••• as though embracing the ideal."
The "ideal'' evidently refers to the transcendental infinite

8

power.

Another striking allusion to the absolute spirit is

contained in an exerpt dealing with the importance of the
sp iritual center in Palestine.

Hoping for the establishment

of this center, Ahad Ha -Am expressed the belief that the Jewish
People, on their arrival in the center, would be able to
"attach themselves to the Ideal."

This bears a close resem-

blance to Nachman Krochmal 1 s concept (as defined by
Julius Guttman) that:
the goal of the adoration of God was the unification of
the human spirit with the divine spirit. Theoretically,
religion was spiritual perception, and in its highest
reach it was the grasp of the absolute spirit; practically
it was the striving towards unification with this spirit
so as to become identical with it. 10
Ahad Ha-Am likens Judaism to a tree which undergoes
changes yet in its essence remains an unchanging entity.
stancy is the keynote of intrinsic Judaism.

Con-

The concept of

evolution does not, in Ahad Ha-Am 's writing, represent a philo)

sophy of naturalism as has been imputed to him by certain
critics.

He was essentially an idealist, and in his philosophy,

as in Krochma.l's, the theory of evolution is utilized only to
the extent of affirming that change occurs gradually.

History

is a developmental process and, similarly to biological cha~e,
displays no sudden leaps.
The very history of a People, Ahad Ha-Am maintains, is
determined by that People's "will to exist":
History does not follow our program completely, but
creates whatever it is destined to create, by virtue of
this instinct that is within us, whether we recogniz.e
the nature of our work or whether it is easier for us
to avoid this recognition. In either case, history is
made by us, and it moves inexorably toward its goal
through our actions. Its course, however, would be
much longer and its process more difficult without the
assistance of our intuitive insight.11

9

From this quotation, however, we must not as sume that Ahad
Ha-Am believes that the 'will to exist" is a primary force
controlling the destiny of the People.

The "will to exist"

as termed by Ahad Ha-Am is an instinct functioning within
the People for the purpose of its perpetuation.

In his formu-

lation a People's history is directed by the national spirit
operating through the group instinct for self-preservation.
At the same time the leaders of the People, intuitively comprehending the intent of the national spirit, find it possible
to straighten the otherwise tortuous course of the historical
process .
This idealist interpretation of Abad Ha-Am's "will to
exist" becomes evident from his essay, A Nationalist Rabbi,
in which Abad Ha-Am describes the views of Rabbi Eliashberg.
Ahad Ha-Am makes it clear that the rabbi's t heories are in
accord with the ideas expressed by Ahad Ha-Am himself .

Sum-

marizing the rabbi's pamphlet, Sefer Sh evil Hazahav (Warsaw,
1897), Abad Ha-Am highlights the concept that the lifegiV-ing
force directing the destiny of the Jewish People is the national will to exist.

Ahad Ha-Am notes that the rabbi too

regards the national will to exist as the motivating force
for Jewish survival.

It is interesting to observe, however,

that this rabbi does not actually use the term "will to
exist."

Instead, he speaks of "the inner force for the up-

lifting of the nation."
In comparing his own "hefez hakiyum" (will to exist)

10

with the rabbi's

11 hakoah

hapenimi lehaamadat haleom" (inner

force for the uplifting of the nation", it is significant
that Ahad ITh.-Am introduces the rabbi's terminology with the
words, "Or, in his language," thus drawing a distinct parallel
between his own ideas and those of the rabbi.
Ahad Ha-Am equates his
the rabbi.

11

In short,

hefez hakiyum" with the term used by

The rabbi, steeped in traditional religious bel~ef,

obviously intended his phrase "hakoah hapenimi lehaamadat
hale om" to mean the spiritual power of the Jewish People.

It

seems logical to assume that Ahad Ha-Am's "national will to
exist" likewise signified a force flowing from the transcendental source.
In his analysis of Jewish history, Ahad Ha-Am observes,
in the prolonged struggle for Jewish existence, one force that
keeps the Jewish people from disintegrating: the "national
will to live."

In the process of this struggle, the people de-

velop laws, ethics, and national treasures, wh ich receive their
particular forms in accordance with the dictates of the national
spirit.
Ahad Ha-Am regards Jewish national culture as a protective organ, extending the analogy of nation and organism.

In

the efforts of the people to maintain it in spite of opposition,
the People maintains itself:
The struggle for existence contains in itself a
special benefit, in that it gives to every living
creature in the course of its development its necessary weapons of self-defense; h orns to the ox, wings ·
to the bird, special instinct to the bee, good sense
and intelligence to man - characteristics, manners,
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and specific ways of life to each and every nation in
a c cordance with its conditions and relations to other
nations . In the same way our people also acquired,
in its prolonged struggle for existence, characteristic
manners , ways of life • •• which were and are able to protect it from the arrows of hatred and envy that aim to
a nnihilate it . 12
The national spirit thus provides the prople with its
own inderent cultural pattern to assure its survival among
the nations .
In tracing the course of Jewish history, Ahad Ha-Am notes
t ha t, during the period of the First Jewish Commonwealth, the
sense of national unity was so strong that individual happiness
was commensurate with the happiness of the nation:
In all the commandments and laws, t h e blessings and
the curses , which the Tor ah of Moses put before us,
one a im is held constantly in view; the salvation of
the entire nation in the land of its inheritance
(be-eretz nahlatah) . This aim takes li t tle note of
the happiness of the individual man . I n its eyes
every Is r aelite is but one limb of t he nation of
Israel , and the benefit which will accrue to the
group is the reward of the deeds of the individua1 . 13
The- nationa l consciousness began to fa lt er with the destruction of the First Temple .

The d iminu tion of the sen se

of national unity brought the importan ce of the individual's
fate to the fore .

His happiness rather than that of the

nation became i mportant .

The nationhood of Israel would have

disinte grated were it not for the visions of the proph ets and
sages of that period .

They applied the power of the Jewish

religion to the aid of the weakening bonds of nationali sm.
During the Second Connnonwealth religion and nationalism went
hand in hand .

Further destruction of the Second Jewish Com-

monwealth intensified the i mportance of the religious motif in
national life .

The Jewish religion, by a dding proh ibitions and
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injunctions - the "fence a bout the law" - effectively kep~ the
Jewish people apart from the gentile world surrounding it.
The emphasis, nevertheless, shifted gradually from the i deal
of the salvation of the nation to that of t h e salvation of the
individual .

A radical change took place in t h e h eart of the

people :
The love of the nation was no more the pure selfless
love - and the national welfare was no more the ideal
cause for which a member of the people would readily
sacrifice his individual ambition. On the contrary,
the main goal of the individual became from now on the
attainment of his own individual success - temporal or
eternal - and the success of the group was cherished
by him only to the extent that he himself had a part
in it . 14
The many catastrophes and constant wandering s to wh ich
the Jewish people were subjected in the subsequent centuries
of Diaspora existence (causing endless anxi ety in the heart
of every individual Jew for the welfare of his own househ old)
contributed to the further weakening of alr eady faint national
feeling .
Ahad Ha-Am in his essay The Negation of the Diaspora
maintains that this national feeli ng is also weakened because
of the foreign cultures surrounding us, in which our national
possessions are being submerged .

Granting that it is unlikely

that the Jewish people will be completely assimilated, Ahad
Ha-Am, nonetheless, felt that national unity will suffer in
the Diaspora and we will become like scattered tribes, taking
on the colorings and characteristics of language, institutions
and culture of the va~ious nations within which we dwell, and
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consequently the intrinsic national consciousness will suffer.
Spiritual Regeneration and Spiritual Center
With the advent of the modern scientific age and the
concomitant exodus of the Jewish people from the ghetto, there
took place also the "exit of Judaism from the ghetto." 15

The

strong attachment to faith which had held the people to ge ther
gave way to agonizing doubts .

Now there was Pl,lpable danger

that the people would lose its national consciousness and
unity.

Even if it d id not entirely merge with t he larger non-

Jewish groups in the lands of the dispersion, it would at the
very least disintegrate into separate tribes having little in
common with each other .
Ahad Ha-Am felt that the only resolution of the "plight
of Judaism" would be a concerted effort by dedicated men to
bring about a national revival of the Jewish national spirit
by its concentration in Palestine, the historic land of Jewry.
He believed that it is impossible for the Jewish people to
attain in the Diaspora its maximum creative life.

It is there-

fore necessary for it to develop, he maintained, a spiritual
center in Palestine to serve as the model Jewish community
and to enrich and stimulate Jewish life everywhere.
Ahad Ha-Am took issue with Simon Dubnow's theory that
the Jewish people could maintain their national identity without a spiritual center in Palestine.

Abad Ha -Am also realized

that there would not be a major migration of the Jews in his
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lifetime, for he believed that a majority of the Jews would
remain in the Diaspora indefinitely.

He insisted, however,

that only by means of the radiating influence of the spiritual
center in Palestime could the dispersed Je wish communities
in the Diaspora maintain their national i dentity.
The Yiddish language and its literature, he argued, are
not in themselves sufficient to assure the survival of the
Jewish people.

This language and its literature are based on

too limited and short-lived an' experience of the Jewish people.
The nations of the world would not respect out people if it
were based mainly on the Yiddish language and literature which
were developed only recently out of the ghetto life in eastern
Europe.

They would more readily acknowledge the Jewish people

if it reconstructed itself on the foundations of its ancient
sacred tongue, culture and institutions.
autonomy is an impossible dream .

Besides, cultural

Even the most liberal demo -

cratic countries do not tolerate cultural autonomy of any
minority group.

In a letter to Dubnow, dated May 29, 1907,

Ahad Ha-Am stated:
••• In my opinion the possibilities of nat ional life
for Jews in the diaspora are very limited. They can
never satisfy our demands so far as to enable us to
say that we are living as a nation in the fullest
sense, and tha t there is ample scope for the Jewish
spirit to develop and express itself in original
creative work up to the limit of its capacity. 16
Simon Dubnow strongly resented Ahad Ha-Am's attitude
toward Yiddish.

Dubnow claimed that Yiddish as spoken by

seven million Jews throughout Poland, Russia and throughout
most of eastern Europe, and being the language of a vast
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treasure of creative Jewish literature, cannot be waived
aside.

Granted that this language and literature is only

about 400 years old, it still reflects the soul of European
Jewry in all its manifestations of life.

As to Ahad Ha-Am's

questi on~' of what values will take the place of the crumbling
ghetto walls, Dubnow answers:
Ever y period has its own architecture and the powerful
vital instinct will unmistakenly tell the people what
style to use for building the wall of national autonomy
which will replace the former religious "fence to fence",
••• In any event, those who do not negate the Diaspora
have no alternative but to direct their efforts toward
building up the Diaspora on the basis of autonomy. The
spiritual center in the land of Israel, while exerting
a force of its own for a minority, will serve the majority only as one of the factors in strengthening our
people. l '7
To Ahad Ha-Am 's argument that is is impossible to
achieve complete autonomy even in the most enlightened
countries for the Jewish people and that Diaspora Jewry is
destined to gradually decline and to d isintegrate if not fo~
the spiritual center in Palestine, Dubnow had this to say:
••• if the Diaspora cannot endure and it is dest ined
to disintegrate , what point is there to furthering
the growth of a center in Palestine? The very revival of the spiritual center in the land of Israel
depends on the healthy national material which will
stream into Palestine from the Diaspora; and where
is this material to come from if external security
for national development in the Diaspora will be
lacking? If the Diaspora cannot live a full national life without the center in Palestine, then
the latter cannot possibly exist without a national
Diaspora . 18
It has been pointed out that the major unbridgeable
difference of opinion between Ahad Ha-Am and Dubnow was -on
the question of Yiddish .

It seems that the American Jewish
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educators discussed in this study maintained that Ahad Ha-Am
shared Dubnow I s concept of "affirmation of the diaspora 11 ,
since they themselves did.

Be this as it may, Ahad Ha-Am

did consider the existence of the Jewish center in Palestine
as fundamental for Jewish survival .
Influence of Perez Smolenskin on Ahad Ha-Am
Perez Smolenskin (1842-1885), many of whose ideas formed
the roots of Ahad Ha-Am's philosophy had also expressed a longing for a center in Palestine as a fulfillment of the messianic
hope - the main source of the Jewish people's vitality.

Yet

Smolenskin, in contrast to Ahad Ha-Am, did not insist that the
survival of the Jewish people depends entirely on the realization of this messianic hope in the foreseeable future.

For

even without land or language we are still a people, and can
go on existing as such in the diaspora due to the power of the
Torah which is the most authentic expression of our national
spirit .

In Smolenskin~ view this unique feature of peoplehood

holds true only for the Jewish people, for the Torah is much
more than "religion" in the accepted sense of the word;
is a way of life.

Torah

As Smolenskin defined it:

The Torah that the Lawgiver gave us is a Torah of
truth, a Torah of life ••• for its foundation is
in thought, and every person will study and understand it in accordance with the power of his intellect and the level of his spirit . 19
It seems that Smolenskin, in viewing the Jewish people
from the spiritual perspective, echoed Nachman Krocbmal's
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philosophy of Judaism .

Smolenskin, however, expressed these

ideas in late 19th century rational terms, in contradistinction
to Krochmal's metaphysical terminology .
Smolenskin pointed out that the Torah was not to be found
in the sacred texts alone; it existed in the very consciousness
of the people and was passed on from generation to generation.
Although he believed that changes occur naturally due to the
evolutionary process, he emphasized that the basic truth of the
Torah is eternal, and that Jewish life is essential l y spiritual.
Thus, the Jewish religion is closely bound up with Jewish life
and must change according to the needs of the times •
••• Dogmas and laws that would be good for the members
of the generation to which they are given, would become
as chains that would deaden all freedom for the coming
generation • •• • It (Torah) will not change even though
the generations change •• • since its foundation is ·in
the spirit . Therefore it will be for all time the
spirit of life and truth. 20
He points out that spirit is infinite whereas the creations of
man are finite:
The work of man bas beginning and end. One cannot
envision God, who is the loftiest · of all, as a picture or image that is limited • ••• The pictures and
images which are the work of man will not portray
thought because thought has no limit or end. 21
Smolenskin maintained that the unique nature of Jewish
peoplehood consists in its spirituality~

In other words, the

Jewish People is so constituted by virtue of this special
phenomenon - its inherent spiritual quality - that its continued existence is assured provided that, by intensive .education, the guiding principles of the Torah become the sus-
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taining element of its daily life .
He advocated a synthesis of Torah and secular knowledge
in the Jewish program of studies .

His inspiration was

Rabbi Eliyahu of Wilna, who approved the inclusion of both
religious and modern scientific elements in the educational
program .

Smolenskin initiated most of the intrinsic ideas

of national Jewish education that were later refined by
Ahad Ha-Am and ultimately fashioned by the American Jewish
educators into a meaningful program of Jewish education designed to foster the awakening and the cherishing of the
national consciousness in the American environment .
Ahad Ha-Am's Attitude toward Political Zionism
Ahad Ha -Am was often criticized as an antagonist of the
Jewish State .

His answer, as stated in an essay entitled

"The Jewish State and the Plight of Jews" clarifies his approach to this question .
In a word: Chibbath Zion, no less than
"Zionism" wants a Jewish State and believes in the
possibility of the establishment of a Jewish State
in the future . But while 11 Zionism 11 looks to the
Jewish State to provide a remedy for poverty, complete tranquility and national glory, Chibbath Zion
knows that our State will not give us all these
things until "universal Righteousness is enthroned
and holds sway over nations and States": and it
looks to a Jewish State to provide only a "secure
refuge" for Judaism and a cultural bond of unity
for our nation . "Zionism", therefore, begins its
work with political propaganda; Chibbath Zion begins with national culture , because only through
the national culture and for its sake can a Jewish
State be established in such a way as to correspond ·
with the will and the needs of the Jewish people . 22
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Many Zionists labelled Ahad Ha-Am's critique of Herzl's
formulations for the Jewish State as one-sided, pointing out
that these formulations included also a program for Jewish
cultural activity.

Ahad Ha-Am who was a delegate to the

first Zionist Congress, viewed Herzl's attention to the cultural aspect as less than adequate for the revival of the
Jewish national spirit.
Dr Theodor Herzl , in the above-mentioned address,
indeed also said that "Zionism desires the return to
Judaism before we return to the Jewish State"; but
these pleasant words are so far removed from the deeds
that we are compelled to arrive at the strange conclusion that we have here no more than a beautiful rhetorical expression •
••• If it were truly the aim of Zionism to return the
heart of the people to Judaism--to make them not only
a political people but also a people that lives in
harmony with its inner spirit--then the First Zionist
Congress would not have postponed the problems of
national culture, the problems of language and literature, the problem of education and the dissemination
of national traditions until 'the eve of the Sabbath
at dusk' (until the iast hour), after the end of all
the discussions pertaining to Rechtlich, or VoelkerRechtlich, to the time that all the assembled were
already overexhausted and were eager to see the sun
was setting. Then they set aside a brief hour for
the address of one of the members on all these great
questions that are truly at the core of everything and
without which all the rest is, indeed, vain altogether.
Naturally, this address had to be delivered hurriedly
and abridged; for a detailed discussion, there was no
time. 'From above' it was suggested to turn over these
'worries' to a coxmnittee of some writers, and all the
assembled exclaimed 'Amenl' just in order to finish
and get done . 23
In order to establish the spiritual Jewish center in
Palestine, culminating in the sovereign Jewish State, Ahad
Ha-Am felt it is necessary to develop within the people a
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state of mind concentrated on the central i deal and dedicated
to it .

To further this program, he organized the Society

Agudath Bene Moshe.

The Bene Moshe , according to Ahad Ha-Am,

should have as a primary goal the implementation of Jewish
ethics in the life of t he Jewish people as exemplified by
the life of Moses .
Ab.ad Ha-Arn also criticized Yehuda Leib Gordon
(1831-1892), whom he incorrectly accused of advocating a

delay in the settlement of Palestine until the proper time
in the future .

Alluding to Gordoh, Ab.a d Ha-Am noted that:

One of the great men of the generation went out and
preached publicly that Pedut nafshenu kode met l' geulatenu
- -our spiritual redemption precedes our physical one;
tha _t , it is · not fitting to . . work for the ' Love of Zion'
until the spirit of the people will free itself f rom
the inner chains that hold up its gr owth and development, and tha t , therefore, the enlightened of the people shou 1d resign themselves, for the time be ing, from
this matter (settlement in Palestine) the time of which
has .;no.t ;:;yet arrived; and to return to their negative
work with which they occupied themselves until now •••
It is true that our people, in its present moral condition, is not ready for any great national work; the
concentration of the people will not resu l t in any realization without a long preparation preceding it; but
this preparation is incapable of being r ealize d , because
the negative (approach) will not result in the positive
eth ical and social qualities which we are lacking; and
it is not necessary because it is possible for it to
arrive in a more natural way by the 'Love of Zion"
itself ••• for the goal of concentration of the spirit,
this little settlement is not to be minimized. It is
great enough, for one ideal colony is better than ten
defective ones . 24
Ahad Ha-Am obviously overlooked Gordon's explicit recommenda tion for a concentrated effort to settle in Palestine, at the
same time that the Jewish people are being educated for · their
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national rebirth .

In his essay Ezra V1 Ezrah, (Hameli z : 13,

1882 , 238-9), Gordon himself stated the following:
At the time that you are seeking aid of silver and
gold for the poor of our people in order to take them
out from their physica 1 poverty and to redeem them a
physical redemption--at that same time, you must seek
out amidst us, sacred men like Ezra described • •• who
would improve what is necessary to improve and found
and perfect the House of the Nation ••• on permanent and
fitting foundations for the needs of life in our days •••
in order that our (physical and spiritual) redemption •••
spring forth and blossom in one stalk . 25
Gordon, furthermore, rm intained that the Jewish people
must first throw off the shackles of outdated laws before it
could effect a National Renaissance, both in the diaspora and
in Palestine .

That is, the Jews must first desalt thems elves

from the outdated preservatives which, although they had
served a useful function during Ghetto 1 ife, became a hindrance
to the free expression of the Jewish spirit during the modern
age of emancipation .

"Many of the customs---many of the

stringent restrictive laws - -the educational pro grams that were
established and made the norm for us for generations, 11 must be
either modified or replaced .

He considers that

11 all

of us feel

and know that the road of our people on which our leaders
guided them in days of clouds and fog is no longer a path fit
to be trod in the light of life in an intelligent ascent."
(Ibid . , 12, 237).

-

-

Speaking of Jewish education in his times, Gordon
claimed that :
The programs of education, the general outlook of
the masses of people on life and their thoughts and
concepts in regard to other peoples, is not civilized
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and is not the way to lead to the perfection of the
humankind. What our leaders and guides did for us
by increasing all the fences was all for the good in
its time in order to establish for us a name and a
remnant among barbaric peoples amidst whom we dwelt.
(Ibid., 137) •
Thus, Gordon anticipated Ahad Ha-Am's identical position
in respect to the need for the simultaneous education in the
diaspora, through the means of de-salting, or as Ahad Ha-Am
termed it, de-ossification; and the well-organized settlement
of a spiritual center in Palestine.
The Primacy of Ethics in Judaism
The Jewish national spirit in its most ideal form, accord ing to Ahad Ha-Am, is represented by its unique national ethic.
In Moses, Ahad Ha-Am visualized the personification of the essential elements of this ethic:
justice.

In bis essay

11

absolute truth and absolute

Moses 11 , Ahad Ha-Am writes:

The Prophet has two fundamental qualities , which
distinquish him from the rest of mankind. First,
he is a man of truth. • •• Secondly, the Prophet is
an extremist. He concentrates his whole heart and
mind on h:is ideal, in which he finds the goal of
life and to which he is determined to make the whole
world do service, without exception •••• From these
two fundamental characteristics there results a
third, which is .a combination of the other two:
namely, the suprema~y of absolute righteousness in
the Prophet's soul, in his every work and action. As
a man of truth he cannot help being also a man of
justice or righteousness •••• Thus I picture the
Prophet in his purest form. Such, in essentials, were
all the true Prophets of Israel ••• but the type is most
perfectly realized in the ideal picture of the "lord
of the Prophets" (moses) . 26
Abad Ha-Am asserts that ethics is the essence of the
particular spirit of a people.

Thus each nation develops a
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particular ethics in accord with its national spirit.

The

Jewish people especially created their own unique ethics by
virtue of having lived a ~oli tary existence •
• • • ethics in itself ••• is ••• perhaps more than all
cultural subjects a national possession in which
there is contained the impressions of the life of
the people and its position at all times, and in it
(the ethics) is noticeable the nature of the national
spirit and the manner of its relationship to the outside world and the conditions of life that are continually changing. And if this is true with all
other enlightened nations who are not so far removed
from one another in their characteristics, their
conditions and their history, how much more it is
true of the Jewish people, who from the beginning Qf
its being, has been a 1'people that dwells alone 11 • 27
Some leaders of the Jewish people, in Abad Ha-Am's
opinion, misunderstand the true nature of this unique national
ethic .

He criticizes in particular Theodor Herzl and Max

Nordau who, in their dramas, place their heroes in duels in
order to redeem their Jewish honor.

Ahad Ha-Am asserts that

the barbaric custom of dueling is foreign to the ethical
conceptions of Judaism and that the imputation of cowardice
deserves but a disdainful glance.

He writes that these

plays a.re:
• • • opposed to the foundati ons of our national ethics in other words not only to the religious law but also
to the essence of the ethical impulse that lives within
our heart • • • • the true Jew whose national ethics is
motivating the very cords of his heart knows and feels
within himself that a culture of thousands of years
lifts him very high above this barbaric act which is
a remnant of the savagery and cruelty of ancient days
and his impulse of honor is still intact and is not
damaged even a bit by the derogation of some boar .
He will .answer then with a look of disdain and go on
his way . 28
Until the nineteenth century, the scattered Jewish
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community was held together with self-realization and identity
through a common belief in the sanctity of the Torah as a
document offered by God to it, his chosen people.

Ahad Ha-Am

maintains that even now, when many in Jewish community have
faltered in their be lief in divine revelation, the Jewish
national ethics may serve as a unifying factor, a mainstay of
national self-fulfillment and survival .

He asserts thus that

it is possible for the Jewish people to fashion its daily life
in accord with its common belief in the ethical system, even
if at first practiced in a mechanical manner until the people
become habituated in this mode of life •
• • • ethics is a direct ' r e lationship betvveen the inner
spirit and outer life . And if a man becomes used
thus, to relate himself to all life matters in agreement with the foundations of national ethics, even
if he . does it first i n an artificial manner, mechanically, he will end up to feel in his heart a living
fountain from which hational ethics flows and then
this relationship will become for him a natural matter
that comes out by itself from hi~ inner self. 29
In his essay "National Ethics", Ahad Ha-Am indicates
that , though ethics and religion are usually associate~ in the
tradition of the people, their sources are independent . Religion lends a sense of authority to ethical prescription, and
thus acts as a steadying and strengthening influence on the
moral conduct of the people .

On the other hand, religion,

especially in its prinitive form, acts as a retarding factor
on the free development of the ethical impulse.

Ethical

concepts tend to develop more rapidly tba~ their religious
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counterparts as civilization advances.

In this regard he

writes:
• • • ethics, as all cultural possessions., was not given
to man perfected but it continuously is developing
gradually from generation to generation. In the qeginning of its development, in those early days that it
first encounters the law it still exists in a very low
condition. The ethical impulse does not yet revolt
then against most activities that are considered at
a later time as serious ethical transgressions an~,
needless to say, that it is not exacting yet about
the purity of character and matters of the heart . And
this ethical context whose essence is still lacking
is thus 11 the ideal" • It becomes realized in the form
of the most primitive godhood ••• therefore when the
ethical urge in later da ys reaches a higher level •••
it is impossible that the law should not stand as an
opponent since this (law) is guarding that deity as
sacred and pure with all its ethical ·qu~lities that
the first generations ascribed to it . 3
The traditional view holds that ethics developed from
Torah law .

In Ahad Ha-Am's opinion, however, the ethical

impulse came first; it was God-given, an intuition planted
by God in the heart of man.

Thus, Kant's 'categorical im-

perative' is basic to Ahad Ha-Am's theory of ethics .
Yet many students of Abad Ha-Am, due in some cases to
superficial reading on their part, and in other instances to
Ahad Ha-Am's neglect to make his vi ews explicit., misinterpreted his position and identified him with schools of thought'
such as natura lism., pragmatism, or instrumentalism.

In additDn,

as a result of the redaction of his letters (although executed
under his own supervision) vital information which could shed
light on his essential philosophy is often missing .
For example., in a letter addressed by Abad Ha-Am to David
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Neumark (Odessa, March 22nd, 1899) Abad Ha-Am's own position
is not clearly revealed:
••• As regards your theory of ethics, you seem to me to
overlook that the belief in a categorical imperative
is itself a fact which, whether we ourselves believe
in it or not, dermnds explanation as a historical
phenomenon. Even if (in your own words) 11 we imagine
that the modern mind does not recognize moral actions, 11
there still remain s the question how, as a matter of
hi story, men came to believe in the existence of the
moral imperative . 3l
What is Ahad Ha-Am's position?
positivist?

Is he an idealist or a

Does he himself believe in the categorical im-

perative, or does he agree with David Neumark that the categorical imperative is not in keeping with modern times?
Actually it is possible to give opposite interpretations
to this passage.

From a cursory reading one might assume

that Abad Ha -Am agrees with David Neurnark that the categorical
imperative is out of date for modern man.

However, upon

closer examination, and also taking into consideration his
idealist position, as has been noted in hts other writings,
one is inclined to infer that Ahad Ha-Am believes in the
categorical imperative .

It is apparent, of course, that Ahad

Ha-Am, looking at the matter from the historical point of view,
was primarily concerned about how the moral imperative became
a part of our culture .

Yet, had Ah.ad Ha -Am considered the moral

imperative as untenable with modern canons of thought, he would
surely have stated this explicitly.
We further recall that Leon Simon mistakenly interpreted
Ahad Ha-Am as a biological evolutionist.

However, since it was
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Herbert Spencer's idealist views which mainly accounted for
Ahad Ha-Am's approach to evolution, it would seem that Simon
misunderstood Spencer as well .

Spencer explicitly states:

Thus the First Cause must be in every sense perfect,
complete, total: Including within it s elf all power
and transcending all law. · 3~r to use the established
word, it must be Absolute .
In a similar vein, Abad Ha-Am states that "God is the
only ideal of absolute perfection . 11 33
Carefully exposing the inconsistency of the relativist
viewpoint, Spencer logically proves the necessity of the nonrelative concept:
In the very assertion that all knowledge, properly
so-called, is Relative , there is involved the assertion that there exists a Non-Relative. In each
step of the argument by which this doctrine is established, the same assumption is made. From the
necessity of thinking in relations, it follows that
the Relative is itself inconceivable except as related to a real Non-Relative. Unless a real NonRelative or Absolute be postulated, the Relative
itself becomes absolute, and so brings the argument
to a contradiction . And on watching our thoughts
we have seen how impossible it is to get rid of the
consciousness of an Actuality lying behind Appearances; and how, from this impossibility refults our
indestructible b~lief in that Actuality . 3
Spencer's idealism emerges clearly from the above statement.

Ahad Ha-Am's Spencerian eveolutionism, therefore, must

not be regarded as a denial of idealism.

His philosophy, like

Spencer's was primarily based on the assumption of the Absolute.
Jewish National Ethics as Related To Spencer's Ethical Theory
Indicating his sympathy with Spencer's v:iew on ethics,
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Ah.ad Ha-Am noted that Spencer envisioned a time in which the
ethical sense ,
••• will be come an instinct in the heart of the foremost
representatives of humanity to such a degree that they
will not have to deliberate in order to distinguish
which of their deeds are in accord with absolute justice,
but with one glance , with the certainty of an instinct.,
they will perceive the slightest deflection from justice;
and the influence of personal relationships and social
attitudes will not make any impression on them . 35
In his book, The Study of Sociology., Spencer presents a
detailed analysis of the ethical impulse .

He points out that

the human species is , for the time being, limited in its grasp
of the ultimate goal of complete social altruism.

In the im-

perfect organization of pre sent-day societies, certain negative
elements are detrimenta. 1 to the development of the intrinsic
e thical impulse .

Spencer classifies each of these elements as

a bias--for example, the class bias , the bias of patriotism
and also the theological, the educational, and political bias.
In discussing the theological bias, he makes this observation:
The theological bias under its general form, tending
to maintain a dominance of the subordination - element
of religion over its ethical element--tending., therefore , to measure actions by their formal congruity
with a creed rather than by their intrinsic congruity
with human welfare, is unfavourable to t hat ~stimation
of worth in social arrangements which is made by tracing out results . 36
Comparing the injurious effect of the anti-theological
bias, Spencer draws attention to the fact t hat it may also be
a contributing factor in hampering sound ethical judgement:
On the other hand, the reactive bias distorts conceptions of social phenomena by under-valuing religious
systems . It generates an unwillingness to see that a
religious system is a normal and essential factor in
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every evolving society; that the specialties of it
have certain fitnesses to the social conditions; and
that while its fo:m. is temporary i ts subsistence is
permanent . 37
Ahad Ha-Am considered Jewish religious dogma to be an
unnatural outgrowth of Jewish Diaspora life.

In his opinion,

dogma could result only in stultifying the free development
of the ethical impulse .

Ethics being, as Abad Ha-Am claimed,

a completely separate branch in the expression and pro gress of
the human spirit, it follows that the ethical impulse should
be emancipated from theological dogma .

This at once brings

to mind a similar statement by Spencer :
Institutions, old and new, home and foreign, are
considered as congruous or incongruous with particular sets of dogmas, and are liked or disliked
accordingly; the obvious result being that, since
the sets of dogmas differ in all times arid places,
the sociological judgements affected by them must
inevitably be wrong iri isl cases but one , and
probably in all cases .
Ahad Ha-Am implies that it is ethics, rather than law,
which best expresses the Jewish national spirit.

Ethics, al-

though given religious authority by the law which ascribes to
ethics a divine source, is in a continuous state of development independent of law •
• •• law and ethics, are two trees of li f e that are
completely separate from one another ·and • • • to each
one there is a separate root in the spirit of man
and • • • only after these trees grow~ and develop,
each one separately, they become confused together
and enter into one another's domain . 39
To Ahad Ha-Am the Jaw 1s only an outer garb of the true
national spirit which is contained in the national ethics.
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••• In the outer form of the law is hidden a more
honorable branch of national life - the national
ethics, that flows from the people's spirit and
its historical life, - (since we recognize this)
don't we have the right to demand from all those
that bear aloft the national banner, that they
would ptit their heart to know the true national
ethics and attempt to harmonize their life with
it. 40
Abad Ha-Am concludes that " ••• national ethd.cs is a
great and perfect Torah in itself that needs study and use. 1141
The Historical School
Krochmal 1 s philosophy of history may be r e garded as
the basis for Ahad Ha-Am's historical approach to Judaism.
In Krochmal's philosophy, history reveals the evolving design
of the Absolute Spirit.

The historical development of Jewish

-

law consists principally in discovering therein the manifestation 0f the Jewish spirit which, according to Krochmal, is part
and parcel of the Absolute Spirit.
Abad Ha-Am, like Krochmal, maintained that a fundamental
attitude toward man's life and his purpose is handed down from
generation to generation.
essence .

This tradition is the Torah in its

In the view of both these thinkers, the historical

development of Judaism consists of a slow process of refinement during the course of which the mind of man grad~ally
divines absolute truth, which for Krochmal, stems from the
Absolute Spirit.

It is not merely by chance, therefore, that

Ahad Ha-Am uses the adjective "absolute" to describe the
qualities of truth and justice; through this deliberate · choice
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of terminology he seeks to re.late his theories to the idealist philosophy which posits absolute categories.
Krochmal considered the historical setting of a law
extremely significant, for each particular law performed a
vital function in its own era and environment.

"The study

and i nterpretation of historical documents differs in each age
in accorance with the conditions of each age." 42

It is the

scholar's duty "to interpret and to investigate each matter in
relation to its proper time of composition." 43

This statement

clearly defines the historical approach in Krochmal's philosophy.

He insisted that every law, especially those that exhibit

accretions to the essence of divine truth, must be examined from
the perspective of its origin.
In the same vein Ahad Ha-Am emphasized that it is a mistake for people of modern times to judge antiquated laws by
present standards.

One document m~y be given any number of

varied interpretations, each depending on the particular historical period and locale in which the interpreter lives.
Krochmal had begun to apply scientific methods to the
investigation of the Scriptures.

He even made the bold sug-

gestion that it should not be considered an act of blasphemy
if an examiner of the sacred writings were to discover that
in some cases their divine origin had been erroneously assumed.
For example, he pointed out that it had been proven that certain psalms which had been predated and ascribed to King David,
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had actually been composed in the post-exilic period.

In

Drochmal's opinion, such discoveries implied no irreverence
for the past; at the same time we must not feel irreparably
bound to traditions which do not meet the requirements

of

out own generation .
Abad Ha-Am agreed that all human thoughts are conditioned
by the character of the thinker's environment, and that, as a
result, •• 11 ma:qy-of the sacred truths C?f one generation · vdll become the absurd follies of the next . 44

Although absolute

truth, the essence of the Torah, does not change, dogmatic
religious laws cannot be considered valid for all time.
A third dimension to Krochmal 1 s historical approach to
Judaism was added by Abad Ha-Am.

He pointed out that only the

interpreter with a genuine gift of empathy can fathom the true
meaning of a text.
not condemnation.

Constructive criticism i mplies understandirg,
Although one need not feel bound to outdated

laws and institutions, yet an empathetic analysis of these laws
and of the circumstances which prompted them leads to profound
understanding and respect for the past.

As Ahad Ha-Am said:

"Bible, Talmud and Shulhan Aruch are simply three different
expressions of the genius of our people, each reflecting the
circumstances and the requirements of a different epoch in its
history . " 45
In his discussion of the historical method, Abad Ha-Am
does not specifically mention Nachman Krochmal ; yet a striking
similarity of approach is apparent.
summed up by Abad Ha-Arn:

This approach if aptly
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Thus the historical me thod has done more than all the
most cogent arguments of the iconoclasts to emancipate
the human mind from its bondage to the past . When we
re-live , as it were , the lives of bygone ages, enter
into their thoughts, and understand their psychology,
we no longer regard it as a reflection on them that
their beliefs and their ways do not entirely square
with out ideas and our requirements. Hence we can
respect the ancients without feeling compelled invariably to follow in their foot-steps . Every gener ation
has its own needs, its own truths. It was right for
the ancients to think and act as they d id in their
time; it is equally right for us to think and act as
we do in the different conditions of our own time. 46
As we have noted, Abad Ha-Am adds profound psyehological
ins:tght to the historical method of analyzing ancient beliefs
and customs.

In accordance with this position he maintains

that one should not criticize obsolete Torah law which seems
to be out of harmony with the times, for:
• •• it is a mistake to suppose that this wall of Jericho
can be brought down by a blast of the trumpet. The wall
has a powerful defense in the sentiment of reverence for
the past , and the sound of the trumpet only stirs the
defenders to greater feats of valour . 47
Likewise he asserts that the Shulhan Arukh, though
apparently not needed today, was necessary at the time of i t s
composition by Joseph Karo in order to serve as a unifying bond
for the prople who lived under oppression in the ghettos:
The Jews needed a rule of life, and they could not find
one in learned discussions of purely historical interest,
or in debatable expressions of opinion. What they needed
was precisely the strong hand of a rigid religious code,
with its fixed and unalterable laws and precepts, to
regulate every detail of their lives •••• it is perfectly
obvious that there is no longer any widespread demand
for an iron code. Even those among i l s who meticulously
observe every precept of the Shulhan ·Arukh do so only
out of subservience to the past. If the code had not
existed, the i~esent generation would certainly not ·h ave
invented it .
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Abad Ha-Am considers ,' the genuine expression of the
Jewish spirit to be not in the codification of the law but
in the "Torah of the Heart'' .

He distinquishes between "People

of the Book" who, during exile in the Diaspora, are frozen in
heart and enslaved to the codified book which they fear to
change in accordance with the needs of tho times, and "Literary
People" who , in the authentic period of the Prophets and sages
of the first and second Jewish commonwealth, freely created
the bo'o k in accord with the needs of the times .

This was the

"Torah of the Heart" - the heart which would revolt against
static law or customs that coDflict with the spirit of the
times .
For example: the Biblical law of "an eye for an eye"
was felt by the more developed moral sense of a later
age to be savage and unworthy of a civilized nation;
and at that time the moral judgment of the people was
still the highest tribunal. Consequently it was regarded as obvious that the written wora, which was·
also authoritative, must have meant "the value of an
eye for an eye" , that is to say, a penalty in money
and not in kind .
But this stat~ of things did not endure. The Oral
law (which is really the inner law), the law of the
moral sense was itself _reduced to writing and fossilized; and the moral sense was left with only one clear
and firm conviction - that of its own utter impotence
and its eternal subservience to the written word . 49 *
(See below)
While the Rabbis of the earlier part of the Talmud
were bold enough to reinterpret the literal :meaning of the

*

The above is strikingly similar to the theory of M.L
Lilienblum ("Orhot Hatalmud"- Hameliz, 1867/8) who
maintained that the Talmud consis~s of an adaptation _
of the law to the needs of life. He appealed to the
rabbis of his time to be aware of this flexible quality of the law and to permit modification accordingly.
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text , later Rabbis in Diaspora exile chained themselves to
the book .

Ahad Ha -Am offers two examples of the latter .

The

first is a poem by Y. L. Gordon which portrays the plight of
a woman who was granted a writ of divorce from a man named
Hillel (Hey yod lamed lamed) .

The letter yod was erroneously

omited in this writ which was therefore invalidated by the
Rabbi who examined it for certification .
Hillel was lost at sea .

In the meantime

Thus a new writ cou l d not be issued.

Gordon concludes his poem, "On the Edge of the Yod", with a
note of synicism, describing the cruelty of the Rabbi who
decreed that this poor woman remain a grass widow throughout
her remaining years .

The second example is a story by Israel

Zangwill i n which a young woman is about to marry the man she
loves who is a Cohen (a descendant of the priestly family of
Aaron) .

Just before the wedding day it is discovered that

the girl was once the victim of a hoax when a prankster put
a ring on her finger in front of two witnesses and pronounced
the wedding formula .

Thus the Rabbi refused to officiate at

the wedding with the Cohen because he considered her already
legally married to the prankster .

A divorce would not help

because a Cohen may not marry a divorcee .

Zangwill concludes

the story with ,the father of the girl saying, with a sigh of
relief, "Thank God we were spared this terrible mistake. 11

In

these two examples Abad Ha-Am sees "People of the Book" responding to the codified law as they would to a natural disaster
or a law of fate .

He attempts to show that it was the norm
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of exiled Diaspora Judaism to be enslaved to the codified
law and its minutia ; that the Rabbis were only reflecting
the frozen spirit of the people and of the times .
Where the natural play of heart and mind is thus
stifled, we cannot expect to find self - assertion
or strength of purpose in any business outside the
field of the written work . Logic , experience, common sense and moral feeling are alike ·powerless to
lead men into new paths towards a goal of their own
choice . Inevitable , as our experience has shown,
this general condition puts obstacles in the way
of the solution of any and every one of our problems . It has l ong been obvious to thinking men that
there is no hope for any particular measure of improvement unless the general condition is put right
first of all . 50
Abad Ha-Am advocates that the Jewish people throw off
the yoke of the book and create a new heart through educational, literary and spiritual effort .

He maintains that

true Zion i sm cannot be realized without preparation of the
heart .

In this formulation Zionism is Judaism at its best .

This is the conception of Judaism on which our
education and our literature must be based . We must
revitalize the idea of the national renaissance and
use every possible means to strengthen its hold and
deepen its roots, unt i l i t becomes an organic element
in the Jewish consciousness and an independent dynamic
force . Only in this way, as it seems to ITB, can the
Jewish soul be freed from its shackles and regain contact with the broad s tream of life without having to
pay for its freedom by the sacrifice of its individuality . 51
Upon a superficial reading of A.had Ha-Arn' s dis cuss ions
of the methods of the regeneration of the heart, one may assu:roo that he advocated deliberate changes in the Jewish tradition rather than the view which he generally posits - that of
an evolving change arising from inner necessity in accordance
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with the spirit of the times.

In the essay "Words of Peace,

11

he goes to great length to repair such misinterpretation of
his position .

He reassures Rabbi Johathan Eliasberg that he

never intends to manipulate deliberately the accepted codified
Jewish laws :
• •• I myself do not believe at all in the possibility
of amending the law in an artificial way . Whoever
says to amend the law is in my eyes the one who seeks
to cool a fire •••• The law is the law as long as its
adherents believe in its divine eource, whereas the
idea of amendment could arrive in the heart only after
this faith has been lost ••• 52
He further states that the Jewish reform movement is
unlike other reform _movements, including our own Karaites .
Whereas other reformers attempt to distinguish between sacred
scripture and profane additions, the Jewish reformers attempt
to amend that which they admit to be sacred tratition.

As to

the Jewish reformers, Abad Ha-Am observes that
they contradict themselves in an astonishing and strange
manner, and it is not to be wondered at that their reforms bring the nullification of religion generally,
since in truth the concept of amendment really includes
in it the concept of denial, and whoever comes to reform
really has nothing left to reform . 53
Abad Ha-Am insists that any deliberate manipulation of
the law is artificial and therefore inV-alid.

In his opinion,

the only manner in which the law changes validly is though the
intuitive, unconscious process in which the liberated "Torah
of the Heartn · follows its natural course:
It is enough for the intuitive general feeling of the heart
to develop in an unconscious manner by a change for . the good
in our human and national life until it will return and
become uplifted to a level of a free ethical authority. 54
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The God-Idea.
In his essay "Jewish and Christian Ethics" Ahad Ha-Am's
po sition i n regard to the God-concept may be clearly delineated:
If the heathen of the old story, who wished to learn the
whole of the Torah while he stood on one foot, had come
to me, my re ply would have been: "'Thou shalt not make
unto thee any graven image or any likeness 1 --that is the
whole Torah, and the re st is commentary". 55
In order to understand this negative formulation, one
must realize that Ahad Ha-Am patterned his metaphysical viewpoint chiefly on that of Maimonides .

The latter, following

in the medieval tradition, was especially concerned with a
definition of God that would preserve the absolute infinity
of God.

Among the medieval Philosophers, particularly the

mutakalimim, therevere even some who were wary of ascribing
to God any positive attributes at all, for they felt that a
positive attribute, stermning from the finite, human mind,
must of necessity be finite itself.

Maimonides, although not

so extreme in his view, shared with them the fear of defining
God in such a way as to delimit his absolute nature.
In our study we are not concerned with Ahad Ha-Am ' s differentiation between Judaism and Christianity.

Our problem is

to glean from Ahad Ha -Am's writings a clear understanding of
his conception of God.

In the essay which we have quoted

above, Ahad Ha -Am was attempting to establish the position
that the Jewish conception of God is abstract and is thus in
contradistinction to the Christian and Mohammedan religions
which ascribe a human or anthropomorphic form to God.

The
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very fact, however, of his quoting the Secohd Commandment
suggests that he accepted the ontological God of the First
Commandment which directly precedes his quotation.

In this

Commandment the reference to the God of Israel "who took
thee out from the land of Egypt" contains the idea of God's
concern with man's history and destiny .

This is the tradi-

tional conception of an ontological whose divine providence
guides the course of manking .
The purpose and program of the Bene Moshe Society, which
Ahad Ha-Am organized, was the awakening of the national Jewish
consciousness and the building of an ideal connnunity in Palestine
which in turn would extend its influence upon Jewish life in
the Diaspora.

Each new member of the Society was obliged to

take an initiation oath .

This oath was beyond a doubt approved

by Ahad Ha-Am and may possibly even have been composed by him .
Thus the words

11 I

swear by the God of Israel", which were con-

tained in the oath, are convincing evidence that Ahad Ha-Am
accepted the traditional God-idea of the Jewish people .
In the essay "Anticipations and Survival", Ahad Ha-Am
discussed the nature of the dissemination of i deas among people in time and place:
Hence, when the abstract idea of the Unity of God arose
and spread among the Israelited in early days, it could
not possibly be anything but an anticipation. Only a
select few had a true and living conprehension of the i dea,
conpelling the heart to feel and the will to follow. The mass es, although they heard the idea preached times without
number by their Prophets, and thought that they believed in
it, had only an external knowledge of it; and their belief
was an isolated belief, not linked with actual life, and
without influence in practice . 56
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This passage ha.a been selected by some of the investigators of Ah~d Ha-Am' s philosophy as tangible evidence of his
belief in God as an ontological Being .
Neumark considers that the word

11

For instance, David

nolad 11 (was born), used by

Ahad Ha -Am in his discussion of the abstract idea of the Unity
of God, is proof that Ahad Ha -Am posited an ontological existence of God beyond time and space.

Just as an embryo exists

in the womb before birth, so the God of Israel existed before
he emerged in the consciousness of the people.

Neumark further

points out that the idea , were it not absolute reality, could
not have taken hold in the minds of the select few unless sociological conditions so indicated.

Since these conditions

were not yet prevalent in the Prophetic period, he maintains

that the God - idea could become manifest in man only if the
idea were an ever-existent, Absolute Reality .
In a letter to Ahad Ha-Am a man stated that he did not
follow the traditional Jewish faith but that he loved his people , his literature and all the Jewish spiritual possessions.
He wished to know whether he could still be considered a genuine
member of the Jewish people .

Although Ahad Ha-Am identified

his man as a national-pantheist, he declared him to be a good
national Jew .

Noting Ahad Ha-Am's praise of the man, a number

of interpreters labeled Ahad Ha-Am himself a national-pantheist .
As we have already shown, however , in our analysis of his Godconcept, Ahad Ha-Am was not a pantheist; but rather a believer
in the God of Israel who was in all liklihood identified by
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him with (in Krochrnal's terminology) the Absolute Spirit.
In the essay "Torah from Zion" Ahad Ha-Am expressed
his views regarding an ethical Jew who neither believed in
an ontological God nor cherished his national possessions.
As to whether this man, who lived in Israel and spoke the
Hebrew language, could be considered a national Jew, Ahad HaAm answered as fol~ows:
Therefore a national Jew even if he denies God as an
ontological entity may· not say: I have no part in
the God of Israel, in that historical force that
kept our people alive and influenced the nature of
the spirit and the process of its life in the course
of thousands of years. Whoever in truth does not
have a part in the God of Israel, who does not feel
within himself any closeness to this "upper worldrr
in which our fathers invested their brains and their
hearts in the course of generations and from which
they drew their their ethical strength - he could be
a good man, but a national Jew he is not. 57
From this statement some critics have ascribed to Ahad
Ha-Am a functionalist approach in his God-concept.

In this

formulation God becomes manifest as he functions in history.
Actually, however, this may have been a misunderstanding of
Ahad Ha-Am's remards, for he himself may have believed in an
ontological God; and in any case, never rejected the idea.
His advice to the freethinker was merely an effort to demonstrate that even the agnostic can be accepted in the Jewish
national fold, providing the agnostic recognized the Godconcept as the motivating power in Jewish history .
The ontological God, according to Ahad Ha-Am, becomes
known to man by the process of evolving revelation.

This is

in agreement with Maimonides' theory that the communication
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of God with man takes place as an expression of intellectual
conceptualization .

Later , Nachman Krochmal, in keeping with

the idealist philosophies, had conceived of revelation as a
mental God-man encounter .

To Ahad Ha-Am as well, God is pure

intellect and reaches man only through the mind .

In order to

meet the limited comprehension of the ancient Israelites, the
Biblical writers resorted to an anthropomorphic presentation
of the God -man encounter, but the true medium of communication
of God with man is the intellect .
Ahad Ha-Am notes that in Judaism there is a preference
for the abstract .

This tendency is supported by the theory

that man, with his finite mind, cannot truly conceive the
infinity of God except in terms of abstraction .

Ahad Ha-Am

comments:
What essentially distinguishes Judaism from other
religions is its absolute dete r mination to make the
religious and moral consciousness independent o~ any definite
human form, and to attach it wi;~out any mediating term to
an abstract incorporeal ideal .
In Ahad Ha-Am's concept, God is the abstract ideal of absolute perfection, and it is throug~ the kr. owledge of God that
the human and the divine are united .
Intrinsic National Possessions
The Jewish national spirit , according to Ahad Ha-Am, finds
its most authentic expression through Tanakh, Hebrew language
and Hebrew literature .

In the essay "Torah from Zion", Ahad Ha-Am

emphasizes the importance of these expressions, recapitulating
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his definition of a good national Jew as one who

11 •• •

loves

his people, its literature and all his spiritual possessions. 59
Abad Ha -Am asserts that just as the na t ional Jew may
not completely divor~e himself from the God-idea, neither may
he divorce himself from relation to the holy scriptures as a
sacred national possession.

A national Jew must relate him-

self to the Tanakh with :
••• a feeling of special closeness that enfolds national
sanctity ; a feeling from which thousands of delicate
threads come out and are continuously drawn from epoch
to epoch to the depth of the distant past . This spiritual
closeness is not equal to what a person feels for just any
book whose contents or form he loves . And all this is not
only because the Tanack is the book in which he finds the
incarnation of our national spirit in the early sta ge •••
it is this hypnosis that lifted the Tanach from the level
of an historic monument of a certain period to the level
of an historic force of all the period s; it (the Tanach)
is an essential part of the national "I" wh ich could not
be imagined without it : the holy scripture s in the
relig ious and national sense at the same time •• • • Only
a complete atroph of the national sentiment could bring
about a "liberation" of the Jew (from the Tanach) . 60
Abad Ha-Am believes that the most authentic expression of
the Jewish national spirit is to be found in the Jewish lif e
and times of the first commonwealth as depicted in the Tanakh.
Thus he regards the Tanakh as the primary source of the ideal
Jewish self-awakening .

By making the Tanakh a central theme

in his life the modern Jew may identify himself with the essence of his national spirit.

Aside from methodological criti-

cisms that Abad Ha-Am offers the teacher of Tanakh of the
Gymnasium in Jaffa, Dr . Ben Zion Mosenson, he endorses the
teacher's theory of the importance of Tanakh in the life of
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the Jewish people .

He quotes Dr . Mosenson:

This book (the Tanach) is the sole mirror in which is
reflected our illustrious life of the past, and
for a ·people poor and destitute, a wandering people
without land and language, oppressed and crushed by
the environment - this is the only source of aspira~
tion for a different life, a life of freedom and
honor • ••• All the life of the free people in its
land with all its light and shadow is projected
before the eyes •• • by the study of the Tanach • •• there
will be born in the mind •• • the comparison between
the picture of then and the Diaspora life now; and the
response of feelingful heart would imperceptibly be
drawn toward the rays of light that are shining from
the distant past into the darkne£s of the strange soil . 61
The Tanakh then , in Ahad Ha-Am's consideration, holds
the h i ghest position of the expressions of t he Jewish national
:spirit.

Through study of the Tanakh the Jew rr~y find

,hia

deepest identification with his people, its heritage, and
thereby, himself .
To Ahad Ha-Am, the national ,language best portrays the
inner world of a people .

Hebrew is not only a vehicle of

expression and communication; without it the whole thought
and emotional world of a people and its national spirit would
be non-existent .

He writes :

A national language does not mean at all the
lan uage in which the people speak • •• for in order
that a language be lifted to the level of a national
language it is not enough'., for it to be a "Mother
tongue", but it need contain with this also the
spiritual treasure of the people from generation to
generation . 62
Ahad Ha-Am claims that even those Jews who do not speak or
read the Hebrew language intuitively feel it is the national
language .

Speaking of the Jews in eastern Europe who used

Yiddish as their vernacular, Ahad Ha-Am writes:
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••• their hearts and souls, their sacred feelings,
their joys and sorrows, their tears and sighs, all
that was considered by them important to establish
as a memorial, and to bequea th it as a legacy for
coming generations - all these they would bring in
to the treasure of the only national language . And
even the women and the uneducated that were not privileged to know the national language , and for whom we
would compose 11 Thinot" and other readers in this spoken
language, even they knew that this is not the national
and they ·would fulfill their duty toward their national
language , which they did not know, by trying with all
their strength {to see to it) that their children would
know it . 63
Ahad Ha-Am maintains that the growth of the language
develops naturally as a result of the search for adequate
words to express thoughts .

Thus language expands concur-

rently with the expansion of thought.

Ahad Ha-Am criticizes

the Haskalah writers who were trying to artificially embellish the Hebrew language .

He insists that the expansion

and improvement of Hebrew must come from within through the
expansion of knowledge .
Our new literature of the last hundred years views
thought as nonessential to the aesthetic sentiment
and they look upon language as if it was created
only for the sake of its use for this sentiment . It
(the language) d id not at all come to fill certain
spiritual needs whose lack was felt by the better
educated of the people , as it used to be in medieval
times •••• They wished to enlarge and dedicate it
anew on a foundation of aesthetic sentiment and made
it "the embellished language" , as a means for this • • •
Therefo:tte this literature could not cre~te an extensive and precise language n accordance with the needs
of thought in our times .
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Thus Ahad Ha-Am emphasizes the dependence of language upon
scholarly literature .

He asserts that serious literature

dealing with the expanding thought world of Judaism creates
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the need for relevant expression of these thoughts which in
turn results in the constant growth and improvement of the
language.

As he summarizes:

If you wish therefore to revive the language try to
revive the literature. And if you wish to revive
the literature bring into it living thoughts; bring
them in however you are able ••• either in a speculative
or in a narrative form, but do not change them even
an iota for the sake of embellishment of the language
alone. Embellish the thought and it will uplift the
language . 65
According to Ahad Ha-Am, literature becomes a part of
the nat ional literature only if it is written in Hebrew.
Jewish literature written in another language, if it is of
excellence, may enter into the stream of world literature;
if it is not of excellence, it will disappear.

In either

case it will never be considered Jewish national literature.
In his essay, "The Spiritual Revival", Ahad Ha -Am writes :
Our national literature, then, is that alone which
is written in our national language; it does not
i nclude what Jews write ,in other languages. If they
write on sub jects which concern other nations as
well, or other nations only, their books belong to
the literature of the nation in whose language they
are written; and the best of them find a place in
the history of that literature, though not always
a place commensurate with their value, side by
side with the native writers. If they write exclusively on matters concerning Jewish people and
its national life, they are building themselves a
ghetto in a foreign literature; and this ghetto,
like any other, is regarded ,b y the na tive population as of no account, and by the Hebrew community
as merely temporary product, which is not destined
to endure as part of its national life, which it
may and does enjoy at that time and in that place,
but which cannot call forth, as a national literature does, a living and imperishable sentiment ••
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and therefore with all the pleasure that he (the
reader) derives from the fruit of this literature •••
there is not in his heart in relation to it (the
literature) that living feeling that ties every
people to its national literature for many generations . 66
Ahad Ha -Am continues that a literary work written in Hebrew,
even if it is of inferior literary quality, endures as national literature.
The ultimate v.alue of national Hebrew literature,
according to Ahad Ha -Am lies in its potential and its purpose which is the fulfillment of the need of national selfknowledge •
••• it (self-knowledge) includes not only the knowledge
of our people and its deeds ••• but also the true relationship between it (our people) and the world aroun~ it,
the open and hidden ties between the phenomena of its
life, its needs and between the laws that govern the
life of man and society in general . 67
Thus, in summary, Ahad Ha-Am considers that the primary
purpose of Hebrew literature is to answer these questions:
What is our essential national historic self for
whose sake or because of which,·we are embattled
with the entire world these thousands of years?
What is the nature of our life at present in the
lands of our dispersion? In what way is our life
meaningful , and in what way does it need correction?
And above all, what is our future? How and when if it is to be at all - will we arrive at the longedfor shore in spite of the strong current that tears
us apart limb by limb and carries us one by one to
the great sea? 68
Ahad Ha-Am explains that

11

belles-lettres 11 have a

meaningful place in world literature because they portray
ideas more simply than do abstract formulations, however:
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••• In our present situation we think that our impoverished literature should not squander its meager strength
for such matters (belles-lettres); as long as matters
of greater urgency and benefit demand its task and there
is no strength. For this reason it is possible that in
this periodical (Hashiloah) there will be a ,lesser number of poems •••• and poetry alone and outpourings of the soul
about the beauty of nature and the pleasan tness of love, etc.,
may seek itsob j ect in the languages of other nations and
find it in a sufficient measure . 69
This is not to infer that Aha.d Ha-Am could not perceive the
value of art in all of its forms but that he chose, under
the pressure of circumstance, to view art through the prism
of nationalist priorities .
He was magnaminous enough, however, to accept poetic
contributions by Hayim Nahm.an Bialik whose early genius he
clearly recognized.

Although Bialik 1 s poems were not of a

national character, Ahad Ha-Aro did not he sitate to publish
them in the Hashiloah .

Yet he rejected the essays of pro-

vocative young writers such as M. J . Berdichewsky .
The latter, in an open letter to Ahad Ha-Am, voiced
a st~ong protest against Ahad Ha-Am's refusal to include
in Hebrew literature purely aesthetic expressions having no
national content.

Be rdichewsky argued thus:

We wish to be bne-adam i vrim (Hebrew human beings),
nurtured fr om the same place . We feel the need to
heal the rift in our heart . We must expand our
boundaries and establish human enlightenment on ;ae
same level of importance as our ancient legacy .
To Berdichewsky, the supreme significance of a persons life is not that he is a member of a nation, with its
specific tradition, but that he is part of the stream of
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humanity, sharing the complex influences and experiences of
a changing world.
When Joseph Klausner succeeded Ahad Ha-Am as editor
of Hashiloah in January of 1903, he i mmediately reversed
Ahad Ha-Am 's editorial policy toward belles-lettres.

Grant-

ing Ahad Ha-Am 's contention that, in our time of national
crisis, aesthetic literature, if intended for enjoyment only,
is a luxury that must be postponed, Klausner argued that contents of universal human interest are a necessity in the
Hebrew periodical in order that the reader may gain a broad
outlook on life and develop an integrated personality .

As

he explained it:
•• • This we wish to do with the new Hashiloah. If
a young Hebrew were to read during his adolescence,
in the same language and in the same book, themes
on Judaism and on humanity, they would blend within
his mind into a unified perspective and would no
longer be regarded by him as two separate worlds •
••• Then he would introduce into his general mental
makeup the Hebraic spirit which has been inherent
in him since birth, and is a legacy of thousands
of generat ions, and in inseparable part of his
Hebraic mentality . Then all those perceptions and
ideas that he would read in his national language
would be.QQme "bone of his bone and flesh of his
flesh . 11 71
Klausner urged that the universal cultural treasures
created by each nation be shared with other nations.

He

believed that this could be accomplished by including in
the Jewish national literature universal aesthetic values.
He pointed out that :
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We are not chauvinists, but nationalists, and our
nationalism is based on the lofty idea that all
peoples should receive the whole of truth, goodness,
and beauty from one another, and in turn should hand
over to each other the truth, beauty and goodness
that they themselves create. 72
Thus, according to Klausner, universal values, absorbed
and blended into a national culture, are transformed into original national treasures, and when shared in their new form
with other nations, lend moral and aesthetic enrichment to
the world .
National Education
Ahad Ha-Am emphasized that the Jewish national possessions
must not belong exclusively to the elite, but must rather be
integrated in the life of the entire Jewish community for the
effective regeneration of the Jewish national spirit and thus
the reconstitution of the Jewish people.

He a dvocated the

creation of a system of Jewish national education to serve as
the primary vehicle for transmission of the national possessions
of Judaism to all members of the people , adults as well as
children.

On the adult level, in addition to the program of

the Bnei Moshe , Ahad Ha-Am planned the publication of a Hebrew
Encyclopedia in popular style, geared to the widest education
of the Adult Jew toward an awareness of himself, of his position in the vorld, of his sacred heritage as a Jew with all
of its concomitant cultural offerings, and thereby, ultimately
to the inculcation within him of the Jewish national spirit.
Due to opposition from a number of Jewish scholars who took
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issue with the popular approach of the encyclopedia, and a
subsequent cessation of financial backing, the project failed
to materialize, but for one small collection of essays .
Ahad Ha -Am de vo tes far more attention, particularly in
the essay, "National Education", to the structure and methods
of a program of national Jewish education for children.

He

maintains that, in order to avoid a conflict within the heart
of the Jewish child, the teacher should not create a dichotomy
within the soul by separating the curriculum into secular and
Jewish departments.

He suggests that the curriculum in the

Jewish school be an integrated one.

He attacks the curriculum

where Hebrew studies are like a ghetto within a general program
of studies, sepa~ated and enclosed .
Vfuy do we not find such a strange seaparation (between
national and general studies) among the schools of
other nations; because to them all the studies are at
the same time national and general; because , with them,
their nationhood is not regarded so low that they would
exclude it from the human family that would consider
all the languages and literature in the world as matters
of general humanities .except their own language and
literature. The proper arrangement therefore, of our
school curriculum will only then be achieved when also
with us the Hebrew studies would be regarded as general
ones; e . g . that through them the human spirit would
develop in its national form as it is with other peoples. 73
He disapproves of attempting to implant the national
spirit in children by the constant praise of the quality of
the Jewish people .
Better European pedagogues have come to the recognition that this kind of national education has a
greater ethical loss than gain since it is liable
to receive a defective form of chauvinism as we have
seen in France . 74
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A true national education, according to Ahad Ha-Am is:
••• that which would bring the children to absorb the
spirit of their people unconsciously by bringing to
their hearts general , human possessions in a national
form . People that are in a healty national condition
- this (kind of) education is with them a spontaneous
thing without any artificial effort from any side .
The spiritual atmosphere that surrounds the children
of such a people is full with national foundations so
that every child, nearly from the day of his birth,
has his soul constantly developing within it the
national spirit . 75
The national form , according to Ahad Ha-Am, may be imparted most completely in the study of Hebrew language and
literature .

Therein, he writes :

••• he (the child) finds a whole world of lofty thoughts,
ethical and aesthetic , that gradually become an intrinsic pa.rt of his spiritual 11 I 11 ••• language sufficiently
mastered to enable the child to read the Holy Scriptures
and the best of later literature and this kind of reading materiaili should serve in our schools as the main
means for the development of the spirit of general hu manity in the heart of the children . From this source
the child should draw their first knowledge about the
"Truths" that uplift the human spirit in general and
about humanity ' s great cultural possessions . Only in
this manner could we create that organic tie between
the individual and his nation which alone is capable
of giving us in the future people more naturally integrated who would harmonize within themselves the "Man"
and the 11 Jew 11 and they would become one essence in
which the inne r · conflict between the two would cease . 76
In the context of education of Jewish children in the
Diaspora , Ahad Ha -Am takes issue with the education connnittee
of the Odessa School whi ch prescribed emphasis on practical
and Russian knowledge and skills in the curriculum, in order
that the child might survive in his struggle to live .

He

as s erts that it is comprehension of one ' s Jewish heritage
the instilling of the Jewish national ethics and thereby the
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spirit of Judaism that will fortify the child against the
onslaughts of the hostile elements in his Diaspora society.
Imagine for yourselves a Jewish man who finished
his studies in the school of the cormnittee and as
he stands on the road of life to fight the battle
of his existence, he meets immediately, in his first
steps, obstacles which he is unable to remove . He
knows the Russian language, portions from the books
of Pushkin, and other Russian authors, he knows also
arithmetic and fundamentals of Geography, etc., however as he wishes to- enter with his 1n. owledge into
some branch of human endeavor he is being pushed
backward with a strong arm, because he is a Jew .
And at that very time his Jewishness is very weak .
The language of his people he does not know, the litterature of his people is strange to him; his best
sentiments, all meditations that tend to lift up the
spirit - all these he drew until now and still draws
from sources that have nothing to do with Judaism.
Could you visualize in your imagination what takes
place in the soul of such a Jew, who suffers agonies
for Judaism, the nature of which he does not . know ••• ?
Which ethical support have you provided that he could
bear his plight of Judaism with patience and knowledge?
and you continue speaking in the name of the battle
for existence! Verily it is for this very battle itself that we request that our Jewish 79hildren shall
be educated in our national spirit .
Ahad Ha-Am concludes hi.s essay

11

Na tional Education 11

on a familiar theme which runs throughout the many areas of
his thought:

artificial means - committee meetings in this

situation - will not solve the problems of Judaism; an arduous but _natural response of inner necessity to the situation at hand on the -p~rt of all the people is the only S<?lution consistent with ~the spirit and tradition of Judaism.
After his visit to the Jaffa Gymnasium, Ahad Ha-Am
wrote a comprehensive report on the school's curriculum and
its implementation.

In the course of this report he relates
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that, upon examination of the children in the subject of
Tanakh, he found that, although they knew -much of the lives
and times of the Prophets , they were deficient in the text
itself .

Ahad Ha-Am asserts that this deficiency was the re-

sult of an overburdening of textual details and amendations;
the teachers, taxing the memory of the children with old and
new versions of the scriptural text, caused them to forget the
actual contents.
To the Jewish child ••• Eretz Yisrael is the fruit
of life of all the generations. In order to recog ni~e his self and his people he must recognize his
national possessions and the scriptures included •••
not only in their original forms but in the forms
they assumed in the course of generations - forms
which be~~me forces operating in the life of the
people.
Ahad Ha-Am concludes that the result of negating the
Diaspora, by eliminating its contributions to the Bible scholarship, be it authentic or inauthentic, would create confusion
in the mind of the child not only in an understanding of prophetic contents, but what is more damaging , in depriving him
of the sense of continuity and identity with the two thousand
years of organic Diaspora life of his people whose legacy he
must sustain through renewal.
Ahad Ha-Am envisioned education as the prime mover in
the regeneration of the Jewish national spirit.

He realized

that the agent whose mission is to guarantee the very life
of Judaism requires free reign if it is to achieve its ultimate potential .

Thus Ahad Ha-Am advocated a shift of emphasis

from synagogue to school, the new center of Judaism:
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••• the heart of the Jewish people has always been
in the Bet Ha-Midrash (House of Study); there was
the source from which they (Diaspora Jewry) drew
the strength and the inspiration that enabled them
to overcome all difficulties and withstand all persecutions . If we want to go on living, we must restore the center to the Bet Ha-Midrash, and -~~e
that once more the living source of Judaism .
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PART II
CHAPTER II - EARLY DISCIPLES
SOLOMON SCHECHTER
Solomon Schech ter was born about the year 1847 in
Focsani, Roumania .

Like Ahad Ha-Am, he was descended from a

family of Hassidic schola.rs and educated ih the typical
Or thodox J ewish manner , albeit by his own father , as there
was no Jewish s chool .

One of the effects of this education

was his possession of the three great fundamental gifts of
Hass idism :

humility, che e rfulness and enthusiasm .

These may

have eff ected in him that c ombination of scholar and joyous
mystic which made h i m both respected and beloved in his lifetime .
Even in the early stages of his education he impressed
J ewis h scholars .

At thirteen he went to Lemberg to study

under R. Nathanson, and as a young man he went to Vienna,
then the seat of Jewish l earning, and entered the Rabb inical
Seminary .

There, influenced by the Hebrew rationalistic

movement , he rejected Hassidism for a while and even wrote
satires about it .
He was ordained in Vienna in 1879 by I . R. Weiss .
Later , he wen t on to Berlin for advanced study at the Academy
of Jewish Science and Berlin University .

There, Claude G.

Montefiore, despite his name both an Englishman and a Jew,
recognized Schechter 1 s extraordinary ability and brought him
to England as his tutor .
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He stayed in England for twenty years.

There he

achieved eminence in the Jewish scholarly group, "The Wanders,
and thence in the academic world at large.

11

His wife, Matilda

Roth , herself a teacher, encouraged h~m in his scholarly pursuits .

And ultimately, because of his erudition, particula rly

evident in his edition of Aboth de Rabbi Nathan, he was elected
a lecturer at Cambridge .

In that academic atmosphere he was

able to inspire Gentiles as well as Jews, and to make friends
with some of the great men and minds in England, such as
Sir James Frazer, author of The Golden Bough.
In 1894, the University sent him to Italy to study
Jewish manuscripts .
Palestine .

Thence he traveled to America, Egypt and

The Egyptian journey, begun in 1896 and continued

into 1897, afforded him the opportunity for his most famous
achievement, the recovery and identification of the fragments
of the manuscript back to England with him, "conscious," as
Norman Bentwich says,
of the duty to interpret his discovery . And that
sense of duty diverted him from writing Jewish theology
and history, for which he was fitted more than any
living Jew, to the minute examination of manuscripts,
and led him even into the wilderness of theological
controversy. 1
Yet, in the midst of these mental and, in a sense, sacramental, tasks, his name in scholarship became increasingly
well known and his a cademic career flourished.

He was appointed

Goldsmid Professor of Hebrew at London University in 1897, and
was persuaded to become President of the Jewish Theological
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Seminary (in New York) in 1901 .

His fame as a Jewish scholar>

and spiritual leader was as great in America as it had been
and, indeed, remained in England.
He concerned himself, in his last lectures after the
outbreak of World War I, with calling those Jews who could
help to the aid of their persecuted European fellows.

He

died in 1915, becoming ill during one of those lectures .
What he once said of himself makes a good and true eulogy:
11

I have not accomplisl:,ted much, but I think t h at I have been

loyal to a few principles and a few friends."
His main writings include editions of, with introductions and notes to, several ancient Hebrew manuscripts, such
as the Aboth de Rabbi -Nathan, 2 the Agadath Shir Hashirim, 3
and the Ben Sira 4

manuscript itself; a large part of his

work also comprised three series of Studies in Judaism, 5
several Seminary Addresses, 6 and a minute study of Some
Aspects of Rabbinic Theology . 7
ment,8

Also, his Zionism, A State-

caused a great stir among Jews everywhere, as the

trustees and patrons of the Seminary were mainly anti-zionist.
Solomon Schechter and Abad Ha-Am
Ahad Ha-Am respected the work of Solomon Schechter as
a fine example of contemporary expositi on of rabbinic Judaism;
Norman Bentwich records it in his book about the latter and
Leon Simon in his book about the former. 9

Ahad Ha-Am ap:rroved

of the presentation of the "ideas of the sages in a plain and
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strightforward manner, without the glosses and interpretations by which other scholars were wont to distort them."
Yet a man's approval of another man's sch olarship - and
even of the man himself~ does not mean h is endorsement of
that man's ideas.

And the other man's - Sch echter's - oft-

recorded friendly feeling toward and admiration for the man Abad Ha -Am - who also seems to like and admire him do not
mean that he, by endorsing the man, endorses his ideas.
There cannot be said, in fact, to be a direct line of influence linking these men; rather their thoughts ran on lines
wh ich at times were quite far apart, though often parallel .
This difference in the midst of similarity can be
seen even in their early development.

They both came from

Hassidic stock, and both eventually rejected Hassidic ways
and sentiments.

Schechter , however, "returned", reappre-

hended the essence of Hassidism and made that essence a unique part of himself, while Ahad Ha - Am, always more skeptical,
did not.

Simon calls them "the man of reli gion" and "the

a gnostic" , differentiating them in reli g ious performance, but
goes on to say that they "were at one in recognizing the
supreme authority of what is called in Hebrew K 1 lal Israel,
the collective experience of Jewish life ••• 11 10
Doctrine of the Peoplehood of Israel
Schechter considered the Jewish national spirit to be
implicit as the ultimate source o~ Torah and Israel, and
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religion to be coextensive with Jewish nationality .

This is in

contrast to Ahad H-Am's concept that the Jewish religion will
quite possibly assume another form in future times .
Schechter asserted that Jewish nationalism and religion were coeval:
Now as to Jewish natio nalism, it is not a creation of the
n i neteenth century . Its compact with reli g ion was eternal .
If in the Maccabean times the nation arose in arms to defend
its religion , the reverse ha ppened after the d estruction of
the holy Temple and the successive s pread of Christianity,
when religion took the Jewish nation under its protection
and consecrated it forever . 11
Yet this endorsement of natio nalism, this reco gnition of
Jewish peoplehood , was itself qualified . He warned a gain st
11 the nationalism of the purely secular k ind ••.• Jewish nationalism can only be interpreted in the light of Jewish
Hi s tory and pure Jewish thought . 11 12
The brutal Torah - less nationalism promul gated in certain
quarters would have been to the Rabbis just as hateful as the
suicidal Torah - less un iversalism preached in other quarters .
And if we could imagine Israel giving up its allegiance to God,
its Torah, and its divine institutions , the Rabbis"would be
the first to sign its d eath - warrant as a nation . 1°
For him, the nation exists to preserve and to p roselytize the religion , while the religion consecrates the nation .

If the reli gion

is lost and the peop le preserved , the people will perish s p iritually
- a.nd possibly, historically .

Thus he was wi lling to acce pt, with -

out explanation , dogma , for onl y , as Kripk e summarizes ,
a religion with d ognas can elicit sacrifice and loyalty from
its members . These dogmas are the formulation of the will
of God and His pur~ose , and throu gh t hem reli gion becomes
worth dyin g for . 1
The Centralitv of Eretz Yisrael
His response to Zionism is quite predictable , considering
his concept of the Jewish nation as a. means rather than an end
i n itself .

He believed that there should be a national home and

that that national home be the traditional one , rather than the
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t h e African territory offered to t h e ea rly Zi oni sts .

His

s pon sorsh i p of Zionism ori g i nated i n the belief that it
wou ld give the Jew motive power to r etain h is Judaism and
to refuse to be in the worst sense of the word , assimilated .
For hi r.!, "assimi lation" meant n ot the maintena n ce of a la n gua ge a nd social customs other t han the trad iti onal ones , for
t hat , indeed is edu cation itself , but
loss of i dent ity; or that process of di sin te gr a ti on
wh ich , passing t h rou gh va ri ous de gr e es of de fi ance
of all Je wish thought and of disloyalty to Israel's
h istory and its mission , termi nated variously in
d iff erent lands . 15
The Zionism he ur ged , therefore , had the motive power of an
i d ea l , and t h at i deal was , along with " t he r eb irth of Israel's
na tional con sc ousness , ••• the r ev iva l of ••• Juda i s m••• " 16
As Norman Bentwi ch points out , h e sh a re d with Abad
Ha -Am
a distrust i n the i d ea of t h e J ewish St ate a nd a
secular nationalism, and a belief i n t h e fu sion of
reli gion and nationalit y , i n t he sp iritua l qua lity
of the Jewish National hope , i n t h e vital element
of t h e Hebrew langua ge . Pa l estine must be the
s p:ritual center of the Jewish peo ple , t h e co unt ry
i n which t h e i nga thering of a remnant would create
a comrr..on bond and a common inspiration for the
scatt ered communities . 17
He strongly ur ged , t h er efore , to ensu r e the p ro t ection of
J udais m and Zion ism from well - meaning , na tionalist , and
reli giously uncommitted Jews t h emselves ,

11

t h e settlemen t

in Palestine of Jews of reli g i ou s lean i ng , and a s p iritual
rev i val i n t h e d is persion ••• " 18

Ultimate l y , his Zi onism

took on an almost eschatolo gical tine e .

As Norman Bentwich
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says,
The return was for him not merely, or mainly a
national revival , or a reaction against Antisemitism, but a fundamental part of Judaism,
an essential element in the tradition as the
observance of the Sabbath. 19
God, Israel and Torah
Schechter often muses on the fact that the ancient ·sages
never articulated formal philosophic positions, took certain
axioms about life and God for granted .
about him.

The same may be said

He can hardly be called a philosopher even in

less abstract matters than the existence of God .

As Bernard

Mandelbaum says , he was "primarily the great expounder of
ideals, r ather than idealogies 1120 (sic) He stressed the performance of rituals, and the observance of mitzvot such as
the Sabbath and the dietary laws .

"There must always be a

point round which all these ideas concentrate themselves.
This centre is Dogma." 21

And the center of belief in and

practice of dogma is belief in the God behind it .
Schechter , however , does not make his God concept and
his appreciation of dogma something rigid; he is willing
to admit - and even to enthrone - the People's effect on its
Torah.

This he calls the "Secondary Meaning of the Bible . "

Jewish Tradition • • • , the Secondary Meaning of the
Scriptures, is mainly embodied in the works of the
Rabbis and their subsequent followers du ring the
middle ages . 22
He sunnnarizes Zunz 1 position towards the "secondary Meaning"
with approval in his voice :
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It is not the mere revealed Bible that is of first
importance to the Jew, but the Bible as it repeats
itself in history , in other words, as it is interpreted by Tradition .
Since then the interpretation of Scripture or the
Secondary Meaning is mainly a product of changing
historical influences , it follows that the centre of
authority is actually removed from the Bible and
placed in some living bodi, which, by reason of its
being in touch with the ideal aspirations and the
religious needs of the age, is best able to determine
the nature of the econdary Meaning. This living
body • • • is • • • represented ••• by the collective conscience of Catholic Israel as embodied in the Universal ~ynagogue •
••• this Synagogue, the only true witness to the past,
and forming in all ages the sublimest expression of'
Israel's religious life, must also retain its authority
a s the true guide for the present and the future . 23
Schechter meant , of course, the traditional orthodox synagogue,
which he considered as linking together, in an unbroken chain
of believing Jews, two thousand years .

This synagogue was,

for him, the repository of the selective genius of Israel,
wherein lay the laws which had passed the sigting of general
approval and custom and were solidified into the matter of
life .

This "living body" - catholic Israel - maintained,

even endowed, the authenticity of Torah.

As it is a "living

body", temporal laws are sloughed off when times change; as
it is a "true witness," it has a memory which can record, and
in so doing make eternal .
It is recalled that Ahad Ha-Am, too , spol{e of memory
as a leading component in the development and continuity of
the organic People of Israel .

He regarded memory as a creative

force in the entire cultural development of the Jewish People .
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Schechter, however, considered the major task of memory to be
that of validating the authenticity of the Jewish tradition.
There is something vulnerable in Schechter's endorsement
of the "secondary meaning" as more authentic than its primary
source .

The traditional view is not this at all .

The tradi-

tional view holds that the oral law is implicit in the Torah
and made explicit in the Talmus .

Therefore, t he re is no

"secondary meaningil as such; there is only one meaning which
is to be discovered in accordance with certain canons of interpretation, for the exegetical principles are also handed down
and may not be freely manipulated .
Schechter 1 s concept of the To'rah d iffers from Ahad Ha-Am's;
Schechter asserts that the Torah is donnee, Torah min ha-shamayim.
Yet his i deas on the Torah authorship are contradictory.

If

Torah is min ha-shamayim (from heaven), t hen it must have be en
given all of one piece, and not at vario us times and places
(except for the Takanot and Gezerot, the validity of which is
also implied in revealed Torah) .

Schechter holds firm to this

contention, yet he maintains that he will

11 yield

in the modern interpretation of Bible criticism1'

to no one
24

Of all the educators discussed in this study, Solomon
Schechter is closest in his approach to the theory of the
historical school of Judaism as defined by Ahad Ha-Am.

It is

recalled that Ahad Ha - A.TJ1 insisted that the h istorical process
must never involve conscious manipulation.

It consists . es-

sentially of an unconscious, gradual, i mperceptible development .
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Solomon Schechter , who is considered the father of
the historical school in America, tried, in h is introduction
to Studies in Judaism to define the historical school.

He

maintained that the school had be en conce rne d prima rily with
research about historical origins and t h e originators of the
school placed little emphasis on the reinterpretation of the
law accordine to the necessities of time and place .

He went

on to describe the school as marked by enlightened scepticism:
How long the position of this (historical) school will
prove tenable is another question • ••• The main strength
of this school lies in its scientific work • •• • Its theology,
as far as it goes , will 11 do 11 for us, though I neither hope
nor believe that it will do for those who come after us.
I may, however , humbly confess that the sixth essay in this
volume was written in a spirit of rebellion a gainst this
all - absorbing Catholic Israel with his decently veiled
scepticism on the one hand, and its unfortunate tendency
with many people to degenerate into a soulless conformity
on the other hand . I • •• venture to hope that, with all its
shortcomings, it will contribute something towards destroying
the illusion • •• that Judaism is a relig ion without dognas .•• 25
Thus, it may be assumed that t:>checht er sensed the weaknesses and, perhaps, the inconsistencies in the h is t orical
school because he felt that his school, as con ceiv ed by many
in h is time, was frought with dangers of r adical misinterpretation.
He proved to be right .

This we can observe i n the historical ap-

proach as conceived by our Jewish educators following Schechter,
as I shall presently demonstrate .

If not in all his philosophy,

in this one aspect of the his t orical school of Judaism, Schechter,
like Ahad Ha-Am is truly a follower of Krochmal's thought-world.
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SAMSON BENDERLY
Samson Benderly was born on March 31 , 1876, in
Palestine in the city of Safed, a city of old synagogues and
a mystic, medieval atmosphere which attracted scholars from
all parts of the world .

His early education took place in

the lieder and Bet Hamidrash of Safed.

Near his home was an

English mission hospital, and partly as a result of his friendship with Dr . Hendersoh, director of the clinic, Benderly decided to study medicine .

At the age of fifteen he went to

Beirut to study at the American College of Beirut, and after
receiving his A. B. degree on July 8, 1896, he immediately
began his medical studies there .

While at college he made

the acquaintance of the famous American Je wish physician ,
Dr. Aaron Friedenwald, who was visiting Beirut, and at the
encouragement of Dr. Friedenwald, Benderly decided to continue
his medical studies in the United States.

Through Dr .

Friedenwald he met Dr . Benjamin Szold, and was engaged to
teach Hebrew to Dr . Szold's two daughters, Henrietta and
Bertha, and to Dr . Friedenwald's son, Harry .

Both Henrietta

Szold and Harry Friedenwald remained his close friends and
colleagues throughout life .

He also taught Hebrew in the

Sunday School at the Hizuk Emunah, and began to use modern
teaching methods such as visual aids and music.

At the same

time he continued his medical course at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in Baltimore and received his degree in
June 1900.
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While interning that fall as Assistant Resident Physician at the Sinai Hospita l in Baltimore, Benderly was asked
by friends to become the director of a little Hebrew school
known as the Hebrew Free School for Poor and Orphaned Children.
Through his work in this school Benderly began to find Jewish
education intensely interesting, and when the hospital authorities objected to the amount of time he was spending in this
avocation, he decided to give up his career as a doctor and
devote himself entirely to education .
His first aim was to make the Baltimore Hebrew School
a

11

model 11 school where he could experiment with new ideas on

education .

He had the school transferred from a basement to

better quarters, and after converting it from a Sunday School
to a week-day school, he set out to modernize it.

In order

to have well-trained, enthusiastic teachers, he instituted
his own teacher-training program, and picked for this course
only those who were interested in trying out new methods.
Among his graduates was Jennie C. Miller, whom he married in
1909, and who continued for many years as a teacher in his
school .
In the same year, 1909, a central organization was
formed of the Jewish Community (Kehillah) of New York, and
a committee was appointed by the Kehillah to survey the
Jewish educational situation in New York .

Two large sums of

money were contributed for the survey, and when Dr. Magnes,
chairman of the Kehillah, asked Dr . Benderly for advice as to
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how these funds could be used to benefit Jewish education,
Benderly suggested the organization of a Bureau of Education.
In 1910 his suggestion was carried out, and he was appointed
the first director of the Bureau of Education for the Jew.i sh
Community .

The work of the new Bureau was to be the study

and improvement of Jewish education in New York City, and it
is interesting to note that the Trustees included Israel
Friedlaender, Mordecai Kaplan, Judah Magnes, and Henrietta
Szold .

Through this Bureau Benderly set out to revitalize

American Jewish education .

He introduced many ·innovations

in teaching methods - visual aids, music, drama, dance,
He brew conversation - and also compiled more interesting textbooks .

Benderly, with the help of Dr. M. M. Kaplan, selected

a group of outstanding young men and women from the colleges
of the city, and encouraged them to enter the profession of
Jewish education.

Some of these disciples of Benderly, who

were known as "Benderly boys", later became leaders in the
Jewish educational field .

In 1912 Benderly established the

first Hebrew High School in New York, and in 1916 he initiated
a School for Jewish Communal Service, where workers were
trained for Jewish institutions throughout the country .

Al-

though this school lasted only a few years, it formed the pattern on which schools of this type were established in later
years .
Benderly continued his dynamic leadership in the Bureau
of Education for about eight years.

After that time, however,
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the strength of the Bureau was considerably weakened by the
breakup of the Kehillah organization after the resignation
of Magnes .
After 1918 the Kehillah rapidly disintegrated . As
a result, Dr. Benderly lost his community backing and
community base •••• What saved the Jewish educational
program from complete disintegration was the fact that
the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic Societies which
was organized in 1917, was persuaded by him to affiliate the Bureau, and also several of the larger Talmud
Torahs and schools . 26
After the Balfour Declaration in 1917, Dr. Benderly,
although still engaged in his educa tional work with the Bureau,
became deeply interested in the development of Palestine.

He

had always been convinced that Palestine must be restored
as the spiritual center of the Jewish people .
Palistine as

11

He described

the hallowed land that gave the Jews the

prophets of yore and is giving them the chalutzim of today." 27
In an effort to contribute to the rebuilding of Palestine,
he organized the American Palestine Company which was to provide, primarily, low cost housing for the immigrants.

Within

a few years, however, due partly to lack of funds, the project
was discontinued, and the Company was absorbed by the Palestine
Economic Corporation .
Benderly, greatly disappointed at the failure of this
venture, once again turned his creative force to the ever
challenging field of Jewish educa tion, and particularly secondary education.

With the collaboration of Israel Goldberg

he began work on a 12 - volume encyclopedia, "The Outline of
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Jewish Knowledge", of which only three v.olumes were finally
published.

Benderly also formed two new groups - one for

children of elementary school age - Hanotim ( The Planters),
and one for students of High School age - Habonim (The Builders).
"These new groups emphasized the idea of the rebuilding of
Palestine as a spiritual homeland of the Jewish people." 28
The training of young rabbis also became a challenge to
Benderly, and through his lectures in p edagogy at the Jewish
Institute of Religion (where he was invited to teach by
Dr . · Stephen

s.

Wise) he influenced many student rabbis to

channel their energies into Jewish educational work.

To

Benderly, a rabbi was a failure ''if he failed to raise up,
at least in his congregation, a generation of Hebrew loving,
Zionist oriented young Jews . 11 29
During these years he began to select talented young
boys and firls from the high schools and from his own Hebrew
High School, and in 1927 he formed the Kvutzah (Fellowship
Group) .

These students were given intensive training in

Jewish leadership, with the purpose of stimulating their
interest in the potentiality of teaching, the rabbinate, or
social work, as professional careers .

From this project he

developed the idea of a Jewish cultural summer camp for young
people - Camp Achvah - situated on a beautiful estate in
Godeffroy, New York.

At this camp the historic Hebrew tradi-

tions were blended into the cultural activities of ca.mp life,
and through the mediums of drama, music and Hebrew conversation,
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the young people learned to appreciate more fully the beauty
and strength of their Jewish heritage .
Dr . Benderly was keenly interested in the organization
of the Jewish Educational Committee of New York, and was in
fa c t a member of the Survey Committee which formulated the
plans for the establishment of the J . E. C. in 1939 .
He realized that while the program, the setting and
scope of the J . E . C. would be quite di f f erent from
the Bureau of Jewish Education, neverth eless many of
the experiences , impulses and fundamental ideas which
he had cherished would find expression in it and
through it •••• In 1941, the Federation turned over all
of the Bureau activities to the J . E . C. and Dr . Benderly
was retired on a pension for the rest of his life . 30
He spent the last few years of his life in h i s home
on the picturesque estate of Camp Achvah, and in the wellchosen words of his disciples ,

11

1!:ven the ravishing illness

which finally caused his death in 1944 was unable to destroy
the clarity of his mind , the sweep of hi s i magination and
that deep faith in the future which he transmitted to all who
were touched by his fi re. " 31
The Doctrine of Jewish Pe oplehood
Like Ahad Ha -Am, Benderly was intensely aware of the
"Peoplehood" of Israel .

"Through his people, its h istory and

its literature , he saw the world , both t __ e human and the divine . " 32

He was an avid reader , and among his favorite

works, in addition to the writings of Maimonides, were the
essays of Ahad Ha -Am .

He shared with Ahad Ha - Am a strorig
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sense of the national spirit of Judaism, and by making Jewish
education a community project Be nderly was aiding in the de velopment of a culturally evolving Jewish pe oplehood .
Benderly indicated his awareness of the organismic
nature of the Jewish people , for he spoke of this People
as an oak tree whose roots are in Palestine and branches in
the Diaspora .

He maintained tha t ''Jewish institutions mu st

be revitalized . "

Hisfirst step in this direction was to ad-

vocate that the Hebrew language be taught in a more interesting
f a shion and that Jewish history be presented in dramatic form
in order to give school children an actual sense of experiencing
the Jewish pa st .

By t he se and other educational innovati ons

Benderly attempted to produce in Jewish youth a new awaken i ng
of the national Jewish consciousness .

Benderly, in short ,

unde r to ok with enthu siasm the task of infusing Ahad Ha-Am ' s
s piritual Zionism into American Jewish educat ion .
The Centrali t y of Palestine
In Benderly ' s ke en interest in Palestine as a spiritual
center , the reflection of Ahad Ha - Am ' s philosophy is a gain
apparent .

Benderly makes the emphatic statement that "Pale stine

as a Jewish spiritual cen t er is an i nd ispensible force in
t h e production of that resultant which we call the American
Judaism of tomorrow . " 33

To Benderly, the center which is

Palestine imparts genuine, intrinsic Jewish expressions to
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every field of cultural endeavor, such as music , art, litera ture , and language .

In America the situation is significantly

d ifferent ; there is a clash between the culture of the majority
- the Ameri can c ulture - and the specific Jewish culture,
which is a minority culture .

Benderly believed, therefore,

t hat in order to strengthen this specific minority culture
of the Jewish people in America, we need the inspiration of
the center of Palestine where creative Jewish life and culture could freely develop .
When one compare s the attit ude s of Ahad H-Am and Benderly
toward the importance of Palestine as a spiritual center, one
cannot help noticing a striking difference in emphasis.

We

may conjecture t hat this d,ifference resulted from the fact
t hat Ahad Ha -Am lived in the Rus sian environment where freedom was curtailed to a much greater extent than in America.
Ahad Ha -Am exalted Palestine as the main hope for securing
Jewish survival as an integral people in the Diaspora .
Benderly , however , cast Palestine in a slightly less important,
but still vital role .
In the past the Jews in the Diaspora tried to main tain, as far as they could , that Judaism which their
ancestors brought wi t h them from Palestine . They
refuse d to reckon willingly with the forces of their
environment, believ~ng them to be only temporary .
They h oped to escape from them as soon as their exile
or golu s would be over. The Jews of today, however ,
particularly of We stern Europe and America , even though
they look upon Palestine as an indispensible Jewish
spiritual center , no longer consider themselves as
exiles . 34
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He maintained that there is much scope for American
Jewish indigenous creativmty if we will only utilize our
freedom of expressi on and encourage dedicated aeadership Rakhshara t Hale v (preparation of the heart) .

His assertion was

t hat Zioni sm (and as he said, "By Zionism I mean spiritual
Zionism"} may be aroused to its full ·· poten tiality not only
through the revival of Palestine but also ri ght here in the
American Diaspora .

Dushkin sums it up aptly :

Wi th ....mystic romanticism, he viewed American Je wry
and Palestine . He loved both passionately . America
and Zion were the two feci around which his s p iritual
world revolved . 35
As we shall see later, in the context of education,
Benderly attempted, through the media of pageantry, song and
drama, to bring the influence of Eretz Israel to be ar in the
Jewish school , and especially in the Jewish camp, by re-creating
within these institutions Palestinian life in miniature .
The God Idea
In regard to Benderly ' s God -conce pt , h is writings do not
yield sutficient data for one to form a definite conclusion.
:Ie does , however, allude to the ' Great Unknown' .

"The syna-

gogue must be not only a unit of organization, which is its
communal aspect , but it must also be a ce n ter for re l i gious
self - expression and t h e contemplation of t h e Great Unknown in
terms of the Jewish conception of God . "

3 5A

Benderly is apparently

in a gree ment with A.ha d Ha -Am ' s i dea t ha t the essence of the
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God-idea is complete abstraction~
Both Alexander Dushkin and fo r de cai Kaplan , in their
interpretation of Benderly, foun d him to be in harmony with
Abad Ha-A.'11, although according to Dushkin, Benderly was more
of a mystic .

" .•• he love d to commune with t h e phenomena of

Na ture and with the destiny of Israel in the consecrate d expansive mood of mysti cs." 36
In dis cussing the religious attitude of Dus .kin, Berkson,
and other Benderly dis ciples, al l of whom were directly influenced by Bende rly, Kaplan wrote this criticism:
But what I can never get myself accustomed to in
those men has been their attitude toward Judaism. It
reflects, of course, Dr . Bende rl y 's attitude, which in
turn is that of Ahad Ha -Am. I mi gh t, in fact, say that
Benderly is perhap~ the only man wh o is working out
Aha d Ha -Am.ism in Galut in terms of education . I have
always mi sse d i n Abad Ha-Am's conception of Judaism an
appreciation of the indefinable reli g ious longings and
aspirations •••• I have often ·wi.s.hed t ha t these men
were drawn into the Seminary. 37
Obviously Kaplan wo uld have preferred educational leaders
to be more observant of Torah precepts .

Benderly and Ahad Ha -Am

however , were content to inspire Jewish e du cators with a sense
of identification with the ideals of spiritual Zionism .

Instead

of specula ting on the metaph ysics of God, both Benderly and Ahad
Ha-Am were conv inced t hat the greatest spiritual satisfaction
and be found in the love of Zion and in service to the Jewish
people .
Judaism - Continuity in Change
In his theories on the development of Judaism Benderly
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exhibited basically the historical approach to the Jewish
tradit i on .
At all times the Judaism of a given a ge was a resultant
of the Judaism that came down to that generation by heri tage , and the forces of the environment in which that
generation lived . This resultant did not satisfy the
purists of that generation who insisted that the only
true Judaism was that inherited from the previous generation or period . The condition, however , in which the
Jews of that particular period live d made their impress
upon the inherited Judaism and modified its content . In
the course of time the modified Judaism became the normal
Judaism and the rallying cry of the purists of the following generation . So that the Judaism of today is really
the resultant of the original Mosaic Judaism and the
forces that affected the Jews during t ~e ir contact with
he Canaanites, Babylonians , Persians , Greeks, Romans,
the Catholicism of Medieval Times , the Renaissance and
the Reformation in Europe . This process is also operative
in creating the Judaism of tomorrow . 38
This acceptance by Benderly of the t h eory of Ju daism's
evolut i onary proce ss of modification does not necessarily
indicate that Benderly negated belief in revelation .

Like

Ahad Ha - Am , he evidently questioned the anthropomorphic interpretation of revelation .

Both men took excepti on to the notion

that the decalogue or the penta teuch were di ctated by voice
or perceived by any of the human senses .

Benderly maintained ,

as Abad Ha -Am had done , that the question of the archaelogical
existence of Moses is not of primary importance .
It is i mpossible to distinquish between the historic
and the le gendary •••• Various theories and conjectures
have been advanced with regard to Hoses, some of them
even denying that he ever existed •••• But we need not
linger over those theories and conjectures . Moses
the liberator , the divine legislator , and prophetic
statesman , the pure and humbl e w2n of God, is a defin ite personality in the consciousness of the Jewish people and of all mankind . And , as a modern Jewish philosopher has pointed out , it is the personality of Moses
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as so conceived and generally accepted, which is h~stor ically important . This personality, embodying as it
does the h i ghest ideals of the Jewish people , has been
an active force i n their histo ry through the ages . Expressing t he Je wish character at its noblest , the per sonality of Moses h as contributed to the molding of
t his character . 39
We note that Benderly d id not take a de fi n ite stand as
to the authenticity of the Biblical story of Moses.

He pointed

out , however , t h at the character of Mo ses, as de pi cted in the
account of the revelation at Mount Sinai, ha s been a genuine
ins piration to the Jewish people .
Benderly's references to Moses as the divine le gi slator
and man of God , lead us to believe that Benderly shared with
Ahad Ha - Am the idealist approach in his God-idea.

In t h is

philosophy the si gnificant factor in the Revelation was the
mental communication , without involvement of sense perception,
between God and man .

Thus to Benderly, as to Ahad Ha -Am, it

is the impact and influence of Moses' pe rsonality that has
been of vital importance to history and to the Jewish creative
spirit .
As we have already ascertained, Benderly believed that
modern Judaism is a r e sult of the inte rplay of her itage and
environment.

He went even further; in h is opinion , t h e influ-

ence of environment should not be left to chance.

He strongly

advocated that not only the synagogue, but also the h ome and
the school , should play an equally important part in developing
present day Ju daism to its full creative es s ence .
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In order to bring into play the Judaic forces so that
they may contribute their full share toward the resultant , it is very essential that the Jewish home
be revitalized . • •• Tb e synagogue ••• mu st also be a
center for religious self - expression •.•• The Jewish
school , or the Jewish community center , must be filled
with a Jewish spiritual atmosphere that will permeate
and penetrate !Bto the consciousness of the Jewish
boy and girl .
That the school and the home should join the syna gogue
as contributing forces is highly commendable; one problem,
however, presents itself .

Benderly does not indicate by what

criteria we are to effect modification of the tradition.
Does he agree with Schechter that Catholic Israel should be
the final judge?

According to M• • Kaplan, there was a clash

of opinion between Schechter and Benderly in regard to the
academic preparation of Jewish educators.

Benderl y prescribed

that they study for their doctorate whereas Schechter preferred t h em to join the Seminary and bec ome rabbis .

Sch echter

maintained that only t h ose Jewi sh educators who were trained
in rabb inical scholarship would be able to d istinquish between
authentic traditions and the so - calle d J udaic usages which are
merely a home-grown variety .

Benderly was confident that the

home could create ; but such is not always the case .

Supposing

the home is ignorant of authentic, traditional forms, and
imparts distorted Jewish customs or superstitions to the child?
Are t he se superstitious usages to join in shaping the resultant?

In many i n stances the home negates the efforts of the

school program.
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There is only one solution to the pro blem.

If more

parents were edu cat ed i n the tradi ti on, t hen the h ome could
in turn make a valid contribution to t he resultant .

Je wish

e du ca tors are becoming i n creasingly aware of the fact t hat
adu lt Jewish education is of paramount i mportance in pro du cing harmony between the school curriculum and t h e religious
practices of the f amily .

Only t hen can the home, the school,

the synagogue , the camp , and the communi ty center , work
together as a team to inspire the child with his magnifi cen t
s piritual and cultural herita ge - J udai sm.
Language
According to Benderly, the Hebrew langua ge is a living
link t h at ties t h e Jewish pe ople to gethe r.

In t he sch ool

curriculum he proposes t h at the orig inal Heb rew should be
us ed in t he introduction of all Je wi s h class i cs, fore most
of wh ich is the Bible .

It sho u _d not be ta ught as a written

language only, bu t it should be tau ght as a s poken living
tongue .

With t he aid of music , song, and drama, its study

sh ould be a living , aestr etic emotional experience .

Bende rly,

like Aha d Ha-Am, asserte d t hat Hebrew clas s es should be conducted i n Hebrew (ivrit b ' ivrit) .

He emphasized hi s conv ic-

tion of the importance of Hebrew to Ju dai sm by this statement:
This is not the place to enter into a theoretic d isc u ssion wh eth er a Hebre wless Ju daism in the Diaspora
is permanently possible . During the last t wo t h ousand
years , the Jews have wandere d to many lands, have e stab-
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lished a number of centres, and have written some
fine books in other langua ges than Hebrew . But the
only Judaism that survived is the Hebrew Judaism •••
We have seen that a Hebrewless Judaism is a makeshift,
and carries with it a great danger to J udaism - the
destruction of the unity of Israel . What loyal Jew,
then , can be opposed to a study 6f Hebrew? 41
The Role of the Tanakh
The principals of the large Talmud Torahs were requested
by the Bureau of Education to work out the program of studies
for the Talmud Torahs .
principals

11

Benderly recorded the fact that these

place the Bible and Prayer Book in the centre of

the curriculum, and insist that they be studied in the originall14 2
Be nde rly a greed that the Bible should be taught as the
basic sacred treasure of the J ewish people .

However, instead

of presenting the Bible to the children with modern scientific
criticism, he suggested that it be tau ght t hrough dramatic
pageantry so that young people would be i n spired by the Biblical history of their Jewish heritage .

At Camp Achvah t h e

children looked forward eagerly to the weekly pa geants where
they the mselves acted out the Bible stories .

"th e story had

a cquired a deeper meaning for them because they had been active
participants i n the unfolding of the drama . "

Even in school,

he devised new methods of making Bible classes interesting.

By

using maps and colore d slides the setting s of the Biblical stories were beautifully portrayed, and the children derived a richer
understanding of the Bible and of the Jewish national spirit .
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The Function and Meaning of Jewish Literature
We recall Ahad Ha -Am's contention that the term national
deserves to be applied only to that Jewish literature wh ich is
capable of arousing in the reader an awareness of the Jewish
spiritual unity .

Benderly evinced the same outlook in his

insist ence t hat text books containing the Jewish classics
should be made available t o the Jewish child in America .
'' In addition to regular text books and teachers 1 guides, we
need several series of stories on Jewish heroes, le gends, and
customs .

Such juvenile Jewish literature to be read by the

children at home would supplement the work done in the school . 1143
One of the main projects undertaken by Benderly in the Bureau
of Education was the preparation and publication of such te x ts .
In this way he made it possible for eve n a young child to be
instilled with a love of Jewish culture .
Education
Benderly might be said to be the first Americ an Je wish
educator to bring to the at t ention of the American Jewish
community the vital urgency for Jewish education .

He set

squarely before the eyes of the Jewish public a picture of
the great potentialities of Jewish educ ation .
His novel ideas on edu c ation were like a shot in the
arm to the languid parents .

They began to sit up and take

notice ; some opposed him , but at least he got action .

As a
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r e sult of his initiative Jewish connnunity bureaus were organized in many large Jewish commun itie s
States .

in the United

Through his dynamic leadership t h e public soon

realized that education is a community affair, and that the
Jewish school must develop a spiritual atmosphere wh ich
will enrich the life of every Jewish family .
In his essay on the subject of national education,
Ahad Ha -Am had expressed a similar opinion; h e criticized
chauvinistic teaching methods , and irs tead suggested that,
by creative teaching, a genuine love of his heritage could
be imparted to the Jewish child .

Benderly carried out Ahad

Ha - Am ' s theory, but with one difference .

In Ahad Ha-Am's

community in Odessa , the secular and Jewish programs were
s e pa rate; Benderly, living in America , advocated the supple mentary Jewish school .

"We who are interested in this American

system of Jewish education are gully convinced that the only
hope for Jewish educa tion i n this country lies in schools
supplementing the public school system . " 44
In spite of this divergence of opinion in regard to
the curriculum, Benderly was admittedly inspired by the
spiritua l Zionism of Ahad Ha - Am , and set out to promote Jewish
education in the Diaspora in accordance with the Zionist
idiology .

To Benderly this was a challenging t ask .

As he

said :
Jewish education is the only real problem confront•
ing American Jewry of this generation . The difficulty
and the fascination of the task of the restoration of
Pa l estine has rallied 10, 000 Chalutzim to give themselves completely to it . We, American Jews, are surely
not wanting in men and women of the spirit . But we have
so far not offered a cause worthy of their sacrifices .
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If we , American Jews , are to build here the Jewish
Center of the Diaspora , then Jewish education must
become that cause , a cause which will rally the American
Chalutzim and Cha lutzoths to a task as difficult, as
fascinating, and as significant as that which is being
performed at present in Eretz Yisrael . 45
Thus Benderly chose courageous , imaginative teachers
who would stimulate the minds of their students and convey
to them the spiritual beauty of Jewish culture .

He vmnted

the students to think of Judaism as something more than a
se t of ancient doctrines and ceremon ies .

For , in Benderly 1 s

formulation, the pupil who is imbued with the love of the
Jewish heritage will in later years be a vital member of the
Jewish co:rmnunity, and as a result , Jewish peopleh ood - to
use Ahad Ha-Am's term - will be revived and strengthened .
Kaplan summed up the i mpact of Benderly 1 s personality
on American Jewish life by saying :

11 Like

the comet which is

supposed to have collided with, and enflamed the torpid mass
of matte r whence out planetary system arose, Benderly burst
upon American Jewry and set it into motion in the orbit of
its true de stiny . " 46
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ISRAEL FRIEDLAENDER
Israel Friedlaender was born in Poland on September 6,
1876 .

Even in hi s youth he di splaye d the i ntense Jewish

con sciou sness chara c teristic of Eastern Je wry .

In 1896 he

went to Germany, and entered Berlin University and the
Rabb i ner Seminar, where he studied untiJ 1900 .

The follow-

ing year he received the deg ree of Doctor of Philosophy a t
the University of Strasbourg , and in 1902 was appointed
11

Privatdocent 11 in the Depar tment of Semitic Languages .

He

also be gan to translate the works of Aba d Ha -Am and Dubnow,
men whom he re garded as t h e foremost thinke rs of Eastern
Eu rope .

In hi s work as a translator , Fr i edlaender considered

hims e lf a mediator between Eastern and Western Jewry .

In

1903 Professor Solomon Schechter invite d him to lecture in
Biblical Lite r ature and Exegesis at the Jewish The olog ical
Semina ry of America .

On September 26 , 1906 he ma rr ied Miss

Lilliam Bentwi ch of London , England, a woman of understanding
and devotion who encouraged h i m in h i s work .
Friedlaender was kee nly interest ed in Jewish education.
He was a member of the Board of Trustees of the Edu cat ional
Alliance , and chairman of the Board of Trus tees of the Bureau
of Edu cation of the New York Kehi llah .

He was also asked to

assist on the publ ication committee of the Jewish Publication
Society.

Whi le active in several Zionist organi zations, he

was at the same time teaching Bible literature at t he Seminary,
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making frequent public addresses, as well as writing and
translating in Hebrew , German , and Engl ish .

He often intro-

du ced young students to modern Hebrew literature by having
them read the Hebrew essays of Ahad Ha -Am , whom he regarded
as the leader in cultural Zionism .

In his classes, and even

after class , Friedlaender enjoyed condu cting long student
discussions on the themes of the essa y s .
On July 5, 1920 Friedla ender was muridere d by bandits
in the Ukraine .

At the time he wa s on his way to bring help

to Jewish people i n those war - t o rn lands .
In his book , Great Jews I have Known, Dr,

lifu.x

Rais in

recalls a memorable visit one Fr iday even i n g , in 1909, to
the home of Ahad Ha - Am, in London .

On this occasion, he

note d that he observed the close friend ship between the philo so pher and another guest , Israel Frie dlaender .

Notwith stand -

ing Ahad Ha - Am ' s well - known reticense and genera lly withdrawn
manner, the closeness between them was evidently like that
of patron and protege .

Raisin descr ibed his i mpressi ons:

The conversation at the table moved a t a lively pi ce.
Dr . Friedlaender , a handsome young man with a jet
black beard whi ch lent him an air of great di s t inc
tion , was t he leading spirit and told many Jewish
stories and anecdotes •••• Later that evening, we
took our leave , Ginzberg and Friedlaender accompanying us to the station . 47
·
It is not to be wondered that Fried l a ender in hi s
writings should have s hown the influence of Ahad Ha -Am 's
philosophy nor that he should have been in ge ne r al guide d by
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them .

It would be remarkable, however, if no divergencies

or modifications appeared in the writings of a man se:para ted
from hisnentor's standpoint by a generation and, subsequently,
by an ocean .

In the following para graphs, I shall exp lore

these similarities and differences of opinion .
Friedlaender admired Ahad Ha - Am for the keen analysis
witb which he approached theproblems confronting the Jewish
peo ple in our times .

He stated:

There is scarcely a Jewish problem of importance which
has not been touched upon by Ahad Ha -Alrr, and has not
received through his magic toucb a new and striking
illustration . 48
:Nevertheless , i n the preface to his German translation of Ahad
Ha - Am 's essays "At the Crossroads ," ,Friedlaender stated that he
disagreed with the former on several important points .

A far

reaching example of his disagreement is found in his essay,
"Moses Maimonides," where he questioned Aha d Ha-Am 's conclusions, in the essay "The Supremacy of Reason ,
Maimonides' faith.

11

con cerning

Friedlaender , taking into account the theo-

logical orientation of the middle ages, asserted that faith
was not open to question but only to metaphysical validation
in that period .

Thus, he concluded that Maimonides equated

faith with reason, in contradistinction to Abad Ha -Am's
assumption that Maimonides enthroned reason ove1• faith .

This ,

however, was a misunderstanding by Friedlaender of Ahad H-Am's
position.

As we ha ve noted in Chapter I , Abad Ha - Am inter-

preted Waimonides in the same manner as Friedlaender ; for
Ahad H-Am asserted that in the philosophy of Maimonides
faith and reason are i dentical .
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The Doctrine of the Peoplehood of Israel
Paralleling Ahad Ha -Am ' s theory of the organismic nature
of the Jewish people , Friedlaender equate d Judai sm to an organ ism .

As Friedlaende r poin te d out :

"Defin itions are almost

unat t ainable in the case of an historical organism like J udaism,
wh ich , during ••. its history has bee n undergoing un interrupted
t h ou g · tmperceptible changes ,_ which •.• has en countere d i nnumerable influences of every orig in and descrip tion, and , i n consequen ce , presents in almost every age and co untry, a modified
appearan ce . " 49
I t will , however , suffice for our immediate purposes,
if I say , vaguely perhaps , but briefly , that Juda ism
r epresents the sum total of t ho se i nner charact eris tics
as instincts , sentiments , convictio ns and i de al s , which
are to a le ss er or larger de gree co~.mon to the individuals
of t he aggre gate known as the Je wi sh people . I f the
Jews , or Jewry , represent t he ethnologica l or physi cal
a ppearance of t he Jewish peo p le , Judaism may be said to
represe nt its s piri tual , or phych olo gical ma ke - up; i n
othe r words , Jewry cons titutes the body, Juda i sm t h e
spirit , or the soul , of the Jev1ish people . As the sou l
of the i nd ividual , so the sou l of t h e nation is in
itself i nvisible . 50
To Friedlaende r , it is really t h e articulation, the e xp:'

ession , the sum total of the culture of the Jewi sh people

that is oranismi c in mature , not the p ro p le it self , who , phy sically change but little over the centuries .
I t (th e soul of a nation) fi nds its visi ble expression
in a certain manner of life , such as customs , habits ,
and ceremonies , and in a certa i n spiritual pro du ct i vity
such as literature , art , and the like - i n short, in
two spheres , wh ich , t aken to gether , fo r m what we call
t he culture of the na tion . Judaism would t hu s , more
exactly, represent t h e Jewish sou l , or spirit , and i ts
outwa r d manifestation in Je wis h cul t ure . Jewry with out
Ju da ism is no more than a body without a s pirit . 51
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Israel Friedlaender did not as s ume a spirit that di
rects the destinw of the people in the Hegelian or Krochmal
manner .

Krochmal, whose influence on Ahad Ha-.Am has been

d iscussed in Chapter I , spoke of a spirit or entity that
determines the course of a people's destin y .

Frie d laender

also wrote of the "soul" or "spirit" of the people, but he
obviously referred thus to Judaism itself, or, as i nd icated
a bove , to the sum to t al of the ch aracteristics, sentiments,
ideals , convictions of the Jewish people .

For Friedlaender ,

the spirit was not a separate being, but t he essence of the
Jewish people .
This soul of the JevJish people - J udaism - has been in
a process of steady decay ever since the Emancipati on of the
Jews .

This process was the "plight of Judaism,

Ahad Ha - Arn .

11

noted by

Indeed, the alleviati on of this d ecay of Judaism

constituted the central theme of his essays .
Friedlaender was also concerned with the deterioration
of Jewish culture , and especially with its causes and symptoms
i n Americ a , where he noted the Jewish s pirit weake n ing and
threatened with complete decline .

Forhim, J udaism was the

only reason , the only foundati on for the existence of the Jews:
Jewry without Juda:tsm is no more than a body without
a spirit , a dead inanimate mechanism , wh ich may, by
s heer mechanica1 momentum, move on for a little while
but must in the end come to a complete standstill . 52
This decay, paradoxically, is co in cident with the
exodus of the Jews from the Ghetto and with their sebsequent
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communion with the life and culture of the nations around
them .

("The dawn or the emancipation of Jewry is the dusk

of Judaism . 11 )
But what is the solution?

Is it

11

either r e turn to

the Ghetto or acce pt comp lete absorpti on?" , Friedlaender
asked .

The answer , he believed, as shown during simi lar cir-

cumstance s in the great Jewish -Arabic period , was the abandonment of the narrow view of professing Ju daism to be merely
a creed, and resuming its original fu nc ti on as a cul ture , as
the "expression of t he Jewish spirit and t he whole life of
the Jews.

11

It (Judaism) will not confine itself to a few metaphysical do c t r ines , wh i ch affect t h e h ead and not
the heart , and a few offi cial ceremonies , which
affect neith er t h e head nor the heart , but will encircle the who~e life of t h e Jews and g ive content
and color to its highest functions and act i vities . 53
Ju daism - The Histori cal School
Friedlaendersaw Judaism as an evolving responsive organism , accomodating itself to the needs of the Jewish people .
Modern Judaism, to be mo r e than merely a creed , to fulfill
its proper role , would have to take into account other cultures , new develo pments i n s c ience and seek to meet new con ditions and interests .
This modern Judaism ••• will develop a nd be modified
along the lines of its history, prompted by inner
nece s sity, not by d ictation from withou t . VVhile the
Judaism of isolation accentuate d the ceremonial si de
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of Jewish life and crystali zed itself by a natural
process into an Orah Ha yyim - a 11 1\'Iode of Living ",
(as the ceremon ial pa rt of t he Shulhan Arukh is en titled) - t he modern phase of Judaism will proba bly
t end to emphasize more strongly its cultural aspects . 54
Friedlae nde r 1 s h istorical a pproach is akin to the German
historical school whi ch ho l ds that all human cul ture, including laws and institutions , undergoes constan t change p rompted
by t h e partic ula r condi tions t he peopl e face in each age .

In

Ahad Ha - Am ' s and Drochmal ' s conception, the cha nge d oes not involve t h e fundamental char~ct er of the people , for t his es sen ce
is r ooted in the unchangeable Absolute Spirit .

Moreover, their

formula ti on posits that t h e evolving change is always within
t he desi gn of the Absolute Spirit .
Judaism, according to Friedlaender , dev eloped gr adually
reflecting t he needs of its people , and he believed, this
was as it shouJ.d b~ .

He was not in favor of radical dismissing

of t hos e precepts which have ou t grown their significance, but
believ ed tha t t he people, in the s ame way i n which t hey had
originally cod ified the va r i ous laws , wo uld gr adually di scard t h os e no longer germane to the i r contempora ry life.
Some day perhaps we may feel the need for a new
app roach to tra d ition: we may not want to understand
the n atural process of its evolut i on . We ma y then
have a ne w Maimonides, who will codi fy the law from
the historical point of view , not on t h e prin ciples
of an a rtificial log ic, but on the basis of the
order i n which the v ar i ous 1igs eme r ge d i n the co urs e
of an a ge - long development .
Frie dlaender ur ged t hat for the pu rpose of the e nrichment of Je wish life , such hitherto neglected art forms as
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music and poetry should now become part of a more meaningful
Jewish culture .
It (Judaism) will have to take in and d i gest the
elements of other cultures , and will seek and meet
ne w conditions and interests •••• I t will re gulate
our spiritual demand and supply and will make Judaism a living , flourishing , impre gnable organism
that deserves to be loved , to be respected, to be
lived for . 56
The Centrality of Eretz Yisrael
Abad Ha - Am ' s views on t h e role of Pa lestine as the
source of inspiration, example and encouragemen t to the
fostering of Jewish culture are well known .
him, was not merely a safe harbor ,

11

Palestine, for

Nach tasyl, a tempory

shelter from the rava ge s of the anti - semi tism suffered in
t he Diaspora ; for him it was also the ans wer to the problem
of the de cay of Judaism among the newly emancipated Jews , who
had gained certain civil liberties but had lost their

11

so ul 11 •

He believed that the freedom of thou ght and action afforded to a Jewish citizen in his own state would be d ecisive in
unifying the sca ttered Jewish communities all over the world
so that they would once again be inspired to giv e expression
to their inner nature .
The centrality of a Jewish Homeland in Pales tine, he
h eld , implied that tr ue Zionists must l ive and work in the
state itself , that Zionism i mplied the negation of the
Diaspora .

rrrr

I believed that a complete creative life in
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the Dia spora was pos s ible , I wouJ.d not ca ll myself a Zionist,"
he once said .
On the s ubje ct of t h e need for a nati onal homeland in
Palestine , hi s most illu stri ous adversary was S . M. Dubnow .
What was Friedlaender 1 s posi t ion i n t hi s respect?
summarized Dubnow' s position t hus :

11

Frie dlaender

Je wish Nationalism, being

a purely s p iritual nature , needs no te r ri tory of its own . " 57
In his essay,

11

Dubnow 1 s Theory of Jewish Nationalism,"

Friedlaender noted that although Dubnow felt his t h eory of
Jewish nationalism was a synthesis between assimila tion and
Zioni sm, "he ( Dubnow) is naturally more favorably inclined
towards Zi onism ••• t han to Assimilation , ••• de spi t e t hi s, his
opposition to Zionism is well known . "
Friedlaender , made t he point that

11

Dubnow , according to

it ( Zionism) is i mpossible,

since its i deal can never be realized . " 58
Friedlaender , himself , res pected and greeted Dubnow's
contention warmly that the Jews are a nationality and not
mer e ly a reli gious community, and sai d of i t :
A nation , according to the d efinit ion of Dubnow,
is an hi storic - cultural group , possessing , by virtue
of its ori g ins and co nd iti ons of its development ,
certain traits of character , a certain di s po sition
of mental and moral faculties and a certain stock or
historical tradi t ions , distingui shing it from other
eq ual groups - in short , constitu ting a characteristic
colle c tive personality. 59
A s p iritual nation , t hen , as conceived by Dubnow, the
Jews , having outlived t he sta ge of territorial nationalism,
should not seek to con centrate thems elves i n a country of
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their own , but should claim the right to live their distinctive national lives in all the countries in whi ch t hey had
been settled for g enerations .

To Dubnow , it was of far

greater importance to establish cond itions in the Diaspora to
preserve their nat i onal i ndividuality without sacrifice of
freedom .

Thu s, Du bnow and his school a dvocated the concentra-

tion of effort on the acquisition of "national autonomy " for
the Je wish communities i n the Dias p ora .
Originally, Friedlaencler held that t h e views of Dubnow
and Ahad Ha -Am made a synthes~s , that both approaches were
needed to deal with the double problems of active anti-semi tism
and the need for an opportunity for an a tmosph ere in which
Judaism co uld flourish .

He felt , in other words , that the

view stressing the nee d of the centrality of Israel and
t h at stressing national autonomy whereby Jewish life was to
be encouraged to reach its intrinsic expression i n the Diaspora - both t hese attitudes were to be supported .

Th e Jei.vs

sh ould not try to assimilate ; they should try to foster their
own cu lture and, if the national homeland is not exactly ind ispensable, it is certainly very important .
A change i n Friedlaender ' s emphasis toward the views
of Ahad Ha -Am at a later date is noteworthy :

During a lec-

ture delivered as late as 1917, some t we lve years after the
one on the Dubnow controversy, and only three years before
his death , Friedlaender made the followi ng statement :
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The significance of Palestine for the Jewries of
the world is just as breat today as it was ever before.
Those who believe that the emancipation of the Jews
will solve the Jewish problem, and the }/Iessianic ideal
will be consummated by the removal of Jewish d isabi l ities , short - sightedly overlook that the Jewish problem
has two as ects : it has a material aspect, ••• the problem of Jewry, and· it has a spiritual aspect, ••• the
problem of Judaism . The material problem, the problem
of d iscrimination, suffering and persecution, must and
will be solved by Jewish emancipation .
ut the spiritual problem, the problem of our h igher destiny, withh
be and cannot be solved by Jewish emancipation . The
solution of our material problem depends on the nations
around us ; the solution of our spiritual problem depends
on our own endeavors •••• What we need is a true unity, a
unity based on liberty, a unity based on cooperation, and
there is no more noble unity than that of a common ideal,
the ideal ••• of a genuine Jewish life on genuine Je wish
soil . 60
Friedlaender 1 s views on th i s subject are sircply and
succinct ly summarized in his preface to his book Past and
Present , where he said :
This volume ••• is based upon the fundamental conception
of Judaism as a living organism, wh ich is one and indivisible at all times and in all climes; changing and
yet unchanged ; harking back to a great past and struggling , in the midst of a harassing present, towards a
glorious future . Th at conception views Israel as a
community in which the religious and racial element is
inseparably intertwined with one another, in which the
universal ideals and the nati onal aspirations form a
harmonious combination - a combination which can be
realized only through the untrammeled and unhinde reg 1
development of the Jewish genius on a Jewish soil .
The God Idea
Neither Ahad Ha-Am not Israel Friedlaender gave, by
any explicit statement , his personal views in regard to his
conception of God, but there is much we may infer from · the
context of their writings .
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In Ahad Ha - Am ' s

11

Moses 11 , we have a very clear view of his

t heological views in his reconstru ction and paraphrasing of
the Biblical account of Moses .

We note t hat

11

God 11 resides

in the cons c iousness of Moses , that the prophet is intoxicated
by an all - consuming inner f orce that motivat e s him to struggle
for absolute truth and its realization in h uman relations in
the form of absolute jus ti ce.

The prophet Moses does not ex-

perience a dialogue or con fronta t ion , and the

11 burning

episode is not a supernatural visible phenomenon .

bush"

In the heart

of the prophet , however , the experience h e does undergo is just
as real ; Divine revelation takes place i n Moses' heart .

It

is the manifestation of the Divine will .
In Friedlaender ' s essay, "The Prophet Jeremiah ", we are
able to d iscern a strong resemblance , almost an echo of
Ahad Ha - Amist "Moses" .

Friedlaender be gan h is essay 6 2 with

t h e definition of the p rophet as an idealist .

He discussed

the nature of the idealism of the prophet , and said that his
idealism is essentially unpractical , that the proph et is a
noncompromist , and that his justice is an absolute justice .
As in Aha d Ha - Am ' s essay ,

11 Moses 11 ,

t h e prophet here

did not have an experience of com.~ union with God in the form
of a dialogue , but the reality of God was so convincing to
the prophet that he was ready to lay down h is life for Him .
Friedlaender stated that :
Communion with God , a phrase nowada ys heard so often
from the pulpit , was to the prophets more than a
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phrase; it was palpable reality which filled their
lives and ruled their actions . 63
Friedlaender did not venture an explanation of the
meaning of this communion , for , as he said ,
What this communion with the Divine really meant ,
we know not , and , so long as oun senses are h e dge d
in by time and space , we shall not know . The believ ing Jew has at hi s di s posal the vast po ssib i l i ties
which lie between the vision of Ezekie l, who swallows
the scroll presente d to him by God , and the abstract
doctrine of Maimonides , wh o conceives of prophe cy as
the conjunction of our mind with the Act ive Int ellect
of the sub - lunar world . Bu t t he fact as such impres ses itself irresistibly upon the mind of everyone who
r eads and understand s the prophets . 64
Apparently , Friedlaender i dentified himse lf with this
believing Jew in that as a morta l, with all the limitations
placed upon his perceptions , he d id not know God .

And with

t h is "believing Jew ", he had ample freedom of choice among
a variety of possible revelations within a large area .

On

the one hand , he was offered the ext reme choice of Ezekial,
in his tangible encounter with God ; on the other , an abstract
co gni tion of our mind with the Active Intellect of the sub lunar world .
How are we then to understand Isra el Frie d laender's
posi tion?

Upon what choice d id he devolve?

Was he himself

t h e mode rn belie ving Jew , undogmatic in h : s formula tion,
allowing for a wide variety of Go d experi ences?
it is difficult to define h is position .

At his point,

However , in another

context , his essa y on Moses Maimonides , Friedlaender s hed
further li ght on h is God i dea :
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Describing Maimonides'

11

universe of di scourse" as in

keeping with the medieval period i n which t he philosopher
lived, Friedlaend.er concluded tha t with the "dea t h of the
stars" (the Aristotelean concept) , t he entire structure of
Maimonides ' t h eology also fell apart .

For the death of these

stars , or spheres, which were the realm in which the Active
Intellect was supposed to reside made meaningless the entire
construction of a communion of our minds with an Active Intellect .

By the death dealt to these spheres indi rectl y , by

the discoveries made by modern astron omer s, man could no
longer communicat e with t he Divine thro ugh t hem, since they
were now no longer endowed with intellige nce.

Neither, then,

could Friedlaender bring his mind in that manner into c on tact
with the mind of God , for
As for the philosopher Maimoni des , need I point out
t hat the downfall of Aristotle invo lve s the downfall
of Maimonides? 'rhe stars of modern astronomy have
grown i nfinitely in size, but the spectral a nalysis
has torn their so uls out of them . The death of the
stars has caused the death of the Separate Intelligences a nd of the Active Intellect which connects the
mind of man with God . Thus the tremendous edifi ce of
Maimoni de an t hought seems to be one magni ficent ruin. 65
If this then was Friedlaender 1 s, or "modern man's"
position, was there no comf ort or solace whatever to be derived from this magnificent ruin .
retrieved?

Was there nothing to be

Friedlaender gave h is answer:

In the ruins of Maimonides' ed ifice there are many
corners which might grant shelter and rest to the
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"perplexed" of our a ge . I am firmly convinced that
a thorough study of Maimonides ' writings would reveal
an abundance of thought which, after some transformation and adaptation, mi~ht become of great value for
our ovm modern times . 6
Friedlaender advised for the modern Jew profound study,
schola rship in order to discover the answers to h i s question .
Friedla ender , in advocating study, made reference to
a me taph orical sia.uation :

" I f you are sick, you place your-

self in the hands of a g reat surgeon, and put your faith in
him . "

This "great surgeon" refers to a thorough knowledge of

Judaism, and the sickness the decay which
patient , Judaism itself .

a s taken over t he

The two requ irement s for a restora-

tion to a state of health are , first, the h i gh qualifications
of the doctor , and , second , the faith of the people .
However , if the patient is already dea d , as dead as
t h e s tars in Maimonides' firmament, to what avail are the
skills of the best physician and the patient's former faith?
Wha t shelter to the perplexed can be offere d after t he edifice has be en crumbled i n ruins?

In answer , Friedlaender

seemed to anticipate r e constructionism by M. M. Kaplan, the
subject of Chapter IIIof this study .
Of smaller significance, but nevertheless worthy or
note are the expressions used by Dr . Fr i e dla ender in alluding
to a Divine force .

In addition to referring to God , he also

used such expressions as "Providence" , '~ kind Providence 11 ,
"History" , and so forth .
rea d :

Thus , in t he following extract we
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It is , therefore , natural to expect t ha t a study of
the Spanish Period of Jewish history will yield to us
many a valuable lesson , which , with the h elp of a
kind Provi de nce , we ma y turn to good account ••••• 67
Edu cation
Edu ca tion i n J udaism was , for Ahad Ha - Am , the sine
qua non of the survival of t h e Je wish peo ple .

The pla ce of

education was higher and more meaningful t ha n religion for
that survival , for ,
Withou t knowledge of Judaism ( in t he broad sen s e ,
as in cluding everything create d by the Jewish spirit ) ,
we have no weapon with wh ich to fi ght for our existence •••• Bu t the heart of the Jewish pa ople has always
been in t h e Bet Ha - Midrash (House of Study) ; there
was t h e source fro m whi ch they dre w the strength and
t he ins piration that enable d them to overcome all dif ficulties and withstand all per se cutions . I f we want
to go on living , we mu s t restore the centre to the
Bet Ha - Midrash, and make that once more the living
s ource of Judaism . 68
Ahad Ha-Am even be lieved in rev erting to the ancient
system of making the Synagogue itself t he Rouse of Study,
with Je wish learning as i ts first concern and prayer as a
seconda ry matter .

To t h is system h e at tributed the sur-

vival of the Jews in days gone by .
ing - learning :

(" But learning - learn-

that is the secret of Jewish survival . ") 69

Again , we may assume that Friedlaender subscribed to
t hese attitudes of Ahad Ha -Am, namely , that e du cation , study
and cultural pursuits we re more vital to the pr eservat ion of
the Jewish people t han was religion .

He treated the subject

of the i mportan ce of learning vis a vis that of religion in
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an essay, "The Fun ction of Jewish Learning in America" 70
in whi ch he compared the period of the Jews in Spain with that
of contemporary America .
The first lesson which impresses itself upon our
mind as a result of our study is the unique significance of Jewish learning in the life of the Jewish
people •••• What alone has survived the ravages of
time and the vicissitudes of the Golus and what
alone has been woven i nextricably into the texture
of the Jewish consciousness are no t their political ,
economic or charitable achievements , but the fewish
learning which they acquired and de veloped . 7
And he continues
••• the standards by which a later a ge will judge the
American pha s e of Jewish history will be ••• t hat alone
which will remain the inalienable possession of the
entire House of Israel, our add itions to the spiritual armory of the People of the Book . 72
To the question of the problem of acclimati zing to the
environment in the Ne w World , to the proble ms of living in a
powerful environment whose

11

culture ••• stands before us like

an iron wall , " Friedlaender advise d adaptation without sacrificing essential beliefs and practices of Ju daism .
Hebrew Langua ge and Literature
Both Ahad Ha -Am and Friedlaender had specific suggestions and r e commendations on education , its methods , aims .
Ultimately , however , both writers emphas i zed that Jewish
learning , to be authentic , meaningful a nd effective, sh ould
be transmitted in the Hebrew language .

Not only d id he

(Ahad Ha -Am) wish to remove from Jewish teaching the i n f lu ence of the Western Jews who wished to make relig ion s ynony-
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mous wi t h Judaism, he also opposed the retainment of Yiddish
as the national Jewish language .
His strong insistence upon Hebrew' s being the language
of Judaism, was in~icated in the followi ng exce r pt of a letter to

s.

Dubnow:

You are right i n saying tha t 11 t he question of
Yiddish is what d ivides us . 11 It is be coming a sort
of acid test of Judaism; and I must say t h at I should
regard the victory of Yiddish as the most serious
threat to J uda ism as we understand it. If the Jewish
people really cannot survive unless Yiddish wins,
then - absit omen - I am prepared to for go its survival . If after thousand s of years the Jewish peop le
is to start developing its culture from t he very
beginning , if it is to fashion for itself a new literary language and new 11 literary and cultural value s"
which are nothing more than a pale reflexion of other
cultures : then I can see no point and no purpose in
a national existence on so low a level . 73
However, on the issue of religion in education, he was
somewhat more compromising , for he felt t ha t much could be
gained in the way of educati on in Juda.ism eve n through the
means of relig ious study .
Bu t the present - day we stern Jews , who want an
"orthodox" Hebrew edu cation, a re not so dangerous.
If the pupi ls acqui re a thorough knowledge of the
He bre w la nguage , the Bible and t h e Talmud (even on
orthodox lines), and an adequate knoviledge of Jewish
history, and if at the same time they get a good
general edu cation, Palestine will be very mu ch better off from t h e cultural point of view, even if
t heir ideas do n ot a gre e with ours . 74
Ins tances of Ahad Ha-Am' s flexibi l ity and far-si ghtedness in
the strugg le of education with or without a r eligious milieu
are t ypified by t h e following :
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Consequently, we have to choose between two alternatives . One is to part company with the western
Jews and make up our minds to wait until we are strong
enough t o establish a school system without any help
from any of them •••• The other • •• is to persuade ourselves that it is better to have good schools in
Palestine , even if the pupils wear caps in class and
there is no H;§~er Criticism •••• I prefer the second
alternative .
The above passage indicates in still another context
Abad Ha-Am ' s almost Solomon-like willingness to sacrifice
certain relatively minor considerations in the interests of
the greater good, that is , compromising on the issue of
religiosity and exercising a certain amount of tolerance on
that score in the hope of achieving a high level of e ducation,
rather than having no education at all or waiting interminably
for the means to get it .
Friedlaender was not as outspoken on the issue of religion in education .

The questi on of the survival of the

Jebrew language , however , was to him a matter of first i mportance .

Participating in the opening ceremonies of the Hebrew

Courses for Adults in Berlin, in 1899, he delivered an address
outlining the history of the language, its de clines and
ascendences .
Tracing the history of the Hebrew language, he called
attention to the recent revival of He brew, which de rived a
great i mpetus with the rise of the Zionist movement .

He

rejoiced :
Innumerable publications dealing with every phase
of life and thought are brought out in uninterrupted
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suc ces s ion . Numerous maga z ines and newspape r s are
coming into existence , which, using the rejuvenat ed
idiom of the Bible as their medium of e xpression ,
d iscuss the events of the da y and the pr oblems of our
times . Writers of great force and poe ts stamped with
the mark of genius constantly enter the arena of
Hebrew litera ture . There is no thought or sentiment
stirring modern h umanity which is not ech oed in the
Hebrew language . 76
In connection wi t h his admonition to American Jewry
to conce r n itself wi t h the revival of Hebrew, Frie dlae nder
said :
1/Vhat then would be more natural than that we Jews
should be the first to study and the first to pre sent to the world this unique lingu istic phenomenon •
••• Verily the Jews of America who boast of their
practi cal s ense and are the same time alive to the
c laims of Jewish learning cannot n eglect this partieular cla im • • • • 77
Moreover , he adjured his fellow Jews that they give
more than just financial support to sch olarship and le~ ning .
The scholar , he said , needs more than just backing of a material sort ; he needs recognition and moral support , in order
to be sufficiently encouraged to carry on .

He recommended

followi ng the example of Jews throughout Eur ope , who have
es t ablished various societies for the f urt _erance of study,
such as the t hen more than two hundred and twenty- one So cieties for Jewish History and Literature throu ghout Germany.
In exhort ing his hearers to implement t h ese s uggestions
speedi ly, in his essay, "The Function of Jewish Learning in
America" , he concluded with an appropriate quotation from
Hillel in the following passage :
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And standing, as we do, on the threshold of a new
period , which we hope will figu~e in future Jewish
history as the Rise of Jewish Learni ng in America , we
cannot but be guided by the motto of the wise Hillel:
"If I am not for myself , who is for PJyself?" and ,
above all , "If not now , when then? 7
In judg ing Israel Friedlaender ' s own estima tion of the
role of the Tanakh in the life and e du ca t ion of the Jewish
people , we need only remember that he devoted his life to
the study of the Bible , ,ivrote on it extensively, r e searched
it and expounded upon it , and was himself prof e ssor of Biblical Studies at the Jewish TI'-eolog ical Seminary of America .
In his introdu ction to the selection of essays by Frie d laender
that comprise the book , Past and Present , Israel Finkelstein
says of him :
He knew the Bible by heart , and had a t h orough grasp
of its commentators •••• He was considere d by the
Sem tists of h i s day the foremost Ar ab ist of the
country; and by Bible scholars one of t h e foremost
of their own group •••. Immersed as h e was in Scripture ,
a ppropriate verses for specific occasions and to describe specific situations came to him, apparently
without effort . 79
Friedlaender a grees with Ah a d Ha-Am that the Tanakh
is the most important connecting link of the Je •: ish people
of the p resent times with its intrinsic life as portrayed in the
Biblical period .
There are many ways of looking at the Bible . One of
them which st angely enough has been largely neglected
record of the Jewish people during the formative period
of its existence and of the g reat iss ues which were
fought out during that period , with results determin i n g
the entire subsequent development of our race ( l ) 80
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His ovm approach to the Bible , pa rticularly to the teaching s
of the prophets , was essentially a huma ni stic one .

The fol-

lowing is an excerpt fr om his essay, "The Politica l Ideal
of the Proph ets" :
But the prophets of Israel were at the same time
men of this world , deeply r ooted in t his e a rth ,
closely associate d with their fellowmen , alien to
nothing that is human •••• The true pro phe t is a
ben Adam, a "son of man", in the best human sense
of the word : h e is an affectionate husband , a
loving father , a loyal citizen , a self - sacrificing
patriot . 8 1
In the Ahad Ha -Am s p irit Friedlaender envisione d that
t h e realizations of the ideals set forth by the prophets
would be finally r e alized in Zion .
Those of us who still cherish the memory of the
prophets and pin their f a ith to their ideals see
in Zion above all the con summation of our spiritual strivings •••• where the anci ent i deal is
realized in a modern form : "For out of Zion shal l
go forth Law~ and the word of the Lord from
J erusalem . 11 t,2
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JUDAH L. MAGNES
Judah Ma gnes , the first child of Sophie and David
Magnes , was born in San Francisco on Ju l y 5, 1877 .

His

father , David Iv!a gnes , had come at the a ge of fifteen to
America from what had been Russian Poland .

Ju dah 1\'lagnes h.ad

great admiration for his fat h er , who had re ce ived a Jewish
e du ca tion at the talmudic school of his nat ive town.

Judah

Ma gnes was brought up in an atmosphe r e of reference for Jewish learning , and love for the land of Israel .
Even as a boy, Ma gnes was an excellent orator, and
the speech which he made at his Bar - Mitzvah was highly praised
by the local Oakland newspaper .

This gift of public speaking

served him well all throu gh the course of his life .

In high

school he excelled as a scholar , and also as a baseball
player and debater .

He took weekly lessons in Hebrew from

Rabbi M. S . Levy, an Orthodox Rabbi in San Fra n cisco, and
was also taught the Talmud by Rabbi Jaco b Voorsanger, a
leader of Reform Judaism .
the ministry .

The latter encouraged him to enter

So at the age of seventeen, Judah Ka gnes, a

handsome young man of keen intellect , entere d the Hebrew Un ion
College and at the same time the University of Cincinnati .
At the university he was editor of the students ' ma gazine,
The Cincinnatian, but after a dispute with t he authorities
over freedom of the press , he resigned as editor .
While still at college, Ma gnes served for brief periods
as apprentice rabbi in two congregations:

Stockton in Calif-
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ornia , and Wabash in Indiana .

Many of t hese e a rly sermons

were brilliant and intense , and d rew the i nterest of the
local popula ti on .

In a sermon which he gave at the a ge of

twenty one , He a dvocated the Jewish return to Palest i ne .
This was an unusual attitude for a Reform rabbi , but Maa-nes
was an individualist .

As we t race his career, non-conform-

ity can be said to be one of h i s dominant characteristics .
At the same time, his sincerity and magnetic personality made
him a natural leader.
Ma gnes gra duated from the university in 1898, studied
two more years at the college , and i n June 1900 was ordained
Rabbi .

As Europe was then considered to be the center of

Jewish learning, Magnes decided to purs ue h is graduate course
in the ology at the Be ."lin University , and a t the same time
to do advanced s tudy at des J uden tums Lehr anstalt .

Ma gnes

joine d a sma ll group of fe l low-students , ar de nt Zion ists, who
wer e eager to l e arn mo ~e of the Hebrew language and litera ture ,
He soon became devoted to the Zionist movement, and was p articularly::: inf'luenced by the Hebrev, essa ys of Aha d Ha-A.111 on
s p iritual Zionism.
In December , 1902 , Magnes received his doctorate of
Ph ilosophy at Heidelberg where h e had spent his second year
of study, and in 1903 he returned from Germany to America .
For a year he was librarian and a teacher of Bi b le tran slation
at Hebrew Union Colle ge , and during t h is time wa s active in
the Zionist cause.

In both his writings and s peeches he

criticized the anti - nationa l ism which at t ha t time seemed to
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characterize Reform Judaism .
Magnes planned t o edit a Zionist magazine at the
College , but when Dr. KaufmannKohler , a strong supporter of
the Refo r m movement , and especially opposed to the •national"
idea of Judaism, b e came pr esident of He br ew Union College,
he warned Magnes not to go through with h is plan .

Ma gnes

t hen decided to acc ept an offer to bec ome rabb i of a Reform
Syna gogue in the poverty- st r icken Brownsville section of
Br ooklyn .
Soon after his arrival in New York, Magnes met Professor Solomon Schechter , who had come from Cambridge University
in England to be president of the Je wish Theological Seminary
in Ne w York .

Ma gnes found in Schechter a man of high princi-

ples , and a leader in the emphasis of J ewish peoplehood .

!V:a gne s

became a disciple of Sch echter .
He would be a t once the apostle of Schechter , the
new mastermind in Ameri c an Jewry, and the standard
bearer of the national revival con ceived as a
spiritual awakening in ac cordance with the teaching
of his earlier East ~uropean mentor , Ahad Ha-Am . He
would form a synthesis of t h e two doctrines . 83
Two years later Ma gnes was appoin ted rabbi of 'l.1emple
Emanu-El on Fifth Avenue , which had a wealthy, soph isticated
congregation , and t hen in 1911, after some di fferences with
the trustees at Temple Beth-El regµ r di ng t he return to some
traditional forms of worship , he accepted a position as rabbi
in the Conservative congregation , Bnai Jeshurun .

Although

Ma gnes considered himself a Reformed Jew, he made a d istinc-
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tio n between an official and unofficial 2eformed J ew .

He

classified him self with the unofficial Reformed group , be cause h e did not believe in s pecific, fixed change s in
Judaism .
Magnes re mained an even shorter time at Bnai Jeshurun
t han at Temple Emanu -El .

Although , as at Temple Ema.nu - El ,

he drew the young people into the synag ogue, t he congregation
as a whole di d not respond to his i deas of t urn ing the synagogu e primarily into a place of stu dy , and of removing the
organ , which he regarded as a di stra cti on to serious thought.
Ma gnes finally resigned from the r abbinate and de vo ted
himself to the Zionist c a use .

He became l eader of a society

calle d t h e "Advancement of Judai sm" which was founded by some
of h i s friends .

He had already be en secreta ry of the Feder -

ation of American Zionists f or three years afte r his return
from Eu rope , and while at Temple Ema.nu - El he ha d helped
organ i ze the Jewish community in New York into a unified
group known as the Kehi llah, of which Magnes was cha irman
during the entire period of its existence , 1909 - 1922 .

Its

Bureau of Education wh i ch Ma gnes formed in 1910 made a remarkable con tributi on to Jewish community life and education .
Although -a ctive in Zionist affairs in Americ a , for
Ma gne s t his was not enough .

In tensely imbued with the "Love

of Zion" , and inspired by the s pir itual Zioni sm of his friend,
Abad Ha - A.m , Ma gnes de cided to le ave America for Palestine .
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and to found in Palestine a Hebrew University as a cultural
center .

In 1925, three years after his arrival in Palestine,

his dream became a reality .

To t his He brew University,

wh ich was opened on April 1, 1925, Ma gne s devoted the last
twenty fi ve years of his life .
The Jewish Peop lehood
Magnes does not actually emphasize the organismic
nature of the Jewish people ; yet he certainly views the Jewish people as a unit with a unique national character .

He

strong ly opposed the idea of assimilatio n , and i n stead emphasized, as did Ahad Ha -Am, that the Jewish n ational spirit
is the very founda ti on of Jewish life .
The Jews are a People , with a national past, a
n a tional present and a national future . Zionism is
based upon the idea of internationalism , i.e., the
preservation of nat ions - t he Jews among them - the
development of their d istinctive characters and
their peaceful interaction one upon the other . Zionism opposes a vague cosmopolitan ism t hat would
re duce all men and nat ions to one type . As a consequence , it opposes the assimi l ati on , the a b so rp tion of the J ew, by t h e peoples a mon g whom he lives .
Zionism is the expression of the Jew's belief in
himself , i n 4h is power to be of serv i ce to humanity
as a Jew. 8
I n keeping with his rationalist outlook , we can readily understand his definition of the Je wish people in purely socio logical terms .

Magnes often refers to t h e J ei:d sh "s pir it",

but h e uses the wor d i n a different co nnota tion t han Abad
Ha-Am .

"Wha tever be the material fortune of t h e Jewish p eo ple,
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t h eir real li f e is the life of the sp i it , and their real
goal t he streng thening , the deepening , the beaut i fy ing of
the li f e of the s p irit •• " 8 5 He does n ot a ss ume the existence
of a Kr ochmalia n Absolute Spirit that de termines the nature
a nd course of a pe ople's h istorical pat h .

To Magnes, and

likewise to many other disciples of Ahad Ha-Am, t he wora
11

spirit 11 is to be taken in its sociolog ica l designa tion, as

t h e sum total of the cu ltural forces i n which the Jewish
peop le 's intrinsic genius fi nds expression .

And alth ough

Ma gnes does no t describe the Jew·ish people in the words of
Abad Ha-Am, as a living organism, yet his concept has the
same fundamental implication .
However much J ews may differ , however varying our
views of li f e and the world, there is one require ment , one test, that can bind us al l together in
the livine tradition of the living J ewish people ••
Thi s one requ irement , this one test , the one evidence of our living h ope is : Faith i n the creative, s piritual power of the living Jewish people . 86
The Centra lity of Israel
Ma gnes was well aware of the potentiality of the land
of Israel as a s p iritual center .
Zionism is the name of the attempt on the p art of
t he Jews to bring the land of Israel into t h e center
of Jewish life •••• This attempt to establish the
J ewish Center in Palestine h as of itself already
enriched the Jewish People with an i ncrease o;
cha racter, of ideas , of actual achieve ment . 8
It was a bold act of heroism for Ma gnes, rabbi of the
prominent Reform synagogue of Ne w York , Temple Emanu -El , to
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champion the cause of Zionism, and thus come into open
conflict with his trust ees who were nearly all anti-Zionists.
The reason for this outright rebellion was his ardent love
for the Jewish people and its heritage , which he felt could
only be pres erved in the Diaspora providing there was the
spiritual center in Palestine .

This center, like t he sun ,

would spread its rays of li ght and warmt h to the far-flung
J ewish communities in the Diaspora .

Ma gnes alle ged that the

Ameri can Diaspora , ever grow ing , is still i n need of the
i n spiration of the Palestinian center in order to avoid tribalism and disinte gration .
The Zi onism , however , which Ma gnes supported, was n ot
within the f;r amework of the t yp ical Zionist leadership of h i s
time.

Ma gnes opposed the pro gram of polit ic al Zionism as

for mulated by Chaim Weizmann .
ical11 was repugnant to him .

In fa.ct the very work

11

pol it -

This attitude was perhaps the

result of Ahad Ha - Am's influence .

And as l\'Ia gnes sought

above all to avoid open conflict between the Je ws a nd the
Arabs , h e advoca ted a bi - national State - Ihud .

We recall

that Ahad Ha-Am had envisioned a Jewish state in which the
J e wish popu l a tion would constitute a majori ty ; thus it is
diffic ult to determine wheth er Ah ad Ha -Am would have endorsed
I hud .

As to Magnes

I

views on t h is subject, Dushkin has

written :
He d isagreed with the official Zionist leadership
by expr e ssing coubts about t h e possibil ity of establishing a Jewish commonwealth t hat would be accepted
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peaceably by the Palestinian Arabs. His countersuggestion was that 11 bi-national 11 parity be established in Palestine between Jews and Arabs, that
agreement with them b e reach ed on the rate of Jewish innnigration , and that the country be made part
of an Arab Federation in the 1ear East. He made
seve ral unsuccessful efforts to i mplement his plan
of bringing together the moderate Arab s p okesmen
with the Zionist leadership in Palestine . 89
Would Aha d Ha-Am have a greed with these s uggest ion s
of Ma gnes?

Vie d o know that Ahad Ha -Am had often expressed

his abh orrence of bloodshed; therefore it is quite probable
that if Aha.d Ha-Am had be en a.live during tha t critica l period
in Palestine, he would have a pproved of Ma.gnes' plan as a
solution to the problem .
At any rate , Ma gnes was devoted to Ahad Ha-Am 's brand
of spi r itual Zionism - with Palestine as the center of Jewish
culture .

In Ma gnes ' own concise statement:

As to the Land of Israel, Zionism has emphasized
the fact that it is today and has never ceased
to b~ the center of Jewry . 89
He chose to spend the latter pa.rt of his life in Palestine,
wh e r e as president of the Hebrew University, he app lied all
his energies to the cause which he cherishe d above all else Zionism .

As his biographer , Norman Bentwich wrote:

Zionism possessed Magnes ; sympathy became a passion,
and a movement became a mission~ His wh ole outlook
on life was determined by it . ~0
The God Idea.
Magnes d id not enjoy the good fortune of having an
emotional experience of the personal presence of God .

At
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times he expressed uncertainty about h is religious beliefs:
In matters of religion I feel myself to be altogether
at sea . Do I really believe in God , that he watches
over the world and over men, that he hears prayers
and i nterfe r es in the affairs of men? 91
In his groping for the answer to t h ese questions, he
delved deeply into Jewish history; he sought proof of a
personal Deity .

There he found r ealization of the existence

of God in the fact that the Jewish people had made its
choice from many alternatives , and its ch oice ha d been God .
It could have made a pagan,

go dless ch oice wh ich would have

enabled it to embark on a road less expose d to s uffering and
martyrdom; but it d id not take the easy pa t h .

Thus, Ma gnes

:found the reality of God i n the ind omita b le will of the
Jewish people , and its heroic strugg le t h roughout history
as it clung to its faith .

In his own words (tra n slated from

the He brew) :
When we meditate on our being and our experience
as the p eople of Israel , with what stubbornness
we have chosen and said "yes" 1 - A h ard -necked
people that turned its neck and made g igantic detours f r om the main highway , and drank the cup of
h emlock to its dregs , and suffer ed to an extent
that no other people in the history of human ity
has s uffer e d . 92
Magnes concluded, however , on a note of doubt , begging God
to explain the meaning of suf f ering .

11

But t h is (mystery)

unravel for us , 0 Lord, wh ethe r man suffers for Thy sake ."
Alth ough Ma gnes di d not fi nd a solution to the p roblem
of evil, yet, in another passage, in which he d iscussed -the
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Prophets' experience of a personal. God , be took a more hopef u l position .

Since we mortals , according to Ma gnes , cannot

attain an awareness of per s onal cormnu n ion with God to the
saffie de gree of certitude t hat the prophets did, we must ,
therefore , as a second alternat i ve , accept their account of
God ' s r e alit y .
I am co nvinced from the words of the Hebrew prophets
that ho t alone fro m the· human be ings of flesh and
blood a r e we to discover the affirmation of the
prophetic ethic , bu t ••• we mu st believe t ha t , in
the cr eati on of that ethic , they (th e prophets) were
privileged t o approach (spiritually) , (that is, to experience a sense) of actual nearness to the higher
Entity - the God of Israel . To ordinary mortals it
is not granted , nor are we qualified , to possess
this privilege . - The word from bhis higher source
does not reach us , and i n spit e of all our ef.forts
w~ are still standing before a blocked wall - blind ,
deaf , and dumb in the face of su f f er ing and ev i l . ·
••• Bu t here before us in the Tanach, a ma rvelous
line of ethical genii have stamped upon us the seal
of their pe r s onal,i ties . Facing all humanity , t h ese
pr ophets experienced the orig inal fou ntain, the root
and foundati on of our eth ical character and aspira tion . And if we exert a l l our effort to live up to
this , our i nne r ethical natu re , we are following in
t he footsteps of the prophets , i n accordance with
our i nner voice - the deepest and highest Reality . 93

In

o ther words, Ma gnes maintained that when we investi -

gate the world of na ture and of man , and try to find its
ultim..ate meaning , we come t o a point where reason is no longer
s uf f icient , and we must r esort to a "le a p 9f f a ith" .
In every logical f ormula ti on we reach a point where
we must postulete a hypothesis (b7, basing it) on
the support of an act of faith - 'Salto mortale 11 • 94
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In the writing s of Ahad Ha-Am, however, we have seen
no evidence of a gr op ing for this "leap of fa ith " , as it
is expressed in the usual theolog ical parla nce .

Ahad Ha-Am

was apparently satisfied with the pahthei st position i n whi ch
the i nd ividual must learn to fi d self-fu l fi l lment t hrough
identif ica tion with h is prople and t hrough t he acceptance of
the universe as con stituted .

Perhaps a "leap of f a ith"

would be termed by Ahad Ha-Am as merely a ple asant mean s of
escape .

To the sober , r a ti onalistic mind of Aba d Ha-Am, t hi s

alternative did not characterize sound metaphysics .
Juda ism - Trad ition and Change
Ma gnes , although ra bbi of a Reform temple in t h e Brownsville section of Brook lyn , was fasc inated by the East European
Jewish people of this community , who, l ike himself, were of
orth odox background .

Their orthodox rit ua ls and has id ic

e nt usiasm were a nostalg;ic reminder of hi s own upbring ing .
In his t heolog ical p osition, howev er, Magnes was a
Reform Jew, with his beliefs firmly grounde d i n Proph etic
Judaism .

This was a philosophy wh ich stressed t h e hi gh est

Utopian i d eals as t he essen ce of t he ology .

In his essay ,

''The Ethics of the Prophets and Its Source", Ma gnes, with a
direct quotati on fro m the Bi ble, brou ght forth wha t he cons idered to be proof that the Trad iti on existed even bef ore
the time of Moses .

In thi s passa ge, God wa s speaking :
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And Abraham ••• I have known him so that he may command
his children and his household after him - and they
shall keep and observe the way of the Lord to do justice and ri ghteousness . 95
According to Ma gnes , this "way of the Lord 11 which God recommemded to Abraham was a living tradition -even at the time of
Abraham .
Tradition , perhaps mainly on an unconscious level, by
interpretation, has be en consta ntly at work, chang ing laws,
instituti ons, concepts, and personalities , in the hi storical
proces s.

As an example of this process, Ma gnes claimed that

trad ition affected a radical tra nsformation on the ima ge of
David as portrayed i n the Bi ble .

David the warrior was

gradually changed by tradition to David the prophet and
psalmist .

11

She lifted up David - from David , the spiller of

blood - to David the repent e r, the sweet singer of psalms . "
The Books of Isaiah also reveled to Ma gnes t he Mod ifying
force of the tradition .

"The first part of Isaiah is removed

from the second part by at least 200 years - yet the true
pulse of the tradition combin ed the m to one unique Isaiah . "
I n other words, even in Biblical times t he Tradi tion was
operating and creating .

The fellow ing pa ssa ge is 1\iia gnes'

description of the manner in which the gradual dev elopment
of the tradition was.brought about:
The later scholars - the "learn ed of God" felt themselves to be suffused with the true proph etic tradition , and indeed they were . This tradi ti on made it
poss i ble for the prophetic ethic to d ispe ns e with
ma ny ways of life fro m time to time, and to cha nge
t h em, and also to ab sorb into this ethic the great
eth ics of ma ny of the prophets of the (oth er)
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nations . Yet at t he same time s h e (tradition)
had remained f aithful to her foundation . Multi tud es of the learned of God , in the co urse of
gene r ations , interpreted , loved , amende d anew
(italics mine} t hi s tradition, and she r emained
ev er open to every J ewish person . 96
The last phrase , in which Magnes refers to trad ition
as rema ining "ever open to every J ewish person", revea ls
his standpoint t hat the Jewish people , create their own
Law .

As to the means by wh ich changes in the Tradit i on

occur , however , ~agnes d iverged from Ahad Ta-Am's theory.
As we have prec iou sly noted , Ahad Ha-Am contended that the
Law amend s itself throu gh a gr adual evolutionary process .
I1fagnes , on the other hand , like Mordecai Kaplan , believ ed

that it is permissible for the Law to be delib erately amend ed ,
I

if deemed wise and necessary under existing circumstances .
In this liberal view , however , which was actually t he Reform
position, Magnes made a curious di st inction between two types
of Reform .

11

1 am a Reformed Jew - if we must use the word

Reform at all - because I believe in t he principle of development , of cha nge in Judaism ; but not beca use I believe in
t hi s or t hat definite change as fix ed by Offic ial Reform. " 97
We assume that he meant t -hat there should a lwa y s be a certain
flexibility in the modification of the Tradition, a nd t hat
no a me ndment s bould ever be al l owed to become a rigid law .
Ma gnes a greed with Ahad Ha-Am t hat, although the Law
outward ly changes to some extent , its ba s ~c element ha s a
stable , permanent quality .

It is like a living organism
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that is constantly recreated and yet remains essentially the
s ame .

And from this , esse ntial ethi cal tra d ition - men

t h rou ghou t the a ges have derived guid ance and i ms pira tion .
To illu strate his po int , Ma gnes quoted again f r om the Bible :
11

Lo , let ev e ry t hir sty person go to the water; go and buy

without silver , wit hout price . 11 98 And Ma gnes added tha t
11

fro m t hese living waters we are drawing to t h is day . 11 99

The Role of the Tanakh
When Abad Ha -Am v i sited the Jaffa Hebrew scho ols he
reported that t h e children had diffic ulty in remembering the
text of the Tanakh because they were be ing t a ught too mu ch
Bible criticism .

The teachers, inspired by the i deal that

Palestinian life meant fulfillment , te nd ed to ne gate the
Dias pora .

Thus , they pointed out to t he child re n t he obscur -

ities and discrepancies t hat found t h eir way into the Bible
f uring t he Dia sp ora period .

Ahad H-Am critici zed t h is ap-

proach; he asserted t hat, in presenting the Tanakh to the
Jewish child , one cannot overlook almost 2000 years of Diaspora
life , for t ha t entire pe riod was undeniably a part of the
hi story of the Jewish people .

And as the Bi b le, more authen-

tically t han any other document , portrays the intrinsi c
nat ure of the Jevvish s pirit, he considered Bible study to be
the best possible me ans of enabling a Jewish child to identify
himself with h is

e op le .
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Ma gnes supported Ahad Ha-Am's theory t hat the Bible
is a superb presentation of the spirit ual qualities of the
Jew ish people .

In s p ite of its discrepancies, Ma gnes re gard ed

the Bibl e in its entirety as a sacred possession .

As he

said :
We have to realize that the Tanach is not simply an
exalted literary work , or even a history of the
Jewish p eople . Its power flows from the fa ct that
generations have believed tha t this book is our
sacred writ . 100
While Ma gnes was President of the Hebrew University
wh i ch he had helped found i n _Jerusalem, ttan enterprise of
t h e war years near to h i s heart , but not achiev ed i n his lifetime , was the printing of the Hebrew Bible by the University
Press .

I t was a paradox that the Hebrew Bible had never yet

been printed in Jerusalem by Jews , but 'bore the i mp rint of
the London Jews ' Missionary Society .

To prod ce t here the

most authentic text that scholarsh i p co uld provide ••• was a
fit t ing task for the University . " lOl
The Hebrew Language
As Chairman of the Kehillah (Jewish Community of New
York) which he organi~ed in 1909 , and Trustee of its Bureau
of Jewish Edu cation , Magnes took an active part i n assisting
Samson Benderly with the reorganization of American Jewi sh
education .

Magnes and Be nderly shared Ahad Ha-Am's enthu s-

iasm for the natural method of teaching Hebrew .

AhadHa-Am

had advocated t ha t Hebrew be t aught to Jewish children as a
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s poken language , for he con sidered the Hebr ew lm gua ge to be
an expression of the soul of the Jew i sh people .

Magnes , too,

took the position that Hebrew, if taught in an interesting
ma nner , can be the most important vehicle for i mpa rting to
the Jewish child a genuine love of the Jewish people and of
Judaism .
rfagnes believed that if a child le arned to re~d the
Bible and the Prayer Book in their orig inal langua ge - Hebrew
- there would be a more comp lete understanding of these great
works .
In addition to its i mportance as the lancuage of the
Ta nakh, Ma gnes recogn i zed Hebrew as an invaluable aid in the
study of the great Jewish classics , manyof which were written
in Hebrew .

It is true , of course, t hat some of these literary

works have been translated into English, but something is
usually lost in the translation .

Ma gnes a ppr oved of Ahad Ha -Am 's

recommendation that a Jewish pe!r'son , in order to absorb the
history and spirit of the Jewish na tional culture, should
read a.s many of the original Hebrew texts as possible .

As

Magnes noted :
Hebrew literature is one form of Jewish culture
which , though not part of t h e reli g ion, is dis tinctly
Jewish . Today , when the Jewish nation is a gain witness of the marvel of its own renaissan ce, the Hebrew
langua ge is aga i n fulfilling i t s mission as the
national vehicle t h rou gh which young Juda h expresses
its fears and its hopes . 102
As implied in the final statement of t he a bove quotation , Magnes also encouraged young writers in the use of the
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Hebrew langu a ge as a medium .

In fact , Chaim Nahman Bialik ,

a close fri e nd of Ma gnes , was the national poet of the Hebrew
renaissance .

Ma gnes keenly appreciated the influence of the

Hebrew rebirt h effe c ted by Bialik .
The v ery founding of the Hebrew University in Palestine,
a task to which Ma gnes gave dedicated support , is an embod iment of the profound influence of Ahad Ha -Am ' s thinking on
1fagnes .

He set out to put Ahad Ha -Am ' s i deas on spiritual

Zionism into action ; the Un i versity of Jerusalem was to be a
center of Jewish culture .
The Zionism of Ma gnes was nurtured in the writings
of Ahad Ha -Am : Palestine should be the spiritual and
intellectual center of Jews and Judaism. For him idea
must lead to act i on ; and after his first visit to the
Land , he resolved to help create a University as an
inte gral part of the Center . 103
Literature
On the subject of classical literature Magnes was
a. gain in complete harmony with Ahad Ha -Am.

Magnes was con-

vinced that worthwhile litera ture consists only of the classics , and by "classics" he meant profound historica l studies
and other grea t works of scholarsh ip .

Ma gnes d id not explic-

itly say that "belles - lettres " should be excluded , but he d id
not mention them as classics .
he did not rank

11

Ahad H-Am clearly stated that

belles-lettres 11 with the great Jewish classics .

At any rate, both men agreed that the revival of the
Jewish classics was essential to the revitaliza t ion of Juda.ism .
Moreover·, they advocated that modern Jewish writers choose
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subjects that will reflect the character and needs of the
Jewish people .

To both Ma gnes and Ahad Ha -Am the primary

purpose of a book should be as a source of k nowledge and
st udy ; therefore the Jewish author should attemp t to conv ey
in his writing his i deas on Judaism and the future of the
Jewish people .
However, they d i d not take the chauvinistic attitud e
that foreign literature should b e exclu ded .

They appreciated

the universal appeal of all great artistic endeavor s and
· suggeste d that foreign classics could be st udi ed by J ewi sh
readers and interpreted i n the light of the emotional experience of the Jewish people .

By s ynt he sizing world culture

with his own background , the Jewish read er has the opport unit y
of utiliz ing the i n si ght of great writers , such as Shakespeare and
Tolstoi , and making this knowledge a part of his own Jewish
culture .
Ahad Ha-Am, i n his essay , "th e Man i n the Tent" objected
to Y. L. Gordon ' s Haskalah formula that a Jew shou ld praa ctice
J ewishness at home and qumanness on the out side .

Abad Ha -Am

mai ntain ed t hat there should be no contradi ction between the
two .

In his opin ion , one could be a Jew and a man - both i n the homE

("in the tent") and i n the outside world .

His advice was that the

Jew sh oul d effect a s ynt hes i s between world culture and Jewish
cu lture .
Dr . Magnes was even more broadmind ed i n his outlook ;
h e went so far as to actually equate the be st i n world cul -
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ture with the best in Jewish vulture .

In h is universal stance

he viewed the entire culture of the world - wheth er science,
art , music, or literature - as Torah; and as such, it should,
where possible, be given Jewish form, or at any rate , absorbed
as a part of the Jewish national self .
Ma gnes suggested that a set of Jewish classical books
be published by the Hebrew University Press; all outstanding
Jewish classical texts from antiquity to present times were
to be included .

Thus it is evident that Magnes was in com-

plete accord with Ahad Ha -Am's enthusiasm for the Jewish
classics .

Ma gnes saw classical literature as a potent in-

fluence on Judaism ; in the revival and production of meaningful 1 terature lay the hope for the further development and
preservation fo the Jewish national spirit .
Perhaps ••• all the institutions of Jewish science
the world over , and our publication soc i eties, will
unite one day and work out a mutual pro gr am f or the
appropriate publication of our clas s ical works and
fundamental documents - our sources from wh ich we
draw the living waters - in order to bring t h em anew
into Jey~ih life with all their strengt h and their
glory .
Education
Dr Ma gnes , as we have already noted in the biography,
was the founder , in 1910 , of the Jewish Bureau of Education
of the Kehillah .

With Samson Benderly Ma gnes attempted to

work out , in New York City, a system of education which would
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unite the Jew i sh conmmnity and ma.ke Judaism t h e gu i d ing force
in it .

11

Ma gnes realized that a common bond of Jewry was the

need of edu cating the children to be Jews . 11
Aware that certain funda mental i d eals f orm t h e nucleus
of Juda.ism , Ma gnes and Benderly set out to organi ze Jewish
education on a br oader scale than ever before .

Th e main

purpose of their program was to inspire Jewish children with
a pride in their common heritage , and to impart to them the
basic trad itions which are shared by all bra nches of Judaism .
As Ma gnes said :
The children of the Reform Jew are as dear to us as
the children of the Orthodox Jew; and so are the
chi ldren of the Jew who is without reli gious faith . 105
Ma gnes' plans for American Jewish educa tion cle a rly
reflected Ahad Ha -Am' s conception of
.•• a Judaism which shall have as its focal p oint the
ideal of our nation 's unity, its re nascence, and its
free development through the expression of universal
human values in the terms of its own distinctive
spirit . This is the conception of Judaism on which
our educa tion and our literature mu st be based . We
mus t revitalize the idea of the national renascence ,
and use every possible means to strengt h en its hold
and deepen its roots , until it becomes an organic
element in the Jewish consciousness a nd an i nd ependent
force . l06

To

Ahad Ha -Am, Palestine was the logical center for

this Jewish spiritual renascence ; he visualized a Hebrew
University in Jerusalem where there could be compl ete freedom for the development of Jewish learning .

Ma gnes threw all

h s energy and enthusiasm into the task of ma k ing Ahad H-Am 1 s
dream a reality .

On April 1 , 1925 , t he Hebrew Univer sity
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was officially opened in Paiestine .
At the second graduation address in 1 932, Ma gnes
spoke of the function of this great Hebrew Un iversity :
The University is needed by the Jevirish people
primarily because the intellectual and s p iritual
life of the Judaism of today is stagnant, mediocre,
banal . It represents a conscious attempt to create
t h e intellectual atmosphere i n which a serious, historical people can face its vital prob lems wholly,
profoundly •••• The present -day Jewish people without a University is a personality without a mind .
With a University serving as center , l a boratory ,
powerhouse of intellectual activity for Jewish minds
the world over , the people may find guidance i n itB 7 wanderings and answers to the riddle of its dreams .
·
It is interesting to note that , at the time of the
ceremonial opening of the University in 1925, Ahad Ha-Am,
who could not attend the ceremony because of illness, sent
a long letter to Ma gnes , expressing his joy at the founding
of the Nebrew University in Palestine .

Ahad Ha -Am himself

had founded the first Hebrew school in Jaffa some years before .

He told :Ma gnes that he saw

11

the build ing of this second

house ••• with a heart full of joy. lOB To him it was a temple
of learning ; he wrote :
••• Our people has never ceased hopin~ for the ful1 t bat from Zion
fillment of the proph etic promise :
shall come forth the Torah. " Now , this day has arrived, and this promise is beg inning to assume a
tang ible form . And our hope will cease being merely
a dream "for the end of days" beyond time and place,
In this scientific institute and in other institutes
surrounding this place, we are laying the foundation
on which our people will continue to build the temple
of its culture for generations to come . 109
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PART III
CHAPTER III

THE I MPACT OF ABAD HA-A. '1 ON MORDE CAI KAPLAN

The title of Ahad Ha-Am's collected essays, At the
Crossroads, suggests that their author travelled an arduou s
and often perplexing spiritual journey from a narrow Has idi sm
to a historical-evolutionist approach to Judaism, the details
of which he recounted in his Reminiscences . 1

As Mordecai

Kaplan travelled much the same path, as he himself acknowledged
Ha-Am' s influence, 2 and as he is considered by many to be
Ha-Am ' s chief di sciple in America ,

I have chosen to di scuss

his biography in detail .
Ifordecai Kaplan notes , at the beg inn ng of "Th e Way I
Have Come," the glee of Wi lliam James at "Che sterton's statement that the most i mportant thing a b out a man is his view of
t h e universe . " 3

He seems , i n t hese first wo rds , even to i mp ly

further that the most i mportant thing about a biogr aphy or an
autobio graphy of a man is his view of the universe .

He then

goes on to equate "view of the universe" with ''philosophy "
and to as s ociate philosophy directly with the idea of God .
he says , these preliminary definitions are accepted (and he
does not tell us yet if he accepts them), then
my idea of God would be the most ~mportant thing
about me , since one ' s idea of God necessa ily
reflects one's idea of the universe or cosmos:. 4

If,
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One would expect then

11 The

Wa y I Have Come" to be a s pi ritual,

or r a ther , an intellectual autobio graphy .

Yet such ha s not

been Kaplan I s "way,11 and that the tract is not such a record
of such a way aptly demonstrates Kaplan's co ns tant awareness
of - and , ind eed, alle giance to - human experience .
No idea ns such , not even an i d ea of the cosmo s,
can exercise that potency over a man's conduct as to
outweigh all other influences that go into the shaping
of his life . For a view of the univers e and of God
to rate as of primary importance , it mus t be seen in
t h e entire context of the experiences w i ch hav e led
up to it . In fact , any view whatever, whe t her it be
scientific , political or theolog ical , to be properly
und erstood , should have as mu ch of its ancestry known
as possible . We sh ould ltnow what· were · t n e prob lems
that led to its being arrived at or accepted . What
-experiences, or what other views , gave rise to those
very problems? ••• A view of the universe or of God that
is accepted uncritically as part of one ' s upbring ing ,
is bound to remain inert . Far from being t h e most
important thing about a man , it is apt to be the
least i mportant . 5
He continues ,
The i mportance , therefore , which attaches to anyone,
by virtue of his i dea of God , derives from the way
that view is arrived at , from the roa d he had traveled,
the d iffi.culties he has overcome and the problems he
has ha d to solve in order to get his d estination . 6
"The Wa y I Have Come , " then , is a record not so mu ch of "the
way I have c ome to see the cosmos" as of the "way I have come
to se e the cosmos . 11 7 Like Abad Ha-Am, Kaplan's way
has been one of arduous struggle with t h e p roblem of
self-adju stment ••• The significance , t h erefore of my
basic t h eology or philosophy of life resi des, I believe,
in the particular experiences and prob lems by which I
came to it, and in d emonstrating the g eneral truth that
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a person 's view of the universe is the most telling
index of his character only when it has functioned
as a mean s of helping him find his way in life . 8
These remarks remind one of Ahad H-Am 's r emark that "when
he saw a c ontradiction between religion and life, ' life
tipped the scales .' " 9
As Kaplan is very lik e Ahad Ha-Am in this - one mi ght
almost say -

11

favoritism 1' to life and, as I have said , as

much of his thou ght is derived from Ha-Am, I am going to discuss him, in this dissertaion , in the terms of Ha-Am' s
thought, in the very cate gories , I have employed to discuss
Ha-Am :

Doctrine of Peoplehood , The Centrality of Eretz

Yisrael , the Idea of God , The Role of Et hic s, The De finition
of Judaism, and the Place of Religion in Judaism .
But first, the biogra phical notes I promi sed in my
introdu ction to this chapter , in order to indi cate the way
Kaplan d id come .
He was born, like Ahad Ha -Am , into a world which he
describes as the "extremely circumscribed one of a small tovm
in the Jewish Pale of nineteenth century Russia . " lO

His

childhood was passed in the habits of ritual observance, and
until he was eight years old, his was the life of the
11 ordinary 11

Jewish boy of much the same milieu .

And then his

parents brought him to Paris and se bs equently to the United
States of America .

"Ever since then I have been living in

two civilizations, the Jewish and the non - Jewish . 11 11
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Attendance at an American public school intensified the
conflict in him between the old and the new worlds.

Yet

his Bar Mitzvah address , which was written by his f a ther
but whi ch he paraphrased and in virhich he sincerely believed
at the time , implied an uncritical acceptance of ritual as
religion .

It was about "the survival power of the Jewish

People as due to its observance of the mitzvet . " 12
Kaplan hints at the enormous change in himself occurring about the time of his college career in noting
that the "little speech then spelled for me complete selfidentification with the Jewish people and its struggle for
survival .

It also meant a vivid awareness of ritual ob-

servances as the sine qua ~ of its survival . 11 13
In college he had a "hunger for concrete information
concerning the authorship , .the dates and the historical circumstanc e s pertaining to the writing of the texts (which
sub ject matter) was completely ignored by the Seminary . " .14
With the help of Arnold B. Ehrlich , a fami l y friend , he
began to "penetrate through the vast layers of traditional
commentaries to the rockbottom original intent of the
biblical authors . " 15 Ehrlich, by encoura ging such critical
study , "undermined my belief in the Mosaic authorship of the
Torah and in the historicity of the miracles . " 16

And so,

what h~d begun as an exploration of the sources of ritual
closed (in itself a beginning) as a doubt in the historicity
of miracles .

This first intellectual doubt led to the
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formulation of Kaplan's considered beliefs a nd ultimately
to the formation of

11

Reconstructionism . 11

A-lso, •
I had to turn to the Zionist movement, and
for evidence that we had be gun to adventure
beyond the stereotypes of medieval ph i losophy,
I had to turn to Ahad Ha-Am with h is version
of sp iritual Zionism . Thro ugh the i mpact of
both Zionism and Ahad Ha-Am's writings, I
became fully aware of the essential character
of the Jewish universe of discourse, of which,
despite my having moved and having had my being
in it, I was either unaware or had a wrong idea .
That impact effected in me nothing less
than a Copernican revolution . I d iscovered
that throughout Judaism's universe of discourse,
the people of Isr.a el was the central reality,
and that the meaning of God, and of Torah can be
properly understood only Jn relation to that
central· reality . The main concern of Judaism
was the Jewish people, its origin, its viciss~
itudes, its sins and repent ance, and the laws
it had to conform to in order to achieve its
destiny . In the course of that concern, God
played the role of f a ther, king and re deemer,
t hat is , or provider , ruler and sav i or . What
God was , metaphysically or ontologically,
mattered only to a few intellectuals now and
t h en. But what God meant morally, socially,
economically, politically mattered to all of
israel 1 s spiritual leaders, beginning with
~.:oses .
Thus I arrived , by way of a clearer awareness of Judaism ' s universe of discourse, at
what I soon recognized to be pragmatism, the
philosophical method which insists upon rendering thought , if it is to be more . than word-play,
relevant to man ' s needs . Any idea, to have
meaning, must be seen in a context of natural conditions and human relations. The function of
the belief in God is to make us aware of the moral and spiritual context of our conduct, so that
we come to move within the orb it of the 11 Power
that makes for righteousness'' . Jlldaism
uses the belief in God is to make us a ware of
the natural conditions that have to be maintained for the Je wish people, if it is to achieve
salvation collectively and ind ividually . 17
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Kaplan and the Doctrine of the Peoplehood of Israel
Ahad Ha -Am ' s conception of "the Peoplehood of Israel"
was colored by Hegelianism; the People has a soul .

Kaplan's

more sociological orientation, or rather , as he calls it ,
"social idealism, " 18 leads him to conclude that, while the
People may have a soul , that sou l is an i nte gral part of its
organism, the People .

Typical of Kaplan's r e~ction to the

very work "soul" is his parenthesis after it in the i nd ex to
The Future of the America n Jew :

(Pers onality) . 19

Ha-Am' s He gelian i sm is second-hand, derived largely
from Rabbi Nachman Krochmal in his Contemporary Guide to the
Perplexed .

Kaplan gives the substance of Krochmal's thought ,

discusses it , d iscards much of it , and takes what he can use
(as Ha -Arc. also took what he could use) for his own movement.
"Hegel I s philosophy of history,'' says Kaplan,
Though it purports to be a description of the progress
of the spirit , ••• nevertheless assumes that the law
of inner necessity, like that of birth, growth, and
decay, or the dialectic of process, controls the course
of the progress . The rein it merely re p eats in d~bferent terms the fundamental error of paganism .
Krochmal 1 s amendment of this part of He gelianism is acceptable ,to Kaplan , for
To Krochmal , all organisms point to an as pect of
reality which cannot be accounted for mere l y in
terms of mechanical necessity , insofar as they
d isplay a certain de gree of freedom fro m environmental factors . Every organism has a determining
influence on each of its parts, and each part on
the organism as a whole . That constitutes the
organicity of living beings, which is a manifestation of purpose . 21
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Necessity, then, is an impulse different from pu rpose, and
purpose is commendable becau se it is , in it s way, logical ,
rational .

11

It reveals itself in (a) people 's culture or

civilization , wh ich is tantamount to i ts consciousness . " 22
Kap lan elsewhere i mplicitly endorses such consciousness as the signal characteristic of a Peop le .

"What es-

sentially distinguishes a people from any other societal
group ," he says ,
a nd what alone constitutes the common characteristic
of groups designated as peoples , is their own identi fication of themselves as s uch ; a group is a people ,
when and b ecause it knows itself as such . 23
A pe ople, then , like an ind ividual , is self - conscious .

A

people , then is a live being in which other live beings
consciously participate , both for the sake of sustaining the
single being whi ch is the People and for the sake of sustaining themselves .
According to Krochmal , however , "Only i n t h e cultural
heritage of the J ewish People ••• d i d purpose achieve selfconsciousness .11 24

From his He gelianism intermingled with his

Judaism emerges the belief in history as a spiritual cycle ,
and the conviction that

11

Judaism is at present undergoing

metamorphosis , from whi ch it is likely to emerge as a greater
Judaism .'' 25
Kaplan continues , in summary of Krochmal 1 s brand of
He gelianism, pra isworthy because it leads to the above conclusion :
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We may be sceptical of the Hegelian assumption
underlying that philos ophy , namely that h istory is
the progressive incarna tion of Reason, as the
Ab solut e and as the Creator of the univ erse . The
entire approach is based on the doubtful assumpt ion
that the immanent and essential nature of things
determines all human behaviour and hist ory . It
i gnores the law of caus e and effect in the empi rical
changes in human life • •• 26
Yet , once these objections are re gistered, KrochJi1a l ' s philo sophy has its me rits .

"The s pecifi c merits of Krochmal 1 s

philosophy, " Kap lan says , are that
l} It points the way to a conception of God that is
the produ ct of progressive human experience and
knowledge as the ba sis of Jewish rel igion . It t hereby frees Jewish religion from cormni t ment to the
do ctrine of the su perna tural origin of the Torah;
2) It s hifts the center of Judaism f r om d ogmas and
rituals to the will - to-live of the Jewi sh Peop le;
3) I t frankly recognizes not only t h e le gitimacy,
but also the necessity, of studying the tradition
in the li ght of so mu ch historical context as it is
possible to discover and reconst ruct . 27
One may ques t ion Kap l an ' s i nte r preta tion of Krochmal
in t he a bove summat ion - particularly h is statement that
Krochmal ' s philosophy "frees Jewish relig ion from commi t ment
to the doctrine of the supernatural origin: of the Torah. "
I n our understanding of K ochmal's philosophy, an awareness
of the Infinite , Absolute Spirit has been gras ped by man on
three progressive levels .

Primitive man perce i ved the Abso -

lute Spirit simply through the med ium of t he senses , and later
on, as an ab straction from the sense perception; finally, in
the advanced sta ges of civilization , man's grasp of the Infin ite , Absolute Spirit has been on the level of pure in~ellection .
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Does Kaplan ' s as s ertion that Krochmal 1 s philosophy
"fre e s J ewish religion from commitment to the doctrine of
the supernatural origin of the Torah" imply a den al of
the transcende ntal nature of revelation - t h e source of
Torah?
one .

Apparently Kaplan's definition of God is a pra gmatic
Considering God

as a concept that is functional only in the experiential life
of man , Kaplan points out that as soon as the God-idea

11

is ab-

stracted from the texture of sancta, it becomes a subject for
metaphysics . " 28 And thus it becomes insignificant in the
dynamism of life .

Therefore , when Kaplan maintains that

Krochmal ' s philosophy "points the way to a conception of
God that is the product of progressive experience" he obviously reads his own pragmatism into Krochmal's metaphysical
system .
Election and Kaplan's Concept of "Vocation"
Ahad Ha -Am derived , from the concept of Jewish peoplehood , the notion that to shar e in the life of the people
means also to share in its spiritual destiny .
dorsed this notion with some reservations .

Kaplan en-

He writes , of

the time of his youthful agreement with it , that it never
occurred to him to teach the members of his first congregation to "love God and the Bible as a means of saving
their own souls • ••
Whatever individual salvation they were to achieve
was always thought of by me as analagous to the
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sense of triumph the i ndividual sold ier enjoys when
his battalion or re g iment wins a battle . For being
a Jew has always been associated in my mind with
sharing the li f e of the Jewish people, just as
being a soldier is incon ceivable except as one is
a member of an army . 29
Yet he was not secure i n this concept , or in hi s attit ude
toward its spon sor .

In words tha t qualify h is other sta te -

ments on the matter of salvation, he writes ,
With all du e def e rence to Ahad Ha-Am, one cannot
but regard as chimerical and unpsyc hologic his
effort to bring about the renascence of the Jewish
people by urging the substitution of loyalty and
devotion to the Jewish na tional being in place of
the i nd ividualistic yearning for personal salvation . 3o
Hi s d iver gence on this point is due to a r e co gnition of the
ind ividual , he says , "as an end rather than a me ans i n a p praising the value of any social i deal or program . 11 31

The

ind ividual , for him, is not mo st i mpo rtantly the be ing who,
with other ind ividuals , makes up the p eople , but for whose
sak e the people itself is to be fo r med .

The d ifference be-

tween him and Ahad Ha-Am here is one of emphasis .
Kaplan also a grees with Ahad Ha-Am (wi th, a gain , a
difference of emphasis) that t h e Jewish people has a task
peculiar to itself a mong the nations .

This is not to say

t hat either man subscribed to the concept of "election" or
to the Reformist idea of the "mission" of Judaism.

In fact,

both were s cornful of it , and worked to re fi ne it into something acceptable to t h eir political soph istication .

Ha-Am

writes , summarising the evolution of the i dea of "mi ssion,"
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It is ind eed a unique feature of Judaism that it
distinquishes its own adherents from the rest of
mankind only by imposing on them a heavy load of
duties and obligations ••• It is only during the
last century or so , since the French Revolution
spread the doctrine of universal equality and fraternity, and made the general well-being the supreme
ideal , that Jewish thinkers have become to be
ashamed of the idea of the election in its original
sense , and have tried to adapt Judaism to modern
thought by inventing the theory of 11 the mission of
Israel" ••• The Jews - so the argument runs - are
the chosen people, but they were chosen to spread
fraternity and well - being among mankind by teaching the world the rule of life embodied in the
Torah, which was entrusted to them for that very
purpose . 32
Ha -Am calls this compromise of spiritual aristocracy and
spiritual service "entirely without foundation in fact, and
entirely dependent on a belief in the supernatural . " 33

He

then presents , and by so doing proposes , the historical
understanding of the election •
.•• the Jews as a people have always i nterpreted
their mission simply as the fulfillment (sic) of
their own duties, and from the earliest times to
the present day they have regarded t h eir election
as an end to which everything else was subord inate ,
not as a means to the happiri.ess of the r e st of
humanity . While it is true that the Prophets
expressed the hope that Judaism would have a good
influence on the morality of the gentile world,
their idea was that this result would follow
automatically from the existence of a superior
type of morality among the Jews , not that the Jews
existed solely for the purpose of exerting themselves to bring this result about . 34
The Jews , then, if they only would , can fulfill the terms of
the election, can fulfill their true

11

mission,

11

by infusing

into their individual and national lives a moral order, for
"We still retain , t hough only as an irrstinctive feeling ,
the old belief in our unique genius for morality; we still
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feel that it is our mission as a people to be a super-nation
in the moral sense . " 35
Kaplan proposes "vocation (as) a valid s ubs t i tute for
the doctrine of election . " 36
Jewish reli gion would hav e J ewish civilization
make for t he enhancement not only cof Jewish life
bu t of the life of mank ind , and t hu s help to render
manifest the cosmic pur poses of human life . ,Tevlish
reli gion expects the Jew to live t he civilization
of h is people in a spirit of commi t ment and dedicat ion .
To live t hus is to live with a sense of vocation or
cal ling , without involving ourse lv es in a ny of the
invidious di sti ctions i mpli ed in t he doctrine of the
election , and yet to fulf ill the leritimate s~iritual
wants which that do ctrine sought to satisfy . 37
The main differen ce between t he doctrine of e lection and
Kaplan 's doctrine of vocation is t hat

11 1 0

nation is chosen,

or elected, or s upe rior to any other, but every nation
should di scover its vocation or c alling , a s a source of
religio u s expe rience , and as a medium of salvation to those
who share its life . 11 38 (Italics h is . )

Kap lan dismi sses the

do ctrine of election as r a tionall y and pra gmati cal ly obj e ctionab le , "rationally, (because) it has no p lace in the
realm of d iscourse
from which belief in t he sup e rnatural revelation
of r eligious truth has been excluded (and)
pra gmatically ••• , as barr•ing t he wa y to p eace and
harmony among religions and as mak i ng f or selfrighteousness a nd cant . 39
And he s ub stitutes t he doctrine of vocation for it , for
Wha t more import ant calling co uld a people have
t han to p romu lga te , by its way of life , the
truth of the univensal pres ence of God in hi s
tradi tional san cta for glorifying not merely his
own people or church , but mank i nd as a whole? 40
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The Centrality of Er etz Yisrael
Ahad Ha-Am , it will be remembered , i n his attack on
Reformist "missionaries ," indicated that, neverth eless , there
~

a mission to be performed :

The simple , constant main -

tenance of Jewish peoplehood and of Jewish c11 l ture .

As

Le on Simon notes , "The real and important difference between
the two theo r ies (of mission) is that in the one case the
mission is to be fulfilled by dispe r sion , in the othe r by
concentration . " 41

The concent ration , of course , is to be in

the State of Isra e l .

It is to be , as I have said before , a

concentrat ion of the Jewish national spirit as well as of
the J ewish people ; before the performance of the actual
mission there must be established , then , a spiritual center
in Palestine .
Yet until that center is ultimately established and
reinfor c ed , there mu s t be tempora ry centers , way- stations
for the J ewish people .

Ahad Ha -Am wrote to Solomon Schecter

in 1906 :
For what do I rejoice? For the fact that in these
times Russian Jewry i s being destroyed , physically
and spiritually, before our very eyes? ••••
In these bad times I see a ray of hope in the new
land , where new forces are concent r ating and where ,
gradually, a new center is being established for the
spirit of our pe ople . 42
The

11

new land" and

11

new center" referred to in this l~tter is

the United States of America .

Ha-Am believed at that time ,
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in the possibility of the development of a center there of
Jewish life in the Diaspora .
This center of Jewish culture would not be a n end in
itself bu t in open communication with Je wish communities
t hrou ghout the Dias pora .

Nor would it b e the pinna cle of

Jewish achievement , but r ather aid in t h e work to re pos sess
and resettle Ereta Yisrael .

Any center in the Dias pora ,

t h ough almost literally a "Godsend , " could only b e conceived
of of as a necessary compromise .
Dubnow , it will be remembered , 43 thou r;ht the con centra tion of Jewry in a single place not at all vita l to its maintenance as a nation , for the Jews were , to h im, a s p iritual,
rather than a geographic na tion .

Hence, the prima ry Jewish

political aim should not be the establishment of a cente r in
I srael but t h e development of na t ional autonomy in the
Dias p ora itself, among and even within the nations .
Kaplan's youthful comment on Dubnow 's position is
s uccinct :
A few dreamers , like Dubnow and Kallen , look forward

to emancipated Jewry becoming socially autonomous in
t he Diasp ora . This is as little possib le as that the
sun should rise in t h e west . It pre s upp oses that the
Occid ental nations will adopt t he philosophy t hat t h e
State is a feder a tion of cultural groups . That r uns
counter to the trend of political dev elopment in
most countries , particula rly in the United States •••
The Jews ••• can claim no territory as thei r own anywhere in the Diaspora . Th ey mu st , therefore, bec ome
integrated with the various peoples among whom t hey
live . 4 4
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Yet Kaplan tends to be , in a sense , more of Dubnow's party
than of Ha-Am ' s, not , demonstrably, in that he believ e s the
Jews ought to be an autonomous minority , bu t in the sense
that he approves of the situation of the Jewish people's
being able to opera te freely in a pluralistic culture .

"In

America, reli gious pluralism is accepted as n ormal, while
most other distinctions that are irrelevant to religious
traditions tend , in the course of time to be obliterated . 45
Thus , it is chimerical to hope for political r e cognition of
minority groups , but it is not chimerical to hope for cultural absorption and toleration of what cannot be absorbed .
Highly desirable , of course , is existence as an autonomous majority, and the possibility of such an existence is
the basis of Kaplan's endorsement of Eretz Yisrael .
For the culture and religion of Judaism to survive
and flourish anywhere in the Diaspora , they must have
rootage in the life of a thriving Jewry in Eretz
Yisrael . Under the most favora b le circumstances , it
is impossible for an ethnic minority to retain its
civilization indefinitely, without co ntinual replenishment from some ~elf-sustaining fo untain of cul tural creativity . 6
Kaplan endorses spiritual Zionism, then; he a grees
that the spiritual center for the Jewish p eople be located in
an actual place (thus rec onciling the Ahad Ha-Am - Du bnow
schism) , Eretz Yisrael , but he does not , actually seem to
agree that the Jews direct more than their spirits to that
place .
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••• Eretz Yisra: e l Je wry will a l ways be more indispensable for Jewish survival that Diaspora Jewry,
as the heart is more indis pensable than the extremities of the body . That is the new cond ition fo the
Jewish people which has to be accepted as normal
and in keeping with the evolution of mankind . Such
acceptance is necessary , if Diaspora Jewry is to
achieve "the power and status" that it requires in
order that it be creative in a milieu like that which
obtains in the United States . 47
All Jews are not , then , directed to leave t h e i r a d opted h omeland s and emigrate to Israel, though some w o have the
pione ering s p irit are ur ged to do so .
Never have masses of p eop le been known to mi gr a te
fr om countries which offer greater secur i ty to those
wh ich offer less. Onl y i ndividuals with a spirit
of adventur e do that . To elicit fro m some Jews in
t h e free countries that spirit of adv enture which
would move them to settle in Israel, all Jews in
those countries have to be made to realize that the
Land of Israel , as the homeland of the Jewish People,
is indispensable to the moral and spiritual salvation of the Jewish person anyy.rhere in the world , as
an individual human b eing . 48
Kaplan summarizes (and i ndicates a greement with) the point of
view of Nahum Goldmann is expressed at an ''Id eological Conference" in Jeru s alem t h e summer of 19 57 :
•.• no les s than Jewry in the Diaspora needs the
State of Israel for its cultural con te nt and selfr espect , the State of Israel needs Dias pora Jewry
in order to save it fromo eing re gard ed as merely as
a haven of refu ge for homeless Jews . Zion ism's function, therefore , besid es fostering mi gr a ti on to
Israel ,. should be t hat of nurturing Dia sp ora Je wish
life . 49
Israel is to be the cent er of Je wish life, t hen ., but the
extremities are not to be hack ed off .

Some prin ciple of

organization is needed, howev e r, some unh ierarchical link .
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b etween Eretz Yisrael and Diaspora Jewry .

V\lh at is needed is

"A permanent Jewi sh peop lehood which wou1. d t ran scend the
b oundaries of a Jewi sh homeland," 50 a kind of tra n snationali s m.
The Jews of all nation s would , under tran s na ti onali sm,
mai nt a in their Jewish i de ntity yet partici pat e as f ully a s
p ossible in the cul ture of the adoptive homeland .

Ameri ca n

Jews , for ins ta nce , would absorb Jewish cu lture into the
very marrow of the r el i g ion, making of it, in Kaplan's
phrase , a "religious civilization . " Yet the cu ltural traditions of the country in which the Diaspora is to be pas sed
will not be superseded .
He braized .

Names, for inst ance, will not be

(Kaplan does su ggest, however, "th e formal adop-

tion, with proper ceremony, of a Hebrew middle name on
reaching maturity ." ) 51 The whole idea of transnationalism,
with a day marked off i n t he reli giou s calenda r for the
ob servance of J ewish Uni ty Day, a ~uggest ed annual ceremony
for a dults wherein they may renew their spir itual ties with
t he world Jewi sh co:mmunity, and the afore-mentioned adoption
of a Hebrew name , reminds one of nothing so much as of the
Church, t hat cradle and guardian of Christian civili zation .
The organi 2 ation of the Church , in fact, is ju st what
Kaplan has in mind .

It affords jus t the poss ibl ity for

religio-cultural solida rity, in local, national and int ernational cummunit ies, that contempory Judaism requires .
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For the J ewi sh Peo ple to re-enter the stream of
hi story, it must have a h omeland . For the Jewish
People to have its h istory contribute to the maki ng
of one world , it has to be a dispersed People in
di rect cont act with other peoples and oth er civilizations: ••. • Let us ••• accept our di spersion in the
fre e countri e s of the world as the opportunity to
demonstrat e the humanizin influence which our
spir ua roo e ness in our ancestral home an can
exercise up on our individual lives •••• with proper
leadership and with a militant followi ng that n eed
not be large , t he J ews : ca n become t he Messianic
society envisi oned by our ancient Prophets. 52
God , Israel, and Torah
Judaism as defined and i nterpreted by Kaplan is a
religion without superna tiomalism . Th ough i n the past it
was accepted truth t hat God s ummoned t he world, Jewish and
infidel , into being , Kaplan's formulati on was t hat the
People (motivated , to be sure , by Spirit), summoned its
God into being , or r a t h er, ext ract ed fro m it s experience
of God a de finition of Hi m.

In other words , God does not

de fi ne J udaism; Judaism defines God .
Kaplan ' s i s a 'pra gmatic approach to the belief in
God , which
is an i mpe ra tive to render it meaningful by making
evident the d i ff erence it makes in condu ct and
cha racter • • •. 53
This pra gmatic hypothesis is the method with
which we may d iscover what is needed to ~ender
human life wholesome , meaningful and worthwhile •.•
That is h ow I came to s ugge st t he formu lation of
a new study, to be known as Soterics , which s hould
deal with salvation as a problem embracing the
whole man . 54
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Kap lan sensed the sh ortcomings. of the pra gmatic approach in
arriving at a philosophical definition of God or ultimate
reality , yet he de fended his positi on for h e
was convinced that man ha s to b e cont ent with
assuming t he existence of a noumenal r eality to
wh ich t he be lief in God refers, and to let it
go at that, just as h e does with the idea of
gravitation or pe rsonality . 55
God may be conc eived of' , therefo:rre , as a pro ce ss like gr avi tation or personality, a cosmic process , for thi s is the
only wa y we experience Him .

To the question of what God is

ontologically, Kaplan offers t h is answer:
To conceive of fire as a process of r apid
oxidat ion is scientifically and ontolo gically
nea r er the truth than to believe that it was
snatched by Prometheus from the God s on Olympu s
and brought d own t o earth , or that it is one of
the four elements of the un iv erse , or t hat it is
a substance called "ph l og iston . " The average
mind will hav e to undergo a long habituation in
scientific t hinking to experience "Proce ss" as the
f orm in which reality presents itsel f to us , whether
it be s ensate or invisible like persona lity, parentho od , or one ' s nation . 56
Kaplan ' s view then , is

11

by no means Pa nthe istic, s ince I

consistently a dhere to the principle that Godhead is only
a particular aspect of the universe , tha t aspect of wh ich
ma kes for ma n ' s salvation . " 57
As the Spirit ac t ivates the People , so God activates
the cosmo s, effecting life , civilized and uncivili zed , bring ing that life int o b eing and br i ng ing it to meaningful
conclusion .
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What we think of as a coherent univers e or cosmos is
more than nature; it is nature with a soul . Tha t
soul is God . As each cell in the body depends for
its h ealth and proper funct i oning upon t h e whole body,
so each of us depends upon God . 58
According to Kaplan , t he God of J udai s m, a process,
an activating force , is not a merely direc tionless power , but
a functio nal one .

God is the power t hat make s for salvation ,

social re generation, the regeneration of human na ture ,
cooperation , freedom , and ri ghteousness . 59 He is , or r ather,
that aspect of (nature in) which men perc eive Him is, "the
creative life of the universe , t he antith esis of irrevocable
fate and a b solute evtl . 11 60
The concept of God as the maker for ri ghteou s ness
proceeds without any difficulty from this i dentification of
God with the wholly good part of life .

As I have said before,

in my discussion of Ahad Ha -Am ' s national ethics , " t here
is a phase early in the dev e lopment of each reli gion wherein
the con cepts of Deity and ethics are so closely linked as to
be almost interchangeable .

Ahad H- Am would have religion

and ethics d ifferentiated , so as to foster a more refined ,
more independent and r at ional , ethical s ense in man , but
Kaplan seems to retain t h e synth esis .
That God is all t hese good things ma n must accept on
faith .

Wost cr it ics of Kap lanism con sider thi s a vulnerable

point :

How do we know t hat the world is good?

account for the existence of evil?

How can we

Ka plan himself sa ys that,

"After all , the main pu rpose of theology should be to recon-
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cile the belief in God with the dominance of evil in the
world . " 61

The answer to this question has already been

i mplied in Kaplan's assertion that God is " ••• t he antithesis
of irrevocable fate and absolute evil . " 62 In other words,
God is only one part of nature, the benevolent aspect.
½'hat, then, does Kaplan have to say about the practice of Judaism?

Is it to be simply the performance of one's

ethical duties, or are t here other kind s of duties, characteristically reli gious?
question :

In Question s Jews Ask , Kaplan loads a

"Since

eth ical character a nd conduct are t he goal
of religion, why is there so much ado a bout ritual?" 63 He

goes on, of course, to explain why there is "so much ado,"
but he seems unquestionab ly in f avo~ of t h e first part of the
question .
In accordan ce with Kaplan's aforementioned "pra gmatic
approach to the belief in God,
to the performance of ritual .

h is is a pragmatic approach

11

Pra yer doe s not alter the

course of the universe, but it can, in a sen se , make for
human self-realization.
of the God in us .

We pray to become s e lf-con scious

Religious ob serv a nces in the past had

"significa nce as means to forcing spirits or gods to do
the will of human be ings .
b een

(Su ch ) rit uals tha t may have

ma gical in ori gin (now) acquire s ymbolic si gnificance."

64

And symbolism is us eful because "the participation i n a
commonri tual helps to cement the

t

we•· f eel i ng of the group . 11 65
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There has been just such a cha nge , he maintains, in
the concept of the "role of ritual" 66 even in orthodox
Judaism .
The religious observances ••• claimed the fervent
loyalty of the Jew primarily because they were
a unique way of collective self expression .
Vv'hat often pass e s for orthodoxy is a mode of
Jewish life that is not at all motivated by
a conviction of the supernatural origin of those
observances . If that mode of life we r e properly
analyzed , it would be fo und that its chief purpose was to be i dentified with the Jewish people ,
a purpose that is just as ultimate as t h e willto - live . 67
As Kaplan quotes fro m Hirsch, "'The J ew who k eeps
Kashruth has to think of his reli gious and communal alle giance
on the occasi on of every meal •••
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68

The practice of rituals , then , fosters national communion , the development of one ' s religion "as a civilization,"
and it also makes us commune with the God within ourselves .
Their performance , then , is merely , if psych olo gically useful , ceremonial .

Which rituals , then , if considered as

mere ceremonies , would he hold on to?

Which would he dis-

card and which would he retain?
He wr i tes , in a chapter called "t he place of religion
in Jewish life,

11

that

So long as the God -idea finds expression in the
sanctification of concrete objects , ev ents,
i deals , institutions and other elements in the
life of a people , it has a chance of being interwoven with the people ' s needs and interests
a nd therefore of possessing vitality. Bu t as
soon as it is abstract ed from the texture of
sancta , it becomes a subject for metaphysics . 69
Tho s e rituals , therefore , which are to be reta ined as
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the 11 idols of the tribe ,

11

are those which are directly rele-

vant to the life of the people .

Yet it is difficult to de-

cide wh ich is relevant and which is not.
What , exactly, are the criteria to be used in such a
matter?

Re says i n many p laces that we should hold onto

as many mitzvot as possible ,and in Judaism a s a Civilizati on
he says that the mit~vot dealing in social r e lati ons a r e more
important than ritua l , that man speaking to man is to be
emphasized , r ather than man speaking to God .
Before we consider Kaplan ' s radical reinterpretation
(in his work, revalua tion) of hli s torical tradition, and
his relationship to the Historical School , which believes
in the gradual, imperceptible evolution of laws and ceremonies , we ought to conside r in greate r detail, in accorddance with that school, the very ori gins of religion, or
rather , mankind's experience of it.

The que stion that then

presents itself is, what induce d the Peop le to become aware
of, to call forth , to articulate , a nd to wor ship its God ~
According to some theories about the origin of religious feeling a nd expression, faith in God stems from two
kinds of meditation , contemplation of and meditation a bout
the wonders of creation (culminating in an assumption of a
Creator) , or the fear , the constant anxiety of primitive
man about his environment (also culminating in an assump tion of a Creator} .
The second kind of meditation, anticipa tion of destruction, which reminds us , perhaps, more of superstition than
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religion , sometimes coalesces with the first to produce
something

11

fine 11 : fea:i, and wonder intermingled produce awe .

According to Durkheim, however, fro m whom Kaplan
derived the foundati on of his

11

god idea, 1' religion does

not stem from the i ndividual and his anxiety, from the i nd ividual response to a cruel or kind universe, but is, r a ther,
the reaction of man as a part of society to na ture as viewed

° Kaplan writes ,

through society . 7

"on the h · gher level 01·

spiritual t h ou ght and c ondu ct , as on the lo we r level, the
feeling of to getherness is ind ispen sable to t h e realizati on
of God , for without it we cannot experience God at all." 71
He goes on , in fact , to phrase tti s denial of i ndividual
religious experience even more strongly : "for it is onl y as
a member of society that man comes to know God at all." 72
And he further claims that ''only those who possess a feeling
for the group , for the collective , have a feeling for God." 73
This link between religion and society is i nd issoluble, becau s e the social function of religion is to preserve the
sancta , the hallowed possessions of the group, whether it be
tribe , nation , or people .

Religion , therefore, works f or

the maintenance of the group , as well as b eing the expression
of the group .

Kaplan concludes from t hi s , to h i m, tha t

judaism owes its continuing vitality to t h e f a ct that it is
a civilization, a way of life .

As only na ti onal reli g ions

h ave a chance to survive , to endure , the secula r element
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of Jewish nationalism, the striving for a common national
life is essential .

Kaplan writes ,

11

Para1 oxi cal as it may

sound, spiritual re generation of the Jew i s h People demands
that religion cease to be its sole preoccupation . " 74
Undoubtedly Kaplan has been i nfluenced in this a spect
of his thou ght by Ahad Ha-Am .

Ahad Ha-Am, i n his essay

"Early and La te in Life," discusses t he evolution of the
tribal God to the monotheistic object of worsh ip .

After

the first destruction of the Temple in the Babylonian Di a spora , when the people had begun to s uffer as a na t ion, the
idea of one God developed and became a factor in the nation's
life , for at that time it seemed appropriate to the new
national concern .
Ah.ad Ha -Am, in answer to the question "What is Judaism?"
expresses the opinion that religion is only one of many forms
of Jewish culture.

He goes a step further in saying that

Judaism is actually neither religion nor cultu re but

11

it is

the national creat ive power which in the past was revealed
in the form of culture that was essentially r el igious • •• " 75
Kaplan , however, refusing to rely on the slow process
of evolutionary development , appropriates for h i mself and
other leaders of the Jewish people the perogative of forging
boldly ahead i n the endeavor of directing the destiny of
the Jewish people .

He foresees in the f uture development

of Jewish civilization creative cultural elements i n which
religion will not play a major role .
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Kaplan, like Ahad Ha-Am, concludes t hat Judaism
differs, in the main , from Christianity in this:

Chris-

tianity deals largely with individual or personal salvation, whereas Judaism can be understood only in terms of
collective salvation .
In his essay "Judaism and the Gospels," wh ere Ahad
Ha-Am disputes with the ~nglish-Jewish reformer, Claude G.
Montefiore , he writes ,
There is no need to dilate on the familiar truth that
Judaism conceives its aim not as the salvation of the
ind ividual, bu t as the well - being and perfection of
a group , of the Jewish people , and ultimately of the
whole human race . That is to say, the aim is always
defined in terms of a collectivity which has no de fined
and concrete form . In its most fruitf ul period, that
of the Prophets and the 11 giving of the Torah", Judaism
had as yet no clear ideal of personal immortality or
of reward and punishment after d eath ••• Even in later
times , when the Babylonian exile had pu t an end to
the free natio nal life of t h e Jews, and as a result the
desire for individual salvation had come to play a
part in the Jewish religious consc iou s ne ss, the ~ighest
aim of Judaism still remained a collective aim . 6
Herein lies one of the reasons behind Ahad Ha-Am's objections to Reform Judaism :
tion of ind ividuals .

that it holds too d ear the salva-

His other objections to Reform Judaism

can lead us back to the topic of the Historica l School from
wh i ch we had momentarily departed .

He wrote, in the American

Jewish Chronicle :
A real reli gion capable of holding to gether a large
community from generation to ge nerati on must hav e
its basis and cohesive power in the general belief
that this particular religion embod ies the true
word of God revealed by Himself at a certain time
and transmitted by tradition to all f ut ure generat i ons .
This granted , there can be no reli giou s reform in . the
sense of arbitrary eclecticism, because reform of that
description is the ne gation of Revelation . The true
word of God cannot be arbitrarily altered . 77
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He goes on to say that
their 'artificial Judaism can last only so long as
there is no real Jewish life . When a National
Jewish center is achieved in Palestine , their
77
pale form of Judaism will disappear of itself •••
And again he calls Reform Judaism a "lifel ess invented form . 78
To deny arbitrary change is not arbitrarily to deny
change .

In "Ancestor Worship" he wrote that the reason

people - all p eople - won ' t accept change is that they tend
to worship their ancestors .

A new kind of change is needed

wh ich will no t find fault with our ancestor s , but which can
interpret their ways and institutions by placing them in
their natural setting .

He a grees with Lolli and Lu zzago

that "the Shulhan Aruch ••• 'is not our Torah ' ,"that it is
not

11

' the book that we have chosen as our r ul e of life:'

but he goes on to cornment that

11

1'

79

it is the book that history

has made our r ule of life , whether we like it or not . 11 80
One must not consider one ' s ancestors ' ways as outmoded, but
must accept them as experientially r elevant in their ovm
s e ttings .
Kaplan , on the other hand , is far less tolerant of
the creations of history .

He se ems to feel that since we

create , we may alter our own creations .

Re fe els that Savigny,

prime spokesman for the Historical School, in following He gel
and Schleiermacher , has helped to create a halo of remanti cism
around tradition sma cking of sanctimonious ancestor worship .
We ought not to be fettered by outdated ways simply becau se
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t hey were relevant in the live s of our an cest ors .
a kind of nat uralist " laissez faire" position .

This is

We sh ould

feel free to create , and to r e create , i n a c c ordan ce with
t he contempora ry hurn~n condition , t he nee d s of our time .
In h is criticism of Savi gny and Hegel, Kap lan is
no t a s cynical in his denunciation of the sanctimonious
attitude as Max Norda u , who wrote :
There : a spirit exists , Hegel knows this with certainty . This spirit has a pparen tl y lost itself .
Where and when this is not quite comprehensible
mishap might have oc curred , we are not told . Then
the poor s p irit had the very understandable urge
to find itself . And in this ur ge it ma d e world
history , t h e reby find ing itself ••• And t hi s delir iou s nons ense was and often still is pro claimed as
d eep sense . 81
Traditionally, r elig ious and cultu ral changes were effected by "re ading i n to" the inh erited texts .
such a method "transvaluation . "

Kaplan calls

It

consists i n ascribing meanings to t he tra d iti onal con tent of a religion or social heritage , w i ch could
neither ha ve been contempla te d nor i mpl ied by the auth ors of t hat content •••• Tbe teach ers a nd s ages of a
later period did not hesitate to r ea d t h eir own beliefs
and aspirati ons into t h e wr i tings of t he teachers and
s ages of an earlier period . Bo t h t he sense of national
continuit y and t he fait h in the d ivine origin of the
reli g i ous t 8~dition ma de transvaluation soon pe r fectly
plausible .
He documents t hi s state men t with examp les taken fro m the
di f ferent parts of the Bibl e itself as well as from actual
historical

11

commentEr y .

11

83

The alt er a ti on of re lig i ou s

a nd eth ical content is not all that is wrong , according to
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Kaplan , with t hi s method .

Firs t, it is a s ubtle process,

wh ereby "th ose who resort to it are themselves unaware t hat
they are adj usting or reconstru cting t r adit ion to meet the
needs of their cwn day . n 84

Such unselfc ons ci ousness , in

this instance , would be called a v irtue by Ahad Ha-Am and
those who be lieve in the impetus of h i s tory , but for Kaplan
it is no t at all virtuous .
The tran sit i on from traditi onal Judaism to the Judai sm
of t he future ca.n be eff ected only i n the glaring light
of complete aware ness of t he change . nv olved. The pro blem of maintaining the continui t y of the ·. Jewi sh religi on can be solved only in one way, a nd t ha t is by being
convin ced t h at the continui ty is genuine . Such a conviction is compa tible only with t h e certainty that whatever a ncient meanings or values we choose to co n s erve and
develop are read out of, and not into, the traditi onal
teachings or practices . 85
And second , it i s too slow to ef f ect the change s i mmedia tely
necessitated by modern cond itions .

He would substitute, for

it, t h erefore , a method of qu ick and conscious change which
he calls "revaluat ion, a s ystem wh ereby outmoded san cta may
be d iscarded a nd only those whose meaning can b e extracted
by psychologically insightful study of the trad itional texts
are to be ret a ined .
Reveluation consists i n d isengaging_fro m the traditional content the se elemen ts in it which answer
ermanent ostulates of human nature, and in inte.6!ating them into our own i d eology .
J talics his.)
When we revaluate , we analyse or br eak up the tradi t i onal valu es into their i mp lications , and single
out for a cceptanc e t h ose implications wh ich can help
u s meet our own moral and s piritual needs ; t h e rest
may be rele gated to archaeolo gy . 8 6
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The main difference here is that choice is involved , not
chance .

Not only can the modern interpreter 0.1· hl s tradi -

tion d iscover the implications for his t ime within it , he
can also ch oose among those implications .
It is highly essential t hat acquire the ability
of getting at the really significant i mplica tions .
They need not ne cessarily be such as the ancients
t Lemselves would have been able to articulate , but
they should have p s ychological kinship with what
the ancients d id articulate . 87
The possibi lity for such selectivit~ virtually empowers the
selector to recreate tradition .

Kaplan supports his uneasy

position by quoting , with approval , Gilbert Murray's statement that
The religious side of Plato ' s thought wa s not re vealed in its full power till the time of Plotinu s
in the third century A. D.; that of Aristotle , one
might say without undue paradox , not ti~S its exposition by Aquinas i n the thirteent h .
To utilize the p sychological truisms and intentions
of the ancients is not at all to extend a continuous tradition , for r a ther than a logical ext ension of the text, such
11

psyc .. oanalys is II of it is a virtual rev is ion .

his own anecdotes :

A man is pulling the hair from a horse's

tail one hair at a time .

As he pulls hair b y hair , a t what

point does it stop being a h orse's tail?
therefore , that

11

To use one of

It is hard to see ,

revaluation , 11 or "read ing out of" is more

admi ssible , using Kaplan ' s own criteria , than "transvalua tion , 11 or "reading into . 11
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Admissible or not , it is the meth od he chooses through
whi ch to sift tra d ition in order to uncov e r t h ose sa n cta
which are to be retained .
Ka p lan maintains :
..• a new r a tionale is needed . Every ceremony and
rite must be judged in terms of its v a lue as a
method of group survival and a means to the personal self-fulfillment and salvation of the ind ividual Jew . 89
An example of the work ing s of thi s ne w rati onale , r eva lua tion,
is in order , for "Any ritual ••• which helps the Jew t o find
life interesting , meaningful and worth living is clearly possessed of value . " SO

Revaluation, Kaplan admits, may never

have been intend ed or anticipated by t h e orig inators of many
ancient customs .

As long as they can be useful in a modern

situation, they may be ret a i ned by supe rimpos ing new meanings
on them, e ven though never i magined by the i r orig inators .
To illustra te the way new mean ngs ma y be read into
t raditi onal usa ges , we ma y consid er the rein terpre tation of the custom of breaking a glass in the wedding
ceremony . This custom no doubt ori g inated in ancient
superstition . It was thou ght that the break ing of
the glass served as a sort of substitute for any imp e nd ing disaster which might mar the happiness of the
couple . The rite , has , however , been rein terpreted in
a way that dissociates it completely from any superstition and g ives it genuine si gnificance . It has been
const r ued as a memento of the d estruction of Jerusalem,
in accordance with the passage in Psalm 137: "If I
forget thee , 0 Jerusalem, let my ri ght hand for get her
cunning ••• if I rememb e r thee not above my chief jo y . 11
The fact that the new meaning has no relation to the
ori ginal si gnificance of the rite in no way detracts
from its value , but , without such reinterpretation,
the performance of the rite wou ld be so void of value
that n othing would be lost if it became obsolete . _91
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Is Kaplan, then, to be cons idered as pa rt of, or ev en
as pa rtak ing of, the Historical School?
influence of Ahad Ha-Am in this irrstance?

Has there been an
I think not,

I

a gree with 1i chael Alper 92 that herein lies a question
of semantics :

Kaplan speak s of aiding in the continuity

of tradition, but h is sense of continuity is not the usual
one .

One sentence in parti cu lar demonstra tes t h is most

articulately :
••• to construct a firm and wide-gauged bridge be tween t he pa st and the present , noth ing should be
done t~_underestimate the d istance that separates
them . 0
To paraphrase t h is :

in order _·to maintain one I s ties with

one's tradition, fi rst one mu s t separa t e oneself from it as
much as possible , for only then can you set about recon structing those ties .

Indeed , t h is sounds as if Kaplan

means to build the bridge after h e has got to the other
side .

Nor is the bridge Ahad Ha-Am's bridge .

One cannot

quite say, however , that he has made a break with tradition
and with Ahad Ha-Am.

Th e fact is tha.t he has successfully

translated Ahad Ha-Am' s theories into a d ynamic program of
activities as expressed in the reconstruction ist movement .
In a st atement to Max Weine Kaplan expresses h is i d eas on
how Ahad Ha-Amism should be applied to American ,Jewish life:
The common unde rsta nding of Ahad Ha-Am's doctrine is
that he deprecated polj_tica l a ction a nd stressed the
primacy of spiritual culture . He advocated that Eretz
Yisrael be bu i lt up slowly by a process of selective
mi gration , and hoped that , in t h is way, it would be come the s piritual center of world Jewry , whence would
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radiate guidance and i n s p ira ti on to t he J e wish communi ties of the Dias pora . All t hat is t r ue, but i t f a il s t o
convey the essentia l mes sa ge of Ahad ~a -Amism. Aha d Ha-Am ' s
work represe nts t h e climax of t ha t Jewi sh Haskalah which
a t tempted to reviv ify and t r ansform t he inner li f e of the
J ewish Peop le . He saw mor e clearly t ha n a ny of his prede cessors that , under t he c ond ition s of modern life ,
whi ch are so r a d ica lly d i f fer e nt fr om t h ose t ha t prec eded
t he ~man c ipa tion and t he Enli gh tenment, t h e J ewish Pe ople
would have to undergo not,hing less t ha n a comple te meta morph osis in order to· become a creat i ve fo r ce i n human
life .
The pri nciples of Ahad Ha-Ami sm still remain va lid ,
and are bound to reclaim the attention of t he Jewish
people . There can be no future for the Je wish Peop le
in the mod ern world , unless it can eff ect t ha t k ind of
metamorphosis i mplied. i n Ahad Ha-Am ' s phi l osophy •••
Indeed, Rec onstructionism is a n attempt to spe l l out
some of the i mp licati ons of t hat philosophy .
Yet h e does continue to revere it , and to i nsist on its being
in the background of the creation of everyt h i ng new .
b y failing to utilize · the J ewish he r i t a ge as an a id in

t h eir struggle for econ omic j u stice, Jews must e i t h er
permit that struggle to de genera te into one for i nd iv i dual existence bare of all social s i gnificance, or
t he y must commit t h emselves to what i s noth ing less
than a new r e l i gion which would t h row i nto the di sca r d
the cultura l and s p iritual as s ets of t h e J ewish People
acquired at great cost over a per i od of more than
t h irty cent uries . Such a n act of va ndali s m commi tted
by a peop le a gain st i ts own cu lture wou l d be with out
prece dent . The needlessnes s of it is all t oo a pparent
to any one wh o has a realistic und erstanding of t h e
very origi n and d evel8¥ment of the Jewish people a nd
the Jewish reli gion .
Kaplan ' s aesthetics·, as well as Aha d Ha -Am' s ha ve an
eth i cal base .

Art fo r Kaplan mu st be , i t s eems, both u se-

f ul and pleasing .

Music , for i nstance , receives hi s

h i ghest praise becaus e it

11

s p eak s t h e un i versal langua ge of man ••
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Of all the cultural creations that will emerge from
Palestine , music will be most universally ap preciated.
The music of Eretz Yisrael will not have to hurdle the
obstacles of language in order to reach our hearts .
The new Jewish music will interpret Israel to the
world and to its own constituents throughout the world .
We stand in great need of this music. 95
The new Jewish music , it will be noted , will not be , according to Ka plan , music that happens to be written by Jews but
music with a specific national intent and content .
Yet Kaplan maintains that
~ •• creative art ••• is its own reward.
The creative
experience is an ultimate , not necessa~ily a utilitarian
phenomenon. Th e life of a group that produces such
creative expression becomes inherently interesting and
worthwhile . The criterion of health in any civilization
is the extent to which it stimulates creativity, and the
extent to which the results of such creativity are joyously received ••. 96
Kaplan 's is an essentially healthy , optimistic, and an

undeniably Jewish point of view.
effectiveness and j oy .

Creati on is a ma t ter of

There should be i n it no wasted

effort, and all that effort ought to be directed to reinvi goration, to creation of life as well as of art .
If Jewish life would make it possible for more and
more young J ews to give artistic expression to their
J ewish experience, we would dest roy the brooding
introspection which now gnaws at out hearts . 97
As Kaplan, diverging from Ahad Ha-Am, would allow
the fine arts into the acope of the Jewish imagination, so
he would permit literature to be written in other languages.
This is not to say that he in any way de - emphasizes the
importance of Hebrew ; indeed , he says, i n very bold italics,
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"A Hebrewless Judaism is a Judaism i n whi ch the immediate
awareness of Jewish peopleh ood is lacking ••• " 98 And again
he says,

11

J udai s m must be Hebraic .•• He brew ha s come to be

re ga rded as ind ispensable to the achievement of Jewish c on sciousness ••• Hebrew has become i nd ispensable to t hat kin ship of soul without which J ewish unity is unthinkable." 99
The Place of Ta nna.kh i n Modern Jewish Li fe and i n Modern
Jewish Edu cation .
Morde cai Kaplan , in hi s emphatic endors ement of the
Hebrew langua ge as ind ispensable for the development of
true Jewish con sciousnes s , presented t h e Tann a.kh as the
ma.in work in that language, as the text of J ewish consciousness .

It

11

has served, t hroughout the pa st, essen -

tially as a means of giving continui ty to the life of the
J e wi sh p eople . 11 lOO Nor is it "merelv a text or collection
of texts; it is what the interpreter derives f r om, or reads
into , these texts . " lOl I t is , then, or sh ou ld be, a living
text, continually modula ting with the tone of its readers.
Yet , there is a vas t di f f eren ce , Kaplan says, between what
shou ld b e a nd what is .

In Ahad Ha-Am ' s word s, the Jewish

people , which had been a literary people , "one whose life
and the life of its literature , its gene r a tions a nd its
book s , keep on developing to gether , the literature i n accorda n ce with the needs of the genera ti on and the generation in accordance with the spirit of its l itera ture," 102
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is a literary people no longer.

It is new , instead, a

"people of the book ," and "A People of the book ••• is a
slave of the book, a people whose sou l has departed from
its heart and has gone entirely into the written word . 11103
The effe ct of this character change is disastrous, both to
the people and to what Abad Ha-Am calls the "Torah of the
heart ."
To the People of the book the function of the book
is not to enrich the heart with ne w forces but, on
the contrary, to weaken it and to lower it until it
will no longer dare to operate independently and in
accordance with its needs, but onl y by means of its
Scripture . Every natural and ethical phenomenon that
is able to stir some movement in the heart becomes s ubjected to the approval of Scripture ••• Consequently,
both of them, the people and its book , will remain
static, frozen, and their form will not change in the
course of generations since they will both lack motivation for this creative process. The people will
have no intermediary between the heart and between
all that is outside it . And the book will la.ck the
heart 's uprising against those things wh ich are not
in accordance with its needs . 104
Kaplan, always a practical man , feels that something
must be done to prevent both book and people from congealing .

After all, he says,
.•• Torah d id not emerge at once as a fixed mode of
law or canonized corpus of teachings. It originally
designated the practice of receiving from qualified
functionaries specific answers to questions concerning matters involving obedience to what was regarded
as divinely ordained rule or law. 105
The concept of Torah's role changed again "during

the main part of the Second Commonwealth era.

By that

it came to be identified with the Pentateuch or the

time

Torah
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of Moses . " l06

It was only later, during the Middle Ages

wh ich were for many concepts a period of embalming, that
"we Jews we re in possession of a Torah that had become
congealed i nto a fixed life-and-thought pattern.
That pattern conformed to the medieval frame of
authoritatianism in belief and practice, and is
externally enforced segregationism in group relations . 10'7
But this , says Ka plan, is the twentieth cent ury,
surely, as it is a new century, a brave one , surely, as
it is a mechanical practical period , a reasonable one .
Now that the medieval frame has been shattered
the Torah must achieve a new life-and thought
pattern within a larger frame , and one that is
dynamic rather than static . To fit into that
frame , the first requisite is to defrost the
traditional concept of Torah . 108
To "defrost" the Torah tradition
calls , in the first place, for a clea r understanding
of the role played by Torah i n pre - mode rn Judaism,
and secondly, for an awareness of the cond it i ons neccessary to bring about the revival in our day . 109
What must be done , therefore, is to make Torah a part of
contemporary daily life , as it once was .
Torah was such normative knowledge fostered by
Jews as helped them to constitute a distinct
people and to achieve their salvation . Defrosting
the con cept of Torah, therefore, simply means
turning that proposition around and ma.king the
predicate subject , and the subject predicate . It
would then read thus : Whatever norruative knowledge
we Jews have to foster as a means to functionin as
Jews .
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Thus , Kaplan implies that modern le gislative methods and
ethical codes should enlarge the legal machinery of the
Torah .
To mention only one or two items to illustrate
the kind of implementati on for the larger Torah
of our day : to throw light upon economic
problems we have hardly anything of outstanding
value from an ethical standpoint to compare with
R. H. Tawney ' s Acquisitive Society, or with
J . A. Robson ' s ~conomics and Ethics . 111
Ahad Ha-Am would agree with the d esire to defrost
Torah, but he would not , I think , a gre e with the proposed
methods .

The danger here is obvious .

If Torah is to be

enlarged by contemporary materials, the re is no wa y to
guard against obsolescence, works . and concepts of ephemeral value .

Torah, after all , is a book dealing in

eternal verities, and modern life is just what its name
says it is :

it varies with the mode .

Summary and Critique of Mordecai Kaplan's Position .
Mordecai Kaplan ' s philosophy of "Reconstructionism"
was greatly influenced by Ahad Ha-Am, indeed his whole
world view .

A social i dealist who believes, like Abad

Ha -Am, that the Jewish people is a self-conscious organism
made up of self - conscious individuals , he feels that a
people should be self-creative , self-re newi.ng.

Thus he

interprets Ahad Ha-Am's stress on the cultivation of the
spirit rather than immediate action to mean that the
people must undergo

11

a comp lete metamorpho sis.

It will
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have to review its founda t ions, to

11

reva.luate 11 its texts

and practices, keeping only what is viable in the mod ern
world and discard ing what would hinder it from taking its
place among the nations .

As the greater Judaism Kaplan

envisa ges will be "Judaism as a civi li za tion ," it must
have , like all great civilizations, a geographi c base .
It will have its center in ~retz Yisrael , as the Church
has its center in Rome, and will maintain its elf in its
several a dopted home lands, enriching Jewish, the adopted,
and world culture .

''
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CHAPTER IV - EARLY EDUCATORS
ISAAC B. BERKSON
Isaac B. Berkson was born in New York City in 1891.
Twenty years later , while in his senior year at the College
of the City of New York , Berkson, a brilliant student , was
chosen (together with Alexander Dushkin and a few other) by
Samson Bend erly to join in the work of the Bureau of Jewish
Education in New York .

Benderly had founded this Bureau the

year before and decided to offer to a few young colle ge men
of outstanding talent and scholarship an op portunity for
intensive traini ng i n the field of Jewish education .
His choice of Berkson proved i ndeed a wise one; Berkson
soon demonstrated ususual ability in the field of American
Jewish education, and for many years , ex cept for an interval
from 1928 to 1934 , when he was d irector of the He brew school
system of Palestine , Berkson devoted himself to Jewish educational work in New York .
Being one of the "Benderly Boys , " it is not surprising
that Berkson was profoundly influenced by the principles of
Benderly and the other personnel of the Bureau .

Thus, while

assisting in working out the administra tive problems of the
Bureau, Berkson at the same time absorbed the ideas of
spiritual Zionism as formulated by Ahad Ha-Am .

For Ma gnes

and the other members of the Bureau staff, Berkson had these
words of praise :
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It was in the years of my association with the
Bureau of Jewish ~ducation that my idea of a community
donception of Jewish life first took shape . I owe the
development of my views to the influence of a notable
group of leaders who supported Dr . Benderly in the work
of the Bureau - Judah L. Magnes , Israel Friedlaender ,
Henrietta Szold , and yibadel lehayYim arukim Mordecai
M. Kaplan . To each of them ind ividually, as my
teachers and inspirers , and to them all as representing
a conception , I am deeply indebted . All of them, including Dr . Benderly, were proponents of Ahad H-Am's
conception of Zionism and in their interpretation this
meant that the affirmation of Jewish life in the Diaspora
was as important as the establishment of an autonomous
center of Jewish cultural and spiritual life in the land
of Israel . 1
From 1917 to 1918 Berkson was director of the Central Jewish
Institute in New York City, and for the following two years
was a superv isor for the Bureau of Jewish Education.

After

completion of his thesis entitled "Theories of Americanization - A Critical Study" in 1920, Berkson received his Ph . D.
from Teachers Colle ge , Columbia University .
For a number of years Berkson was lecturer at the
Jewish Institute of Religion, first in 1926 , and then a gain
from 1935 on, as lecturer on education .

In 1936 he was also

appointed lecturer on education at the School of Educa tion
of City College, New York .

From 1948 to 1956 he served as

Professor of ~ducation at the Dropsie Colle ge, Philadelphia,
and at the same time continued as Professor at City College
in New York .

Although new Professor ~meritus, he is still a

frequent and valuab le contributor of sch ola rly publications
in the field of educational philosophy .
In a chapter entitled "The value of Et hnic Groups"
Berkson clearly spells out Ahad Ha-Am's

octrine of people-
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hood , although he makes no reference to Ahad Ha-Am at this
time .

"The ethnic group is not a system of ideas but a

nationality, a cummunity of persons ; it is a living reality
related , indee d , to thought, but still flesh and bl ood and
d esire and no me re pale abstractions . " 2
We note, however , one difference of op i n ion between
the two men of thi s subject .
people as a

11 chosen11

Ahad Ha -Am r egarded the Jewish

people , whereas Berk son considered each

nation as unique but not indispensable .
Every nation must be conceived as a personality
unique but not altogeth er different; serving but not
indispensable . , Some nations are gr ea ter , some more
gifted , some have longer and righer traditi ons - but
they are all nations and each has the same ri ght to
live . 3
And Berkson maintained that each ethni c group, including t h e
Jewish people , can make an important contribution to world
culture .

His idea of the interrelation of nations and the

cultural value of each to the universe a whole might be
compared to the various instruments in a symphony orchestra,
and the way in which each instrument lends its own distinctive
quality to the overall musical harmony .
In Berkson ' s concept of Jewish peoplehood we have found
no mention of a national spirit as an entity per se, as was
posited in Abad Ha-Am's mystical a pproach to the subj ect .
Berk son , being a true rationalist, spoke of the Je wish people
in purely sociologica l terms .
The Jewish People constitutes a historical, i n ternational community . We are an Am Olan (people of the
world) , a people enduring in time, a universal people
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spread throughout the world •••• No doubt , external
ma terial factors and political forc es ••• have played
a part in preserving the Jewish People , but the essential cause is to be found in the ethical and spiritual
heritage which until recent times was embodied mainly
in reli gious forms . 4
In short , Berkson stres s ed the significance of the
Jewish Community .

He pointed out, "the 'C01nmunity' theory

of adjustment makes culture the raison d 'et re of the preser vation of the life of the group." 5
Ahad Ha-Am ' s hope for a s piritual center in Palestine
wa s shared by Berkson .

The latter saw the potentiality of

Palestine as a spiritual inspiration for the Dia s pora .

He

clarified his attitude in this way :
The ''Commun ity" theory becomes a hopeful solution
only if there will be established an autonomous Jewish
center in Pale stine . Our theory , then, becomes part
of an international conc eption. The Jewish community
in America is re garded as one of w~ny sister communities
throughout the world , each adjusted to the social and
political conditions of the l and of habita tion, bound
together by its cultural religious inheritance and by
the spiritual inspiration of the Palestinian center . It
is completely in accord and really a n elaboration of
the Culture Zionist theory formulated by Ahad Ha -Am. 6
Like Ahad Ha -Am, Berk son gave Zionism a cultural rather
than religious interpretation .

Likewise , for him the word

"national" had rriA inly a cultural signifi cance .

Therefore,

althou gh he acknowledged the importance of Palestine as a
unifying fo1•ce , yet he maintained t hat "the future of the
State of Israel d epends on the maintenance and the development
of the Jewish communities throu ghout t he world . " 7

In hi s

opinion the international character of the Jewish People is
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vital , for it can impartro the center in Israel a universal
outlook .

This is probably what Berkson meant by saying that

his "Community " theory is an elaborati on of Ahad Ha-Am 's
Culture Zionist theory .

For Ahad Ha - Am emphas ized the

cultural value of Palestine to the Diaspora; Berk son a greed,
but also obs e rved that Palestine needed the Diaspora.

He

regarded the two as interd ependent from a cultural point of
view .
However much Jewish life may be strengthened and
enriched by influences emanating fro m Israel , each
Jewish community throughout the world must work out
its own type of adjustment , build it s institutions,
and develop its edu cational pro gr am in the light of
the needs and possibilities of each situation . It
is e s sential to promote interchange of ideas , of
forces and of personnel . 8
·
In an article wnicn Berkson wrote f or Ha Ar e tz in 1935,
he mentioned the influence of Ahad Ha -Am and di scussed the
simi la rities , as well as divergencies of his own Zionist ou tlook .

He told of his membership in the Zioni st Club at City

Colle ge almost twenty five years earlier, and h is study of
Herzl and Ahad Ha-Am .
When we be gan
deeply into our
yearning with a
c~ar d irection

to study Ahad H-Am , he p en etrated
h earts •••• he filled our Zionist
content of great worth . He gave a
to a d eep force of emotion . 9

Berk son, as we have already determined , believed in the
a ffirmation of the Diaspora .

Indeed , his powition was that

Dias pora Judaism is an intrinsic part of t he des tiny and history of the Jewish people .

He pointed out that the Jewish

peop le were always a dispersed people, and in his opinion
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this was a blessing, for it ma.de Jewish peoplehood an internation , or a world community .

The very fact of its disper -

sion made it possible for the Jewish people , throughout the
course of its history, to contribute to world progress .
Ahad Ha -Am, on the other hand , felt that it was impossible for a fully creative Jewish life to be developed in
the Diaspora .
evil .

He viewed the Diaspora simply as a necessary

Yet Berkson seemed to overlook the fact that Abad Ha-Am

did not recognize the potentiality of the Di aspora .

In fact,

in the article which was published in t h e newspaper

Ha Aretz,

Berkson not only d is cussed his ovm affirma tion of the Diaspora but also ascribed a similar position to Abad Ha -Am .

In

a footnote to Berkson ' s article , the editor of Ha Aretz pointed out Berkson ' s mistake or misinterpretation, quoting
Berkson ' s own statement (in the article) that his deductions
about Abad Ha -Am ' s affirmation of the Diaspora

11

were not said

explicitly by Abad Ha -Am, and perhaps he never a dmitted them . 11 lO
The question then comes to our minds :

Why did Berkson assume

that Abad Ha -Am believed in the circumference?

Perhaps his

assumption was a result of his own strong conviction of the
soundness of this theory .

He summed it up very concisely:

When we think of the Jewish loyalty , we must bear
in mind that the allegiance is not to a land exclusively ,
but to an International Community of men whose interests
include and are inextricably woven with t h e interests
of many peoples and with the universal spread of liberal
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t hought . One who is loyal to the Jewish People
rightly conceived must become loyal to all the
families on eart h among whom the Jews a re scattered •
••• If the necessity of adjustment can lead to an
international and moral outlook , t hen , indeed , can
we say that we have a dvanced a whole sta ge in the
development of h umanism which is the essen ce of
Democracy . 11
Both Berk son and Ahad Ha -Am emphasized the nat ional ,
rather than the reli gious , aspect of Jewish education .
Berk son made this observation ;
What we call religion was , i n the p eriod when it was
creat ed , very mu ch what we should call national culture
today ; the striving of a particular social group to
transcend the limits of its own body of experience, and
pursue ends humane , universal and eternal . 12
Berkson realized , however , as Du shkin d id , that the national
and religious elements in J e wish education were actually
intertwined .

"The most ' religious ' of t he sub jects of the

curriculum has a literar y and national asp ect , just as the
cultural and literary aspect has a reli g i ou s bent .

I t is

necessary to bear in mind the unitary charact er of the curriculum ." 13
In the following statement Berkson clarif ied his position on the God - con cept :

"Although I retained a h igh re -

gard for t h e reli gious aspects of Jewish life , my views
were grounded i n a cultural humani sm free from d ogma tic
t h eistic assumptions . " 14 Serk son made an intensive study
of the doctrine of evolut i on ; whether the influence of Abad
Ha -Am led him into t h is study we do not know .

At any rate,

Berkson found it d ifficult to reconcile the God-tdea. with
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the doctrine of evolution .

Re ga rdin g the t h eory of evolution,

with its destruction of absolute values , Berk son noted that
Into this s ituation of philosophic bankruptcy
Democracy has come with a new vision of the draw~
of human life to relieve the world of the meaningless of an unevaluated universe . It is the new
faith , the religious inspiration in which the modern
man finds a unifica tion for his experiences and
aspirations . 15
He criticized both Reform and Orthodoxy for their formal,
sentimental approach to the spiritual concept .

And in h is

opinion the varying Jewish religious denominations seryed only
to weaken the unity of the Jewish community .

He opposed

Dushkin ' s idea of "variety in unity"; Berk son approved of
interdenominational schools .

As for ach ieving un ity in the

Jewish group , Berkson consid ered culture to be the important
factor , rather than religion .
The cu l ture of the Jewish people , i n clud ing as it
does a langua ge , a literature, and a pro f oundly
spiritual social outlook , cannot be confined within
the walls of the syna gogue, where the erstwh ile living
thought is embalmed in liturgy, aspira tion petrified
16
into prayer , and social life possilized in ceremonies .
Yet despite his critical attitude toward organized synagogue ritualism, Berkson accredited Torah with the central
position in J ewish life .

This seeming contradiction is removed

when we examine Be rkson ' s definition of Torah .

In his use of

the term he included cultural as well as spiritual values .
Through its interpretation of historical events Torah has
provided the Jewish people with a philosophy of life .
Torah, we may say, is History in this broad sense ,
as it manifests itself in the life experiences of
the Jewish people ; Culture as it expresses itself in
the rich inheritance of the Jewish people; Philosophy
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and Religion as they become
and spiritual ideals of the
brings Jews together is the
Torah, i . e . Jewish History,
richest sense . 17

embodied in the s ocial
J e wish People . What
significanc e and power of
using the term in its

Berks on , in his emphasis of the cultural aspect of the
tradit i on , did not discuss the problem of modifications of
the Torah - law .

From his relativist point ·of view , values

are never constant ; they are undergoing a continual process
of change i n relation to the environment .

Their si gnif icance

depends upon whether their role is vital in the adjustment
of the ind ividual J ew to his environment .

In other words,

to Be rkson a v alue - system is relative and functional, for
"ea ch gener a t ion has its interpretation, its own additional
i nsight . " 18
Abad Ha-Am believed t hat the Law changes imperceptibly
and s hould not be deliberately abrogated , wher€a s Be rkson
implied that the Law , which he considered to be simply one
plase of J ewish culture , may, like all other cultural possessions , be manipulated if necessary when it has lost it import .
Regarding Hebrew instruction in the Jewish school
curriculum, Berkson voiced the same view as Ahad Ra~i\m .
The study of Hebrew, ••• is of supreme importance for
the present and future of Jewish life •••• He brew must
serve as means of interchange 9f thought between the
various J ewish communit i es of the world and b etween
them and Palestine ••• • No Jewish community is ever
known to have survived long after it had given up i ts
distinctive mode of expression . Langua ge and the
thought of life s eem inextricably bound up . 19
Ahad Ha -Am ' s sentiments are also reflected in Berkson•s state-
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ment that

11 Israel

offers µnparalleled opportunities for

creative development of the Hebrew langua ge and literature
and for the maintenance of distinctive forms of Jewish life .

11

Be rkson also noted that most of the Jewish classics were
written in Hebrew or translated into Hebrew, and accordingly
that the study of these classics in the ori ginal language
provided the best means of understanding Jewish thought.

At

the same time Berkson suggested that if t h e student were not
far enough advanced in his study of Hebrew to read the classical literature in the ori ginal , then he should study it in
l!:nglish translation .

For Berkson stressed that "the content

of our classic literature is the end, and the Hebrew language
the means . " 21
Thus the passionate, almost obsessive devotion to
Hebrew expres s ed by Ahad Ha-Am was more coolly formulated by
Berkson .

Ahad Ha -Am ' s entire striving had been concent rated

on one main aim - the reconstitution of the Jewish national
spirit .

It is understandable that Berkson the humanist,

steeped in the tradition of democracy , did not display quite
the same intensity of enthu siasm. for Hebrew as Ahad Ha-Am .
Yet Berkson unreservedly approved of the Hebrew langua ge as
a vital for ce in uniting culturally the Jewish world - c ommunity .
On the subject of classipal literature, Berkson was in
full agreement with Abad Ha -Am .

In his use of the term

"classics " Berkson too was referring , not to belles-lettres

20
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but to those outstand ing creative wr i tings which portray most
vividl y and authentica lly the life problems a nd experi ences
of a people ' s past .

Both Berk son and Ahad Ha-Am found the

Jewish national spirit to be rooted in the Holy Scriptures .
First among the resources of Jewish cul tural and
spiritual life is the treasury of Jewish literature
to which each era in Jewish history has made its
contribution . The groundwork is in t he Tanakh, the
Sacred Scrip tures , at once t h e crea t i on of Hebrew
genius and a univ ersal clas s i c of Western t h ought • •••
To this whole treasury of classic literature the t erm
Torah is appropriate; sin ce the classic Jewish literature is not belles-lettres written for amusement or
aesth etic appreciation , but the r es pon se of the Jew
2
as a human being to the existential problems of lif e . 2
As to the Prayer Book , Berk son i ncluded it as part of
Je wish classical literature .

Berk son , like Aha d Ha-Am, re-

cognized t h e cu ltural overtones of prayer .

To Berk son the

Hebrew Prayer Book , express i ng t h e strivings a nd hopes of t h e
Jewish People t h rou ghout its h istory, ha d t h e beauty and power
of a literary classic .
The Hebrew Prayer Book ••• is as mu ch a body of l i terature as it is a collection of litur gy . It i n clud es
exerpts fro m the Bible and from Psalms and t h e portion s
of d irect prayer are few •••• National i stic J ews , d iaclaimj_ng the religious tie , mi ght still study it as a
literary expression of t h e national soul . 23
Both Ahad Ha-Am and Berk son were confro n ted with a
serious problem i n t heir work as jewish edu ca tors, namely,
t h e manner of dealing with the unquestioning , fait h f ul
practitioners of Orth odox Judaism in t heir communities.

Both

men had deep respect for the orthodox , pious elements of the
religion , and di d t heir best to k eep harmony among the vari-
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our denominational groups of the Jewish community .
Ber k son said:

As

"Educati on is at all times concerned with men -

living - in - societies and its ends cannot be defined apart
from a direct considera tion of the charact e r of the society
into which the ind ividual is to live . " 24 According to Berkson,
the main purpose of education is to eff ect communic a tion : and
understanding among the members of a com.~ un ity, and to develop
p e rsonal growth of each individual so tha t he may co-opera te
with the others to achieve the common aims of the group.
Berkson approved of Dewey's proposal that
• • • we should think of the school as a "miniature communi ty11 which would. r e flect the activities of society
and supp ly a rich and superior environment where the
child and youth would develop their own pers onalities
and grow into the life of the community. The school
would become the conscious instrument created by society for the trans mission and r e - creation of its own
way of life - the central agency for the survival of
the community in its essential charact er . 25
Berkson, however, felt tha t the Jewish school complementary
to the public school was best fitted to provide Jewish education in the Amer ican democracy .

At the same time he was not

opposed to all -day Jewish schools .
Berkson ' s conception of "community," embracing the international , universal quality of the Jewish heritage , was somew at broader than Ahad Ha -Am 's.

Within the structure of

Ameri ca n democra cy with its cultural pluralism, Berkson h eld
that t h e Jewish communi ty can lend its distinctive .contribution to American culture, and in turn to world culture, while
at the same time retaining its Jewish identity .

As to the
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relation of his the ory to Jewish educa tio n , Berkson interprete d
it as follows :
Applied to Jewish educa tion , the community theory
means that Jewish educ~ ion is to be non-denominat ional
in outlook . Although it allows for a religious as well
as a humanist interpret ation , it implies that the
Jewish heritage of values is universal and can be expressed in non-dogmatic and non-theologica l terms . The
loyalty to be fostered among children and youth is to
be a loyalty to the Jewish People as a whole , and not
to one segment of it . Moreover , while affirming the
possibility of a worth-while Jewish life in the United
States and while conceiving the aim of Jewish edu cation in terms of an adjustment to the character of
American life , nevertheless it involves the i dea that
Jewish education in our day is an aspect of the Jewish
Renascence , with its concomitant of the revival of
Hebrew and the establishment of a center of Jewish life
in Israel . 26
Berkson wrote several books on the subject of education, and
in reviewing his book , Theories of Americani zation, which was
actually a doctoral dissertation at Teachers College, Columbia
University, Meir Ben-Horin of Dropsie College referred to it
as "a model for philosophical inquiry concerned with t h e nature
and future of the Jewish people and with education as the
·chief instrumentality of its s urvival and re generation . " 27
As to the cow.m.unity theory, Dr . Ben-Horin summed it up a ptly
in these words :
Berkson's community theor~ bring s to gether democracy,
naturalism, pragmatism an Jewish cultural nationalism,
etbnicism, and internationalism with education as the
"central and the fundamental means of perpe tuating the
group . " 28
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WILLI AM CHOMSKY
William Chomsky, born in Russia on January 15, 1897,
was educated in the United States .

He received his B. A. from

John Hopkins University in 1921 , M. A. from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1925, and his Ph . D. the following year from
Dropsie College .
An ardent Hebraist , Dr. Chomsky chose to make American
J ewish education his career .

Even befo!(8 completing his

graduate work , he became an instructor at Gratz College,
Philadelphia , where he is now Professor of Hebrew and Education, as well as chairman of the faculty .

Since 1957 he has

also been Professor of Hebrew and Education at Dropsie College.
In addition to his career as a Professor, Dr. Chomsky
is a distinguished author, as well a.s editor .

He had con-

tributed articles to J ewish Education , the Journal of Biblical
Literature , and other publication .

He is best known for his

invaluable literary presenta tions on the subject of the role
of Hebrew in Jewish education - particularly, for his book,
Hebrew , The ~ternal Language .
Many times throughout this book Chomsky made mention
of Aha.d Ha -Am ' s concepts on Judaism .

In these references he

has revealed beyond a doubt the profound influence of Ahad
Ha-Am on his own thinking .

Chomsky's introductory chapter,

for example , contained a discussion of the meaning of the
terms

II

Jews II and

II

Judaism . 11

a religious group, or what?

Are the Jews a race , a nation,
Is Ju daism only a body of be-
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liefs and practices , or of nationalistic symbols and slogans,
or of cu ltural ideas and literary compilations, such as could
be conveyed by one linguistic vehicle or another?" 29
Chomsky then proceeded to answer this controversial question.
Fe pointed out, first of all , that in ar gu ing this matter,
people tend to ov erl ook the fact that

11

a feeling of kinship

exists among Jews of all ' races' and colors, of all parts
of the world , regardless of whether they are orthodox, reform
or even atheistic . " 30 (Is this not Abad Ha-Am's doctrine of
peoplehood?)

Chomsky carried this theory further, comparing

the Jewish group to a chemical compound, a comparison which
d istinctly related to AhadHa-Am's portrayal of the Jewish
People as a living orga nism .

In referring to the various

elements , such as national , cultural, religious, etc . , which
seem to comprise Jewish peoplehood , Chomsky observed that
•• ~some or all of the elements mentioned above may be
found in the Jewish group or in Judaism, as the case
may be, not in an a dd itive sense, but rath er in an
inte grative or chemical sense •••• The compound ABC is
larger than the sum of the parts and d if erent in character from each of them as a result of their integration and reciprocal influence . In such a compound the
individual component elements are changed and modified •
••• All this is equally true of the cultural, national
and religious elements that make up Judaism . Jewish
religion is , in effect , a distinctive, dynamic lifepattern constantly and progressively adapting itself
to changing needs and circumstances; it is accordingly
intimately bound up with the Jewish people, their history, culture and civilization . 31
In other words , to Chomsky the organismic nature of
Jewish peoplehood became visible in its national culture -
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the sum total of its national possessions .

A similar posi-

tion was noted in my discussion of Israel Friedlaende r.
As religion is only one element in the compound,
Chomsky perceived that even an atheistic Jew can feel kinship with other Jews . Ahad Ha-Am, we recall, had also been
asked to express his opinion on this matter .

He a greed that

an atheist could be considered a good national Jew, but qualified his statement by saying that this could be the case only
if the man "had a share" in the sacred possessions of the
Jewish people - the Holy Scriptures, the Hebrew language,
the Sabbath, and similar sancta of the Torah.
Ahad Ha-Am had great reverence for t hese religious
sancta; yet he chose to regard religion as simply one aspect
of Jewish nationalism .

He remarked that in the past the

Jewish national spirit had expressed itself chiefly in religious ritual , but that he was not certain in what form it
would find expression in the future .

To Chomsky, however,

reli gion, even in modern time s, plays a major role in the
civilization of Judaism.

In d efining Judaism, he gave re-

ligion equal status with '• nationality and culture .

"Judaism

may be defined as the on - going historical experience of the
Jewish people , in which are compounded religious, national
and cultural elements . " ~2
In an article which he wrote on the life and thought
of Perez Smolenskin , a writer whose name "will be remembered
as the champ:ton. ·of 'the Jewish national renaissance," 33
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Chomsky revealed many of his own ideaa on Jewish nationalism.
According to Chomsky, Smolenskin "anticipa ted Ahad Ha-Am in
calling for a spiritual revival and for an i n tensive system
of Jewish education as prerequisites for a Jewish national
revival . " 34
Like Ahad Ha-Am , Chomsky noted that nationalism is not
to be confused with chauvinism .

He upheld the right of the

Jewish people to cling to their national uniqueness.

Approv-

ing of cultural pluralism, Chomsky agreed that
Nati onal individuality is but an extension of personal individuality. A healthy nationalism implies
the right and the duty of every national group, as
in the case of every individual person, to develop
fully and freely its distinctive individuality, to
the fullest extent , without mutual interference and
encroachment •••• Differentiation and diversification
are the law of pro gress . It is only on the basis of
such a healthy nationalism that real universal peace
and human brotherhood may be established . 35
Chomsky made mention of t;he "Jewish will to live", 36
a fact which Ahad Ha-Am had considered the most significant
weapon in the Jewish people's stru ggle for survival .

To

Chomsky, as to Ahad Ha-Am, the reawakening of the Jewish
national spirit would make it possible for each Jewish person to have a more inte grated life .

He did not approve of

J . L. Gordon's famous words of advice:

"Be a Jew in your

tent and a. :rnan a broad" , for this advice, in Chomsky's opinion,
was "setting Judaism and humanity against each other and
implying, thereby, that Judaism should be sacrificed to
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humanity . " 37
11

Chomsky preferred Smolensk in ' s attitude:

In contrast to Gordon ' s dictum, Smolenskin charges that

a Jewish individual cannot be a ' man ' without first being
a Jew , that a revival of national consci ou sness and selfrespect is basic to the acquisition of human consciou sness . " 38
And the method of bringing about t hi s revival of Jewish
national consciousness?

Chomsky had the s ame answer as Ahad

Ha -Am - by encouraging the study of t he He brew langua ge and
the Tanakh and by establishing a spiritual and cultural
center in Palestine .

Of the potential cul tural influence of

Eretz Yisra el , he had this to s ay :
The primary need is for a regeneration of the Hebraic
spirit , a revival and resur gence of the proph etic geniu s
of t he Jewish people , and an opportunity to rev i talize
the Hebra ic civilization on its native soil in con sonance
with that genius •.•• In brief , the State of Israel is to
be a h o¢ e land n ot only for the J ews living there , but
also vor a vital and bu rgeoning world Judaism - a center
from which dynamic forces of creative Jewish living will
r adiate to the circumference of the entire Dias pora; or,
to use Ahad Ha -Am ' s metaphor , Eretz Yisrael is to be the
heart from which fresh bloodstreams will flow into the
body of Diaspora Judaism, constantly revitalizing and
energizing it . 39
Nor did Chomsky deny t hat Diaspora culture could also
benefit Palestine .

In fact, h is opinion was that the recip-

rocal influence of the two cu l tur es could product a broa der
Jewish culture .
to Ahad Ha-Am:

He backed this i dea with another referenc e
"To pursue Ahad Ha-Am' s metaphor consistently ,

the heart cannot function eff ectively unless the blood vessels in the body lik ewise function normally and are capable
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of promoting and facilitating the blood circulation . " 40
It seems, however , that Abad Ha -Am placed greater emphasis
on the vital importance of the

11

heart 11

-

Palestine .

Chomsky,

on the other hand , although recogn izing full well the trememdous potentiality of Palestine as a cultural center, was
a lso aware of the fact that Palestine , being a small country,
might tend to develop a chauvinistic nationalism which would
in turn have a narrowing effect on its culture .

He believed

that this would be automatically controlled by the modifying
effect of the international-flavored Diaspora culture .
In other words , the fulfillment of the Hebraic cultural ideal is , in effect , a cultural two-way passage,
and the effectiveness of its fulfillment will be
determined by the establishment of proper and efficient channels of intercommunication . Thus, there is
no real dichotomy of Israeli and Dia s pora Judaism .
Judaism is one and indivisible , with its center or
nucleus in Israel and its 11 field 11 or s phea)'. and cultural influence over the whole Dias pora . ~
Chomsky referred to the Jewish way of life as "dynamic
and evolving , " 42 and to the Jewish religion as a "distinctive , dynamic life - pattern, constantly and progressively
adapting itself to changing needs and circums tances . " 43
Thus , he declared himself an evolutionist and an adherent of
the historical school , and again we may draw a compar ison
with Ahad Ha-Am .

Chomsky, like Ahad H-Am, was oppo sed to

fixed changes in the religious tradition; he believed that
Changes must come about gradually and by an evolutionary process, through the initiative or sanction of
the people . But , and this is si gnificant, in ord~r
to be competent to discharge such a responsibility,
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the people mu st be educated and grounded in the
knowledge of the Torah , in itcs wider aspects and i mplications , and of the Hebrew language in which this
Torah is written . 44
According to Chomsky, this evolutionary characteristic
of the Jewish relig ion , as well as its intimate relationship
with J ewish life , probably accounts for the fact that there
is no specifi c word for "religion" in the Hebrew language.
As to the prominent part the J ewish People have played in
shaping the tradition , Chomsky described w:na t is said to
have occurred in talmudic times :
When the rabbis were in doubt about the legality of
certain rituals and practices , they would say : "Go
and see how the people conduct themselves . " (Erubin
14b) "The conduct of the people in a normal traditional environment served as a guide for establishing and codifying certain laws and rituals; inde
a
custom may nullify a l aw . 11 ( J . Baba Metzia 7a) .

4%

To Chomsky, this incident from the Talmud was evidence
that the evolutionary process was in effect even in talmudic
times .

In his opinion, t_he talmudic rabbis , al though· unaware

of such a term as the "historical school , " seemed to use an
identical approach to the law .

This quotation from the Tal-

mud has been similarly interpreted by other followers of the
historical school .

They have int e rpreted it to mean that

the People create their own laws , and that they do so without deliberate planning but simply in response to the demands
of their environment .

Thus , the creation or change in the

law is gr a dual, instinctive process; first comes the general
practice of the group , the tacit agreement of the majority,
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and lastly, the codification of this p~actice into law .
It is questionable , however , whether this talmud ic
passage quoted by Chomsky actually corroborates the historical
school in the Savigny formulation .

Is it not more possible

that the talmudic rabbis meant , by their di r ective to go and
observe the conduct of the people ,

tha t t n e people or common

folk were the best source for verification of genuine, traditional practices?

Errors or d istortions could easily occur

in the copying of books , but it was more likely that laws
passed from Parent to child wou l d be unalloyed .

For these

peasants , their way of life not having been disrupted by war
surroundings where the authentic Torah law had been handed
down from generation to generation .
Belonging to the historical school , Chomsky obviously
supports the idea that the tradition is created and developed
by man ' s instinctive motivation in relation to the circumstances and necessities of his daily life .
Chomsky ' s God-concept?

What then is

In response to my i nquiry re ga rding

his God - concept, Dr . Chomsky replied that he had intentionally
refrained from formulating a precise definition of God in
his writings as he felt that we do not have sufficient kn owledge and data for the construction fo such a definition.
He pointed out , however, that as young children cannot
grasp abstract ideas , he approved of the use of midrash,
with its anthropomorphic God - presentation, in the Jewish
educational program .

For instance , in discussing the school
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curriculum for a child in the second year , Chomsky suggested
that
A good deal of religion , character values , and hi story

could be woven around the migrations , a dventures ,
struggles and efforts to establish a God-loving people •
••• Much of this ma t erial , especially as centering
around the majestic character of Abraham, can be called
from talmudi c and midrashic sources and can be organized
and rendered in simple Hebrew . 46
Chomsky envisioned ·an ideal national f utu re in which
the dominion of God would be established .

Cha l lenging the

Jewish people to combine their efforts for a restoration of
the Hebraic spirit and for the development of a spiritual
center in Palestine , he specified :

"This mean s the estab-

lishment of an ideal society, the object of which is 'to
perfect the world under the k i ngdom of God ' - a society
based on social justice , democracy, humanity, universal
brotherhood and peace . " 47
Chomsky a greed with Ahad Ha-Am as to the s upreme worth
of the Tanakh i n Jewish life .

As Chomsky said :

"The Sefer

must again become the dynamic and vital source of stimulation and guidance in our cultural and religious lif e . " 48
We note , however , that Chomsky stresses its i mportance in
" cultural and religious (italics mine) life" , whereas Ahad
Ha-Am had empha sized its cultural and ethical value .
Chomsky ' s use of the word "religious " includes of course the
eth ical meaning; on the other hand , to Ahad Ha -Am the use of
the word "ethical" did not necessarily i ndicate a religious
connota tion .

Basically t h eir attitude to the Bible was the

same ; Chomsky described it thi s way :
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The Bible is to t he Jews not a mere compilati on of
ancient writings , repr esentative of an ancient civilization , ancient mod es of thoughts and beliefs ••••
The Bible has been to the Jew a dynamic book , a liv ing fountain , the mainspring of Jewish c iv ilization,
a book that has grown and evolved in the creative
imagination of the Jewish peofile and has been brought
near to our own times by the 'mou t h " of Jewish tradition and reinterpreta t ion . The prophetic sp i rit
that animates t his Book is the life blood coursing
through the best of Jewish literature and tradi tion
of all time , and it is as fresh and timely today as
it was i n antiquity . 49
As for He brew , the language in which the ori ginal
Tanakh was written , Chomsky has the highest esteem.

He reco g -

nizes the fact that this langua ge has become f or the Jewish
p e ople a "symbol of Jewish uni t y , c istinctiveness , hope and
renascence . " 50 Thi s was likewise Ahad Ha-Am ' s view .
Both Chomsky and Ahad Ha-Am pri zed the He bre w language
as a medi um for penetrating into the mean ingful depth s of the
J ewish classics .

In addition, it could serve as a vehicle for

creative litera ry expre ssion of the Jewish na ti onal s piri t .
Chomsky desi gnated Hebrew as "the open s esame to the original
sources of Judaism and of Jewish experiences . " 51 As h e
pointed out , some of the fine s hades of meaning i n the
He brew language cannot possibly be dupl icated in English ;
the ref ore mu ch more i n sight can be gained by reading the
original .
Although Chomsky had great a dmi ration f or the beauty
and profundit y of t h e Hebrew langua ge , h e d id not ove r emphasize its i mportance as a langua ge per se .

Always _in his

mind wa s the reali za t i on of its power to open t he d oor to
a deeper knowledge of Judaism .
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Judaism without Hebrew is a disembodied soul. Hebrew
without Judaism, without an interest in the study of
Torah in its broader implications , especially in the
Diaspora , is an empty shell . 52
In other words , the mastery of Hebrew simply as a language
is not enough .

Hebrew study should succeed in increasing

the student ' s understanding of the culture from which the
langua ge ev olved .

"Langua ge must be re garded as a master

key wherewith to unlock the storehouses of original literary
sources .

But unless it is used for this purpose the key is a

useless tool . " 53
In the Jewish spiritual and cultural renascence Ch omsky
regarded the Hebrew langua ge as the main inte grating force,
for by giving access to the cultural sources it could unite
the Jewish people t h roughout the Diaspora and inspire a
resurgence of the J ewish national spirit .
Hebrew is the nerve center which unites and integrates
the Jewish people i n time and in space . It serves as an
i n tellectual and an emotional bond a mong all Jews throu gh out all generations , and throu ghout all the lands of
dispersion •••• As the universal language of study and
prayer , Hebrew is a major unifying force of the people
of Israel •••• Hebrew is the symbol of re generation and
self a ssertion in J e wish life . The Jewish will to live,
and the undying faith in the creative destiny of Judaism
in the face of all difficulties , are symbolized by the
revival of Hebrew as a spoken langua ge in Eretz Yisrael
and elsewhere .
Hebrew is a potent medium for revitalizing the Jewish community of America , for rendering it
dynamic and creative •••• By means of it , channels are
established leading directly to the fountainhead of
Jewish creat i vity throughout the genera tions . Through
these channels the living stream of the accumulated
Hebraic wisdom of the past and the new creative resources
of modern Israel will flow pure and undefiled , constantl y
refresh i ng and re generating . 54
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Regarding his approach to American Jewish education,
Chomsky made a concise statement :
Hebrew educa tion must be :

uour slogan in modern

back to the source, to the book . " 5·5

To Chomsky, the three fundamentals of the curriculum
should be the Tanakh , the Hebrew langua ge, and Palestine,
for "the central idea in this curriculum is the proces s of
recrea ting Jewish civilization and racial e xperiences." 56
Ahad Ha-Am also stressed the Tanakh and Hebrew, but of cou rse
at that time Palestine as the envisioned s p iritual center in
the becoming could n ot be included in the Russian-Jewish
school curriculu~ as a pres ent r eality .
As to teaching methods , Chomsky favored the dramatic
presentat ion of the Tana:kh, and Palestine .

With this method

the children could be transplanted i maginatively into the
setting of the story, and the Jewish heritage would become
vividly real to the .

Although the exper i ence-curriculum

had not yet been practiced in Ahad Ha -Am's time, he had advocated that Hebrew be taught as a living language .

Chomsky

a dvised that the reading method and the d irect method be
combined in the teaching of Hebrew .
Chomsky followed Ahad Ha-Am's a dvice t hat, in order to
hold children ' s interest in the Tanakh ,

t i s best not to

teach t hem Bible criticism• . Unlike Scharfstein (as I shall
d iscuss later in this chapter) , Chomsky d id not draw from
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Ahad Ha -Am ' s advice the imp lication that i t i.s permissible
to present in the classroom Bible stories wi t h a supernatural
approach .

Chomsky approved of John Dewey 's di stincti on

between the i maginative and the imag inary in the teaching
process .

(Democracy and Educa tion , p . 276 ff . )

sid ered the former

11

He con-

very wholesome II whereas the l a tter

11

:ma..y

lead to mind - wandering and wayward fa n cy . " 57 Chomsky recommended that an anthology of Bible stories b e compiled selected s tories su i table to the age of the child and containing present -day moral standards .
Chomsky stated that "the only guarantee for the survival of the Jewish community as a creative force in Jewish
life is an effective , functional , Torah centered and Hebraic
type of education . "

And he conclud ed :

"Th is, therefore,

is the d ire ction, and this is the challenge to American Jews
and to American edu cators . " 58
Observing Dr . Chomsky ' s dedica tion i n hi s career b oth
as professor of Hebrew and Educat ion and as author of noteworthy books and articles concerning the Hebrew language in
its rela tion to Jewish education and Jewish life - and es pe c ially his great opus, Hebrew :

Th e Ete rnal Langua ge - it

becomes apparent that the revival of the Hebrew langua ge and
the Hebraic sp i rit has been t h e cent ral passion, the leitmotif
of Chomsk y ' s life .

Thus , Abad Ha -Am ' s i nfluence is being

realistically translated i nto lifelong d evotion to an endeavor
which fi nds its expression in creative service to American
Jewish educa tion .
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SAMUEL DININ
In 1909 a seven year old Russian boy from Zarawitz,
Russia , i mmi grated to the United States with his parents .
Thi s boy, Samuel Dinin, was destined to become a leader in
the field of American Jewish education .
Fond of s tudy, Samuel Dinin attended the College of
the City of New York and received his B. A. degree at the age
of twenty .

After post graduate work at Columb ia University,

he received an M. A. in 1925, and eight years later a Ph . D.
Dinin ha s brilliantly served the profession of Jevrish
education in var> ious capacities .

While still a college stu-

dent he worked for the Bureau of Jewish Education - from
1919 to 1926 to be exact - and in the preface to his doctoral
dissertation he made special mention of Dr . Benderly's influence :

11 It

was under Dr . Benderly that I first received a

thorough and extensive training as teacher, principal, and
supervisor in the Jewish school sys tem . " 59
For the next nineteen years , that is, until 1945, he
was a 're gistrar and associate professor of Jewish history and
Jewish education at the Teachers Institute of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America.

He wast en appointed

executive director of the Bureau of ,Jewish ~du ca tion in Los
Angeles .

He has capably filled executive positions in a

number of Zionist or ganizations, e.nd i n 1945 Samuel Dinin
received .from the Jewish Theological Seminary of America a
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citation for outstanding work in Jewish edu cation .
In referring to the years spent at t h e Teachers
Institute , first as a pu pi l and later as an i n structor ,
Dinin spoke of his "fifteen years of continuous association with Professor Kaplan" and went on to say that he
(Dinin) was "profoundly influen ced by his teach ings . " 60
Thus , through Dr . Mordecai Kaplan , as through Dr . ::iamson
Benderly, there is revealed in Dinin an Ahad Ha-Amist
influence .
Since 1947 Dinin has been Professor of Education
a t the University of Judaism, and at the present time he
is v ice pre s ident of this university and chairman of its
faculties .
Dinin ' s discussion of Jewish national ity bears a
marked resemblance to Ahad Ha-Am ' s doctrine of peoplehood .
Dinin assigned to nationalism the dominant role in the
unifica tion and preservation of Jewish life .

Both men

i dentified nationalism, not with the geographical home
of a People but r a ther with the cultural possessions
shared by the group .

As Dinin said :

••• we must approach Jewish lif e from a natio nal
point of view . Religion must be within this structure a leaven , a transforming principle , but not
the basis of J ewish group existence . 63
He justified his preference for nationalism by the fact
that religious beliefs tend to divide , whereas nationalism,
in the sense of culture , unites a corrnnunity .

"The con-

cept of the organic community ••• is a guidepost as to how
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Jews of diverse ideologies and beliefs can work together
in harmony . " 64
Dinin's views also indi cate an orientation toward the
school of thought of Morde cai Kaplan , for Dinin , a rationalist like Kaplan, rejected comp~etely the Hegelian or
Krochmalian formulation of the mystical spirit - a formula ti en
which seemed to be incorporated into Ahad Ha -Am's theories of
Jewish peoplehood .
Nor did Dinin consider the Jewish people a "chosen"
people as Ahad Ha -Am did .

Dinin believed that cultural

pluralism is an essential aspect of a true democracy :
Real democracy of necessity demands d ivergence of
cultures , nationalities , and religions, and free
interplay between ethnic, cultural and national and
religious minority groups . 65
He advocat ed that a practical program "be worked out which
will make for rich democratic minority group living ." 66
Thus , Dinin, in much the same manner as Berkson and Du shkin ,
took the basic principles of Ahad Ha -Am and attempted to adjust them to Jewish life in t he American environment.

He

examined Jewish nationality not only from the standpoint of
the Jewish comrnuni ty its elf ·b ut also in its relation to the
American community as a whole , and finally in its conre ction
with the entire world .

"The Jewish natio nality is and will

continue to be international, and as such will be an excellent leaven for peace and a restraining influence. on integral
nationalisms . " 67

Dinin , however, did not probe as deeply
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as Berkson into the conce pt of the Jewish "inter-nation . 11
To stimulate the Jewish national spirit, Dinin outlined a p lan :
What we mus t do then is cultivate to gether as many
of the elements which make for a people's nationality
as possible . The firs t task is obvio usly to ge t all
J ews - or as w~ny as d esire it - together i n some community organization which can include all of them .
The second is to get a common unifying center - Pales tine . The third is to cultivate a common language which can serve as a universal means of communication
and expression . Th e fourth is to provid e a comprehen sive system of educa tion, recreation and community
living which will expose young and old to the best and
widest possible Jewish culture •••• (This wou l d i nclud e
reli g ion) •••• The fifth would be to cultiv ate as a
national group , ways of behaving , folkwa ys , customs,
etc ., which have a social and national sanction . 68
As may be noted in theabove quotation, Dinin is in
favor of the establishment of a cultural center i n Palestine.
Howev er , to him this center does not represent the main hope
for J e wish survival , as it does to Abad Ha-Am .

Dinin ack-

n owledges that Palestine can serve as a Jewish homeland,
and as an inspiration for the revival of t he J ewish national
spirit , but at the same time he does not underestimate the
value of the Diaspora .

His ar gument is t ba t

••• f or the present and for a long ti me to come the
Jews will continue to survive as a pe ople with or
without Palestine , t hat if their nationality is a
fact and a reality, then steps mu st be taken to
bring about a living and creative J ewis h na tional
life in whatever countries t hey happen to dwell . 69
Dinin also voiced the fear t hat Palesti nian cultur e ,
gradually developing its own distinctive national character-
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istics , might eventually become too local or narrow an outlook, and thus would not have sufficient significance for
international Jewish culture .

Such a fear had never been

entertained by Ahad Ha - Am; his attitude toward the Palestinian center was completely optimistic .
Dinin drew his inspiration mainly from secularist
sources .

Essentially a humanist, he rraintained that nation-

alism must replace religion as an integrating force in
Jewish life , and that the concept of a personal God is an
outdated belief :
Jewish life ••• ha.s become and must become secularized
and humanized , whether we like it or not . We can no
longer believe in the personal God of our fathers nor
in the Aristotelian First Cause of our philosophers .
We can no longer accept the doctrines of revelation
and election and reward and punishment and the countless others upon which the whole structure of the
Jewish life of our ancestors had been reared . 70
Although he approved of the seculari zati on of religion
Dinin advised that children should be given some instruction,
both at home and at school , in the God-idea .

For if a child

is taught nothing about God , there is a danger of his getting knowledge from other sources , and the result might be
confusion in the child's mind .
ever , that

11

Dinin hastened to add, how-

it is not suggested that children be subjected

to formal courses of study on the God idea, or the formal
worship . 11 71 As to what God-idea. to teach children, Dinin
preferred of course the "humanistic conception which identifies God with all that is significant and worthwhile ·in human
life . 11 72

Religious teaching should impart to the child too
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meaning of God in his own life experiences , so that he connects God with what is good , true and beautiful in life .
Dinin presented his analysis of the modern religious trend:
The revolution which is taking place in religious
thinking is shifting the emphasis of religion from
an otherworldly to a this -worldly attitude, from seeking salvation in a future world to seeking salvation
for mankind here and now . Such religious thinking has
no place for a personal . supermundane God, for a God
who is outside human existence . It can conceive God
only in terms of human experience , in terms of the
values human beings themselves have created and developed. 75
As to Dinin's attitude toward the tradition , the last
sentence of the quotation above is very revealing; he refers
to "the values human beings themselves have created and
developed . 11

In hi s doctoral dissertation he elaborated this

theory fully , identifying himself with the historical school
of thought :
The science of Judaism, modern historical criticism,
revealed to us th~t the Judaism we looked upon as i mmutable and eternal was itself the product of many
changes , of slow evolutionary development •••• Judaism
just first change its attitude toward change . It
must come to look upon it as normal . It must be prepared an d expect to undergo increasingly rapid qhanges .
It must shed old forms and folkways and laws which
have lost their meaning •••• It must create new attitudes , new laws, new folkways, which will have psychological and functional utility in the world we live
in •••• Values and ends must be found in the processes
of living - in the actual work and play and communication . The processes of life cannot be subordinated
to ends and goals set up in another age and another
clime , whether of 2000 years ago or 2000 years hence .
It must expose its truths and its v a lues to criticism
and evaluation in the light of modern knowled~e; it
must test them in the crucibles of science . 7
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Although Dinin reco gnized that the tradition gradually
evolves and changes , he suggested , as Kaplan did , that if
laws and ethics are found to be outmoded , they should be
d i scarded .

Ahad Ha-Am, on the othe1"' -hand , had been confident

that these changes would take place subtly and naturally , without any deliberate action on the part of the People .
In regard to the place of the Tanakh i n J ewish educa tion , Dinin considered it a prime so urce of cu l tural ins p iration for modern Jewish 1 fe .

"The Bible should not be tau ght

as static and revealed for all time , as an exercise in language and dialectics , but as a source of living waters , as
a depository of cultural values which can still guide us in
our present world . " 75 Dinin emphasized that the Torah was
t he produ ct of an evolutionary process .
The Torah and the ideas and ideals embod ied in it
was no su dden revelation . It was the product of
slow growth , of change and conflict, of human experience . The Bible is a book of inspiration ••• only
as long as it continues to insp ire me n to realize
themselves to the utmost . We cannot set up the Torah ,
a fixed concept of God , tradition , the past , as
fetishes to be worshiped and enforced as they are, and
to be transmitted as they are . For these things never
were and never will be constant and unchanging . 76
Although Dinin referred indirectly to the ethical content of the Bible by noting its "cultural values wh ich can
still guide us ,

11

and also its power "to i n s p i r e men to real-

ize t hemselves to the utmost ,

11

yet he di d no t seem to re gard

the Tanakh with quite the p rofound reverence of Abad Ha-Am .
The latter put the Scriptures in the cate gory of a sacred

•
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treasure, and h e had i mmense respect for the traditional
sancta .
Din in , the rela ti vi.st , did not look with s uch awe
on the Tanakh .

In his ou tline of a possible curriculum

for J ewish schools , he included "knowledge of the Bible,
Talmud, and ot h er

1m. sterpie

ces of Jewish literature. 11

In

a long list of oth er items he also i ncluded "knowledge of
Jewish arts and crafts , of Jewish h ome -fur nishing , cooking ,
etc ., 11 77 and in his discussion of t h ese variou s crafts,
he revealed his attitude toward the study of the Hebrew
prayer-book :
There is a Jewish art, a Jewish cook ing, Jewish
desi gns for embroidery and knitting and sewing ,
Jewish things to construct such as Tabernacles for
the feast of Booths and other such t h ings . Th ese
are as mu ch part of Jewish living as rea ding the
Hebrew prayer-book, and in the future will be even
more a part of Jewish living . 78
In · advocat ing the study of Hebrew literature in a
pro gr am of Teacher Educa tion , Dinin was concerned with
Hebrew mainly as a means of enabling the student to r ead
modern He brew literature whereas Abad Ha-Am had valued
its use in the study of the great Jewish c la ssics, particularly t h e Holy Scri pt ure s .

Din in t h ought it mor e vital

for the student to gain a comple te understand ing of modern
Hebrew thinking and its relation to the literature pro du ced
by other nations .
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Our students are not made s ufficiently.:.aware of
all the movements , currents and ideas which modern
Hebrew literature expresses and of their relationship
to the ideas and movements reflected in world litera ture •••• it is e v ident we need a r eassessment of the
place of modern Hebrew literature and a reorganization
of our course of study according ly . Suc h a reorganiza ~
tion shou ld include greater e mphasis on current Israeli
and American Hebrew litera t ure as well as greater
stress on the movements and i d eas confir ming t hi s literature a gainst the background of the literature of our
time . 79
Abad Ha-Arn bad also r ega r ded the He br ew l angua ge as
an i mportan t link with world culture , and he had suggested
that world classics b e translated into Hebrew and thus be
made a part of Jewish national literature .

But Dinin placed

the emphasis on modern times , even i n the teaching of Hebrew
to children .

"Langua ge as such, and literature , should be a

means of g i v ing the ch i d ren new insi ~hts , ou tlooks , meanings ,
80
appeaciations , etc ., into Jewish life of the present . ''
Aba d Ha -Am 's a dvice that Hebrew be taught i n a conversa t i onal manner , as a living langu age , was followed by
Bende rly and

turn by his disciples , includ i ng Dinin .

In

fact Dinin was very much in f'avor of the Hebrew sumrne r camp
for children , a project which Abad Ha-Am had scarcely even
envisi oned , but which was decidedly an outgrowth of hi s
t he ories on meth odology of Hebrew teaching .
Dinin challenged the members of the Jewish co mmuni ty
to worlc to gether to build up a unified sys tem of education
that would best serve the i nterests of all the children of
the community .

Ahad Ha - Am had likewi se called for communi ty
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effort in education and had adopted the national rather
than the relitious a pproach .

In his dedicated endeavor to

unite the Jewish community Dinin was frustrated by the existence of various denominational divisions .

" Why cannot

we look forward to a time when Jewish schools may come to
an agreement on a common core of Jewish study to be offered
to all t h e child ren in all our schools?" 81
Dinin was an enthusiastic supported of the "experiencecurriculum" , that is , a curriculum based on the needs and
experiences of the children .
Obviously mat we have to do is to organize the
curriculum of the Jewish school not around subjects
and text books , but aro und the activities and ex periences and interests of children, and educate for
values , attitudes , insig..hts and the like rather than
for knowled ges and skills alone . We must first make
a study of the interests , activities , and experience
of children at different age levels in terms of their
Jewish environment . We must simultaneously go through
our traditions , literature , and history and seek in
the m the answers to the needs and t he problems of the
ch ildren at different age levels . We shou ld teach
that in our literature and tra diti on which can help
enrich the p resent Jewish experiences of children,
which can give child ren guidance on the persona l , ethical,
social , and Jewish problems which they face today . 82
Approval of the experience - curricu lum has not been
unanimous amon g Jewish educ ators .

Solomon Sc echter, for

examp le , questioned the approach that the ne ed s of the child
.should dictate the curriculum.

Schechter asserted that in

addition to the task of helping the child adjust to his environment , the educa tor has the i rr,p ortant goal of transmitting to the child his .Jevi ish heritage .

Abad Ha -Am refe r red
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to the imparting of the heritage as a co n secrated t a2k, both
for the e duc at or an d the lea~ ner .

He real ized tha t a thorou gh

knowle dge of thi s rich and a e;e-old heritage r equ ires prolonged
effort on the part of the student .

Some edu cators d oubt

that t h e s ame results can be achieved by games , play and
other methods of the activity p ro gram .
the

11

They point out t ha t

will-to - exist 11 is somewhat weak a mong the modern American

Jewish youth .

Scharfstein maintained that, as there is ac-

tually no ideal modern Jewish commu.n ity, the bes t meth od of
arousing the national Jewish consciousness in Jewish children
and youth is by i mparting to the m the prophetic ideals as
exemplified in the Tanakh and the other great Hebrew class i cs .
He considered the "experience curriculum" i nadequate for this
purpose .
Dinin , however , was an ardent advocate of pro gressive
education .

To him the activity pro gra m - in wh ch the child

could actually experience Jewish folkways, throu gh singing ,
music , learning ba.rrlicrafts, taking p art i n plays and storyreading , etc . - was the best method of tru ly stimulating the
Jewish national spirit .

Break ing away from t h e syste m of

Jewish education which relied chiefly on Tex t-book learning,
Dinin was convinced that the ideals of the tradition cou ld
best be absorbed by the student through guided activity in
Jewish projects .

Thus by making his heritage an inte gral

part of the Jewish child ' s way of life , a subtle moulding of
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cha racter could be eff ected .

11

'l'he function of Jewish educa-

tion is to establish the con ti nui ty •.• between the pres ent
life of the Jewish child and the past l ife of his people ; to
inte grate him into the life of the Jewish community ant the
American communi ty, to transform his personality p ro gress ively
i n t he light of the best i deals of the J ewish people and the
Ame r ican people . 11 83
Actually, although his me thodolo gy may have been at
variance in some res pects , Dinin 's goal in Jewish education
was essentially the same as Abad Ha-Am 's - the emphasis on
Jewish nationalism and culture, and the training of both
children and adults i n the eth ics of the Jewish heritage .
Dinin pointed out that the aspirations of Judaism and of
Jewish education are synonymous .
If the aim of Judaism is to help us real ize ourselves
to the utmost here and now , and if we are to i d entify
God with the element of purposiveness and worthwhileness
i n the universe , with whatever is go od and true and
beautiful, then the aim of Jewish ed ·c at ion is correlatively the same . Its problem is n ot so mu ch to transmit knowledge of the language , lit~r atu re and traditions
of the Jewish people to t h e young , as to utilize •ha tever
can be utilized in the literature and t ra di tions of the
Jewish p eople to help t hem realize themselves here and
now as Jewish human beings . 84
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ALEXANDER MORDECAI DUSHKIN
Alexander Mordecai Dushkin was born in Suwalki , Poland,
on August 21 , 1890 .

At the age of thirteen he arrived in the

United States, and became a naturalized citizen nine years
later .

In 1911 he received his A. B. degree at the College

of the City of New York , and in 1918 his Ph . D. at Columbia
University .
Vlhile s till a student at City College , Dushkin was
selected by Dr . Mordecai Kaplan and by Dr . Samson Benderly
for a special t r aining in the field of Jewish education .
became one of the

11

He

Benderly Boys 11 ; and in describing Benderly' s

influence on these disciples of his , Dushkin wrote :
Not only did he provide opportunities for them to
teach in the s chools which he himself organ ized , and
to obtain research and administrative experience in
the Bureau , but he was their mentor , teacher , friend .
and vo cational counselor •••• Dr . Benderly , Prof .
Kaplan and Prof . Friedlaender were the first teachers
of that first group of 11 Benderly Boys" to which I belonged in 1910 - 1911 . 85
Serving first as a teacher for the Bureau of Jewish
Education of New York , Dushkin lat e r became head of its de partment of research .

In 1919 he was appointed secretary to

the Board of Education of the Zionist Commission in Jerusalem.
Three years later Dushkin returned to the United States
to t ake the position of Associate Director of the Bureau of
J ewish Edu cation in New York , and then from 1922 to 1934 he
was superintendent of the Board of Jewish Educ ation in
Chicago .

During part of tha t period he also lectured at

the University of Chicago .
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... As the head of the two largest Bu rea u s in the
country , New York and Chicago , he bui l t up model
a gencies wh ich became patterns for other cities . 8 6
The following five years wer e spent by Du shk i n in
Palestine where he was associate professor of peda gogy at the
Hebrew University, and also principal of the Hebrew Secondary
School , Beth Ha.k erem .

However , whe n the Jewish Educft ion

Committee of New York was established in 1 9 39 , Alexand er Du shk in
was summoned fro m Jerusalem to head the new organization .
After ten more years of dedicated service in the field of
American Jewish education, he once more returned, in 1 949,
to Jerusalem at the requ est of the Hebr ew University, in
order to establish and conduct its unde r gr aduate s tudies .
Dushkin is still residin g i n Jerusalem .
In Dushk in ' s theories on Jewish educ a tion we find once
more the influence of Abad Ha - Am 's thinking .

As Dushkin wa s

a d iscip le of Benderly , Ahad Ha -Amist inclination may have
been- effected indirectly throu gh Benderly .

However, t h e fa.ct

remains that this motif is apparent in all of Dushk in's
evaluati ons of Jewish education , even though at times :b.i s
ideas differ fro m those of Abad Ha - Am in certa in respects .
For example , in the following statement by Dushkin,
one may be reminded of Ahad Ha -Am's portrayal of the Jewish
people as a living orga nism .
There is ••• one ar t i c le of faith wh ich I believe
all of us hold in common , and n'hat is : the common
desire to see Ju daism continue d as the living spirit
of a living people , and a common fait h i n the possibili t y of such continuance i n this country, in .
Palestine, and wherever else Jews will make the effort
to live as Jews . 87
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Dusbkin's effort wa s directed toward a commun ity-wide
educational program in which artificial ooundaries woul d
be removed , an d with this basic attitude of mode ration, he
hoped to bring about unity in the Jewish educa tional system .
He tells us that his policy is based on his
••. firm belief in the i mportance of crea ting a
common framework within which all of these vari ou s
elements in our cultural tradition ca n find an
opportunity for full self - expression and at the
same time i mp inge upon each other and influence each
other . For if our Judais m is to develop within the
spiritual atmosphere of America n democracy, it will
have to follow the basic democratic pattern , that or
variety within unity . 88
In order to accomodate various tradi tional vie wp oints
(whether orthodox or con servative) Du shkin accepted the
realit y of God yet considere d t h is element diffi cult to
i mplement in the Jewish school curriculum; for as he pointed
out, children do not readily gra sp abstract ideas .
We hold to the traditional Jewish pri n ciple that
I s rael , Torah and God are a unity , an organic unity .
Just as i n the case of the indicidual organ ic personality it is i mp ossible to separate the body corporate
from the living s pirit and from its sum of experiences
and ideas, so it is not p ossible for us as Jews to
separate Israel from Torah and God •••• In stressing
Idrael we are convin ced that we are stressing the
concrete instrument of both Torah and God, and that,
pedagogically speaking , we do better, with child ren
at any rate , by stressing this compl ete instrument,
the people, than by stressing the a bstractions of
Torah and God for 'Which it exists . 89
In one of his artic l es on education Dushk in remarked
t hat "our reli gi ous education partakes of the undefinable
ch..aracter of our religion . " 90

He affirmed the reality of

God even t h ough he s p oke of God as "undefinable 11 • 91
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We Jews never visualized God in any particular
form , nor did we try to define Him in pa rtict1 lar
words . In the deep e st sense , all of us in Jewish
education a.re in the service of tbat same Invisible
and undefinable , and we must accept the difficulties
in working for a cause which cannot be concretely
imaged nor neatly defined . To be sure , in our days ,
this task has become somewhat easier , be cause an other
element in our faith as Americans , namely, "democracy",
too , cannot be easily and completely defined . And
yet we know that these two , democracy and Judaism,
are realities , the deepest realities in our lives .
We are called upon to believe in these realities , and
to teach others to _believe in them, even thoui~ we
find it hard t o visualize or to define them.
_
We recall that Ahad Ha -Am had also looked with a pp roval
upon traditional approach in the curriculum - not because
he believed in it philosophically, but for the simple reason
that he did not want to antagonize the segment of traditionalminded J ewish people .
In regard to his concept of the i ncorporeality of God ,
Dushkin , whether he realized it or not , was actually voicing
the formulati on of Maimonides .

The latter, in asserting

t hat "God" is be yond the grasp of mortal man, had gone even
further than Dushkin .
As to the connotation of the word "religion" , we note
in Dushkin 1 s writings a divergence from the Ahad Ha-Amist
usage .

To Abad Ha-Am Judaism meant the sum total of Jewish life,

with religion included as one element only .

When Du shkin ,

however , referred to "religious education ,

his use of the

11

word "religious" includ ed the national element , for , as we
have already pointed out , he was convinced that the two
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were inseparable .

He explained it in this way :

Our religious life ••• has been so inextricably
and indissolubly bound up with our entire Jewish
life , both social and individual , that it is unwise
to speak of Jewi~h education as religious education
without explaining our broader use of the term .
Jewish education is a :2opula.r education, a system of
religious-national training, and nothing which is
the creation of the Jewish people , from the simplest
folk di tty having hu:man worth to its most world-embracing conceptions of God , is foreign to the Jewish
teacher . 9 3
On the controversial question as to the importance of
the centrality of Israel Dushkin was in a greement with Ahad
Ha -Am, and yet at the same time Dushkin was more fully aware
of the great potentiality of the Diaspora for Jewish cultural
a.ctivi ty .

In analyzing several possible solutions to the

problem of Jewish. survival , Dushkin referred to Ahad Ha-Am ' s
recommendation of a "norr:ia.1 , deve loping natio nal center in
Palestine" 94 so that the Jewish people might "preserve their
cul tura 1 traditions and ins ti tut ions . " 9 5 Dushkin sincerely
approved of this project .
To the American Jew the most important "foreign"
land will be Palestine . Whatever may be the attitude
of the J ewish school toward Zionism as party doctrine ,
there seems hardly any doubt that Palestine and the
upbuilding of Palestine will play a most important
role in the life of American Jews . The ceasless
yearning of the Jews for reconstituted Palestine is
in our day approaching fulfillment , and the meaning
and potency of that fulfillment will depend upon the
devotion and the understanding with which this generation and the next will participate in the "Restoration . " 96
He also advised that the study of Palestine shou l d be
an integral p:1.rt of Jewish education i n the American ·Diaspora .
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"For any Jewish school to fail to give Palestine , its history,
its geography md its institutions an adequate place in the
curriculum, s eems to be a clear neglect of duty towards the
pupils ." 97 Here Dushkin was in harmony with Ahad Ha-Am who
had also advocated that the Jewish school curriculum should
include

a

course on Palestine .

However , Dushkin had greater confidence than Ahad Ha-Am
in the American possibilities for self -development .

As

Dushkin pointed out :
Palestine alone cannot suffice as a basis for upbuilding American Je11Vry . It must form pa rt of a
larger program of educa tion in which, besides Palestine,
the Jewish Past , the Jewish Present the world over ,
and the life of American Jewry, are essential elements .
Education , in its widest meaning of "transmission of
group consciousness and of common civilization from
one to another'' seems to be that kind of union among
American Jews that has the greatest promise for the
continuance of Jewish life . 98
Dushkin ' s enthusiasm for the Hebrew language and
literature brings to our minds Ahad Ha-Am ' s statement that
" Jewish literature , then , is the literature written in our
own language . "

Dushkin , in similar vein , observed that

The trend to intensify Jewish educ a tion is responsible for the growing desire of teach ers to teach
directly from the literary sources of Judaism rather
than from textbooks and anthologies , or through oral
stories and talks about Judaism. The influence of
the "great books movement " in American education has
helped to restore emphasis upon direct study of the
Bible and of other Jewish classics . 99
In his opinion a Hebraic atmosphere should be developed in
the schools , summer camps , and indeed in all the educational
institutions of the Jewish community .

Following the policy

of both Ahad Ha-Am and Benderly, Dushkin encouraged children,
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and parents as well , to study the Hebrew langua ge and culture,
for as he noted :
Jews nny differ among themselves regarding forms of
religious expression and nationalist ideology; but
there is general realization that the core of our
spiritual and cultural life as Jews must be Hebraic .
That Hebraic core must not only connect us with our
classic past , but must also enable us and our children
to share in the Hebraic contributions of Jews in
modern times and more particularly , in the living
culture of the living Yishuv . 100
In order to stinulate the world-wide study of the
Hebrew langua ge and culture by all Jewish people in the
Diaspora , Dr . Dushkin sponsored , for adults, a project called
"The Jerusalem Examinations in Hebrew . 11

As he said, its aim

was
••• to pro mote an honorable fellowship of Hebraically
cultured Jews . • •• Its values for us in American
Jewish education are i n calculable . 101
The keynote to Dushkin ' s approach to American Jewish
education was the democratic ideal .

He con centrated his

entire effort on developing a system of American Jewish
education which would involve and unite the whole community .
The Jewish training which is offered in New York
City cannot be characterized as "religious instruction
in the ordinary denominational sense of the term . It
is rather religious-national , or "commun ity" instruction,
in that it strives to satisfy all the religious-culturalnational interests of the American Jew . 102
He believed that Jewish education should be non-partisan, for
as he said , "Dif ferences in interpretation are natural and
good as long as they remain within the framework of the
national religious tradition of Judaism and its development." l03
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Aha.d Ha-Am, we recall, did not find this synthesis, on a
community basis, among the different denominations of Judaism.
Perhaps this is one reason why Ahad Ha-Am preferred to refer
to Jewish education as "national" education rather than
"religious ,

11

for his gr eat hope was that education should

unify the Jewish community and stimulate the national consciousness .
Dushkin , howev er , made the important observation that
"the democratic recognition of the plu ralistic spiritual
character of nationality is evidently of utmost importance to
Jewish education . " 104

He noted that both Torah and democracy

affirm the sacredness of human rights; therefore, even though
a community may be made up of orthodox , conservative, and
reform Jews , yet it is still quite possible to coordinate
the Jewish educational program i n that co mmunity .

And he did

not hesitate to call thd:.s "religious-national II education,
for , as he visualized it :
The grand aim of both Torah and democracy is ulti~stely to establish human society on the brothe rly,
neighborly ethics of the family , and not on the ethics
of hunter and hunted , or of master and slave . 105
Ahad Ha-Am was aware that in the Jewish tradition as
conceived by the orthodox there are some elements which are
not endorsed by the reform Jews .

He reali zed that it would

be difficult to effect harmony in religious education among
the various denominations .

To him, the Jewish educational

program could be unified only on the basj s of the Jewish
national spirit .
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Dushkin, on the other hand, suggested a democratic
approach even in religious teaching .
For the curriculum • •• we would need to develop a
sort of "democratic midrash 11 for teaching the Bible;
a literature of interpretative commentary which would
include mu.ct of the materials found in the earlier
midrashim, but would also give present-day interpretations in terms of emergent democracy . 106
Dushkin ' s outstanding contribution to the advancement of
Jewish education was aptly summed up L~ a tribute paid to
Dushkin by Judah Pilch on the occasion of Dushkin's departure
for Jerusalem in 1949 to becpme Dean of Undergradua. te Studies
and Professor in Education ~t the Hebrew University:
In numerous ways and in various capacities Dr . Dushkin
devoutly and zealously served the cause of Jewish education . As Editor of the "Jewish Teach er" and "Jewish
Education II he sought to br0aden our out look on Jewish
life and deepen our.insight i ~to the edu cative processes •
••• He interpreted very eloquently the co mmunity approach
to Jewish education . 10?
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LEO LAZARUS HONOR
Leo Lazarus Honor was born in Volhynia , Russia on
June 1 , 1894 , and brought to New York by his
at the age of seven .

p3.

rents in 1901,

His father was a physician and an ar-

dent Zionist , and young Leo was brought up in a home which
was "intensely Jewish in spirit,11 lOB relig ious though not
orthodox , and in an atmosphere of scholarship of ten associated with the Jewish Lithuanian mind .

His religious educa-

tion was begun under the direction of his father and continued
under private tutors .
During his years in public school and at Tovmsend
Harris High School , New York , Honor met and b ecame friendly
with Alexander M. Dushkin , who later became a force in Jewish
education .

He received his B. A. from the College of the City

of New York in 1914 , and his Ph . D. from the Department of
Semitics at Columbia University in 1926 .
By Honor's mid - teens he was associating with the
people and the forces then gathering momentum for the struggle
toward Jewish inte gration as a community .

Among these peo p le

the emerging leaders were Judah L. Magnes , Samson Benderly,
Israel Friedlaender and Mordecai M. Kaplan, all of whom were
moved by the spirit of the historical approach to Judaism .
In college Leo Honor was active in both the Zionist
and Memorah Societies , and was elected president of the latter
in 1911 .

He early developed the qualities of commitment
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without compro mi se, intense concentra ti on (whi ch led to some
a mu sing stories about his absent-mindedness), 109 me ticulous
scholarship , a warm, soft-spoken manner and an a p:rn rently
unbounded capacity for friendship .

When he married Jenny

Jaffe in 1919 , their home became a center of hospitality and
warmth in the mainstream of American Jewish educational life
for students , teachers , strangers and friends from around the
world .

He had two children, a daughter , Ruth Na omi an d a son,

Herzl .

Althou gh not an Orthodox Jew , Honor maintained a home

devout i n reli gious observance , remained a Zion ist throughout
h is life, and travelled twice to Palestine .
Honor began his teach ing career at the Hebrew Orphan
Asylum shortly after gr aduation f ro m City College , and in
1916, was appoin te d teacher of history at the Tea ch ers Institu~e
of the Jewish Th eolo gical Seminary of America .

In 1919 , under

the leadership of Mordecai M. Kaplan, Dean of the Teachers Insti tute , he entered f ully on his two-fold lif e work:
of teachers and the teaching of Jewish history .

t h e education
He contributed

mu ch to the g rowth of the Teachers Institute du ring his ten
years t here , expanding the curr iculum, encouraging teach ers to
use new methods i n keeping with the d emand s of mode rn knowledge
and life and devising a cyclic method of teaching Jewish history at the elementary and high school l evels .

At this time

he acquired a reputation a--n ong his colleagues as a master t eacher
of teachers .

He also engaged himself in extensive work with the
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Reli gious Education Association , the Graduate School for Jewish
Social Work which had been established in New York with the
help of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies .
In 1929 , Leo Honor became Director of the College of
Jewish Studies in Chica go .

He held the post until 1935, when

he became Superintendent of the J ewish Boa rd of Education in
that city, retaining a close association with the colle ge
until 1946 .

He led the small , financially troubled school to

its . place as a first rate colle ge with a pe r man ent location,
international staff , large reference library and , fina lly,
affiliation with the University of Chica o , where h e was able
to extablish and teach courses in Jewish studies .

This se-

cond era of Honor ' s care er brought him a ntional reputation
and afforded him scope for the implementation of his pedago gical i ueals .

His altruism and soft-spoken ways often led

him to be called on as modera tor and reconciler of diver gent
viewpoint s .
His famous story of the ten Jews who came to a
meetin g and expressed twelve different op inions
which ends with the typical Honorian commentary :
"But the fact is that they did come to gether in one
roo~ and that this is the important thi ng to stress has become a point of departure in the ph ilosophy of
all bureaus of Jewish educa.tion in thi s country . 110
In 1946, Honor was appointed Professor of Educa tion at
Dropsie College in Philadelphia .

He establish ed a graduat e

department there as well as continuing his reforms in method ology .

Tbis final decade i n Ph iladelph ia, overburden i~g as

al ways with com.mi ttee and editorial work , allowed little time
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for his writing and scholarly pursuits .

His last three years

were devoted to planning a national conference on the shortage
of teaching personnel , the establishment of a summer school
at Dropsie and an extension branch in New York City, and
acting as Dean at Gratz Colle ge in Philadelphia as well as
serving on the Board of Governors for that institution .
On October 1956 Leo Lazarus Honor died .

The survival

and creative advancement of Judaism in its noblest traditions
and highest aims through education had been his lifetime
concern .

"Jewish educa tion ,

11

he w1t1ote ,

11

is not to be con-

ceived as a preparation for life , but as life itself . " 111
This reassertion of the ancient dictum that the study of
Torah is a way of l i fe is but a reiteration of Honor's most
constant personal example .
Not trucing fully into account Ahad Ha -Am' s idealist
position, Honor considered his own philosophy to be an extension to that of Ahad Ha-Am .

Of primary import is Honor's develop-

mental work on the cause and effect of memory on the Jewish
people .

Dr . Honor enlarges on Ahad Ha -Am ' s view of the Jewish

people as an evolving organism.

Honor maintains that a people ,

as in the case of an individual organism, makes effective
adjustments wherever possible by the w~nipulation of its
environment .

This environment also includes psycholog ical

forces , convictions , traditions , memories , e . g . components
of the inner environment .

By constantly selecting elements in

its memory that harmonize with the present environment , the
Jewish people brings about its successful adjustment and thus
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its survival .

Following Ahad Ha-Am's premise that the course

of history is directed by the i n stinct of self-preservation
utilizing memories of the p ast and h opes for the future , Honor
observed the contribution of selectivity in historical :memory,
of sub jectivity in a people's view of its cultural past , and
the d irect benefits derived thereof in a peo ple's survival
through an adjustment to environment .

The development of the

idea of other-worldliness as a tradition by the Jewish people
under oppression is illustrative of this co ncept and its relation to hopes for the future .
In h is essay,

11

The Role of Memory in Biblical History,"

Honor carefully constructs his argument t hat

11 • • •

wha.t a

people chooses to remember :rr.a.y be dep end ent upon its Volks geist how it came to have a particular Volksgeist is the resultant of
what it ch ose to re member . 11 112 He first consider s the fa mil iar
factors of geo graphy , social environment , racial or biological
characteristics , and experience , and concludes that none of
these alone nor even all of them taken to gether fully exp lain
the identity of the Jewish people .

The key to full explanation,

he su ggests , is the sum of these elements plu s, and most importantly, the role of memory •
.•• memory is a selective process, •.• the destiny of
a group is affected not alone by its previous experiences , but also by the nature of that wh ich, from
its total previous experiences are remembered . It
is not impossible that a people may carr y amongst
its memories tradition of experiences which do not
corres pond to the actual occurrence . Su ch memories
will also affect t h e stream of history . 113
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Honor notes the likeness of this concept and that of Ahad
Ha -Am when he writes :
This is the conception which Ahad Ha -Am had in mind
when he differentiated between the Mos e s of history
and the Moses "whose image has been ens rined in the
hearts of the Jewish people for generations 11 • • • • 114
The relation is also shown i n another porti on of the essay
to which Hon or has referred , where Ahad Ha -Am expresses more
exp licitly his functional treatment of the g reat men of
history as they are recollected in the collective memory of
a people .
There is not a sing le great man i n history of whom
the popular fancy has n ot drawn a picture entirely
different from the actual man ; and it is this imag inary
conception , created by the masses to suit their needs
and their inclinations , that is the real great man ,
exerting an influence which abides in some cases for
thousands of years - this , and not the concrete orig inal , who lived a short space in the actual ¼~rld ,
and was never seen by the mas s es in his true likeness ••. 115
Honor , throughout his teach i ng career , ma intained that
the history and nature of the Jewish people is at al 1 times
comprehensible in terms of natural cause an a effect , and that
its unique character is not God - g iven but the product of its
experience through a long and g ra dual evolution, the response
of a people to cmng ing circumstances .

He , necessarily in-

cluding himself , wrote "for those who take a genetic view of the
universe , everything tha t is is a result of everything that
h as gone before . 11

Honor uses the phr ase "continuity in change " 1 1 6

to express this dynamic view of a unique people, made so by its
vivid experiences and memories , in a constant process of development; not fixed, ever in a flux .

He , as Ahad Ha-Am before him,
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saw the similarity between the Jewish cultural tradition
and the River Shiloah, wh ere change is

ra dual bu t continuous.

Honor , in his writings , considers the God -concept in
a historical and sociological context .

He re gards the God -

concept as a gradually evolving element in the thought world
of the Jewish people .
In two significant essays , Early Expe riences , Memories
and Conceptions Which Affected the History of Is rael 117 and
The Role of Memory in Biblical History , 118 Honor presents his
views of early Biblical events , interpreting them fro m the
genetic standpoint .

He adheres to Ahad Ha -Am 's formulation

t hat the relevance of these Biblical accounts and heroes is
not their archaeological existence or their h istoricity, but
the function they serve in preservin g Jewish mores .
Honor, in these essays , maintains that Israel 's Torah
is the product of the conflicts between the settled Pal estinian
people and the surrounding civilizations , and of the ideals
instilled in the Israelites during their long period of
wandering in the wild erness .

He asserts that the God - concept

was born of these early con flicts , slowly evolved, and was
refined through the gradual historical process .

One of the

glories of Jewish t radition, according to Honor, is this
conduciveness to reinterpretation with the unfolding of moral
consciousness .

When moral co nsciousness develops in response

t o an environmental situation the peo pl e re determine of what
the covenant with God consists .

These thou ghts are allied

to Ahad Ha -Am' s conception of the prophets in his essay, Moses, 119
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where he implies that moral and ethical development always
precedes a theology which is necessitated by the need to
lend authority to the moral teaching .
It is evident , then , that Honor aecounts for the Bible ,
Torah, and the God - concept as natural developments , recalled
often in miraculous terms because of the t h e olo gic value of
the concomitant element of awe and tone of authority .

In

this , as well as the other areas of Leo Honor ' s thinking ,
"The new hi s tory shifts the center of gravity from the abnormal to the normal phase of life •.. 1 20
Although Leo Honor was convin c ed of the value of a
spiritual center in Palestine , he was not p la gued with Ahad
Ha - Am ' s fear that Jewish life in the Diaspora would break up
into innumerable sepa rat e c ultures with ever wid ening diff e rences were it not for the centrality of Palestine .

Honor

believ ed that Judaism could develop and thrive in America if
we created the educational means for effecting it . 121 But ,
on the other hand , "he held steadfastly to the parallel conviction that Judaism, to gr ow freely and to b e spiritually
creative in the rro d ern world , needs t o have a national center
of its own , Pales tine ." 122
Honor devoted his life to the advancement of Jewish
educa tion .

In this f ield he offere d his most ori g inal con-

tributions to Jewish thought .

Tha t education is an essential

prerequisite for t he survival of the spiritual and cultural
tradit i on of Judaism was an indisputable absolute both to Leo
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Honor and Ahad Ha-Am .

As a d isciple of Aha d Fa - Am , viewing

t he Jewish people as an organism pr e servin g itself through an
i n stinctive , selective manipulation of its tra d iti ons, its h opes
and me mories , Hon or, of course, consid ered this sustaining process itself as e ducation .

But h ow best di rect its course?

How

insure not only the survival of the or ganism, but also its
vital sustenance, its crea tive development, its d yna mic growth?
To these questions Ahad Ha-Am and Leo Honor fou nd answers differing in response to a disparity in space and in time .
Honor, whose position in space was America and whose
position in time was extended beyond the establishment of
Israel as a nation, applied himself particula rly to American
Jewish education .

While Ahad Ha-A m concentrated on educational

aims and methods appropriate to the develo pment of the centrality of Palestine , Honor, speaking as an Ame rican as well
as a Jew, tau ght that
The Jewish teacher must be concern_e d with t he future
of Jewish life in America . He must be convinced that
onl y through his efforts and t h ose of his collea gues
in his kindred profession, to gether with t h e influence
and ins p iration wh ich will emanate fro m I srael , can we
h elp build t he k ind of Jewish life wh ich will make it
a dynamo of future Jewish crea. ti vi ty . 120
Ahad Ha -Am' s position in time deprived him of the benefit of the inn ovations of Dewe y and Kilpatrick.

His a pp roach

to education tra d itionally excluded the child ' s need of creative
expression while Honor , an exponent of Benderly 's application
of progressive education to Jewish schools, empha s ized the
value of expression through the arts , and of l earning through
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experiencing •
• • • the goals of Jewish education need to be conceived
in terms of total personality development •••• Jewish
education took an important step f orward with the introduction of the singing of Jewish songs ••• and ••.•.
should take similar initiative in regard to vitalizing
the Jewish education process through the use of dramatics , art craft , and visual aids ••.•. Summer camping affords an unusually fine opportunity for educating
J ewish youth to Jewish living through Jewish living . 124
Herein Honor recommends an explicit , pre-formulation of the
learning experience which Ahad _Ha -Am presents as an implicit,
na tural occurrence .
Among people who possess national health, this kind
of education is a spontaneous thing without any artificiality . The spiritual atmosphere that surrounds
the · members of such a people is so full of national
foundations what every child , from the day of its
birth, continually develops a s piritual form of the
national spirit unconsciously , by bringing into their
hearts the spiritual and cultural possessions of general humanity in the national form . 125
Honor lectured freely in Hebrew and was devoted to the
survival of the language as a living tongue .

His major

scholarly work was a commentary on The Book of Kings .

Thus ,

he would seem to concur with Ahad Ha -Am 's assertion that
Language imparts a complete national form to the whole
inner world of the child and in the best national literature he finds a whole world of lofty thoughts , ethical
and aesthetic that gradually become an intrinsic part
of his spiritual self •••• Language if sufficiently mastered would enable the child to read the holy scriptures
and the best of later literature . This kind of reading
material should serve in our schools as a means of the
development of the spirit of humani ty in general in the
hearts of Jewish children . From this source the Jewish child
would draw his first knowledge about the verities that uplift
the human spirit and his own great cultural possessions . 125a
But again their different positions in time create divergence in approach .

Ahad Ha -Am, attempting to conciliate
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with the Orthodox minds toward the successful development of
Israel as a national center , determi rred that the findings of
Bible criticism, which he did not consider final, should not
be taught to children .

He would have the Scriptures learned

per se , in spite of their possible historical errors , in order
that the child might identify with that period in his le gacy .
Honor , educator and teacher of history, advocated that Scriptural
study include the findings of Bible criticism for :
It is the function of the teacher of history to transmit the social habits of the group , so that the continuity of the IR st may not· be broken , and , at the same time,
to emphasize the thought processes whereby the group met
new situations , so that the pupils may become aware that
progress is attained through conscious ad.justment of our
inheritance from the past , to the currents and forces at
work in th.e present . • •• The child should he made to feel
that at the various historical stages , t he Jewish people
has been able to adjust itself in such a ma nner that its
group consciousness was never disturbed . 126
Thus in education , as in his other pursuits, Leo Honor
advocated the natural reinterpreta tion of the supernatural in
order to promote his primary concern , the successful adjustment of the Jewish people to their environment .

Through edu-

cation he presented them with a view of man that is in harmony
with contemporary evoluticnary thinking .

Thereby Leo Honor

has attempted to ensure the survival of Jewish tradition in
t he discourse of the twentieth century .
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ZEVI SCHARFSTEIN
Zevi Scharfstein was born in Duna yevtzy, Ukraine ,
Russia , on March 15 , 1884 .
{Boeser) .

He was the son of Dov and Hanna

He was educated by private tutors .

Before coming

to the United States , he was the p rincipal of t wo schools in
Poland , one in Brzezany, 1906 , and the other in Tarnow, 1909 .
He then became Secretary of the Bureau of Jewish Educa ti on ,
Hebrew Teachers Association , in Austria , whi ch p ost he h eld
until 1 9 14 , the year that he came to the Unite d States .

He

married Rose Gold farb in Tarnow, Galicia , in June , 1 914 and
had two sons .

From 1915 to 1 921 he was hea d of the Textbook

Department of the Bureau of Jewish Education in New York City .
In 1917 he be came instructor and t hen Pro f essor in Jewish
Education and Hebrew Literature at the Teachers' I nstitute of
the Jewish Th eological Seminary of America in New York City .
A dynamic leader and teacher par excellence , Scharfstein is
also noted for his prolific writings in man i fold areas of
Jewish education .

He wrote the followin g book s :

The Teach-

ing of Hebrew ; Methods of Tea ching Hebrew ; Education in
Palestine ; Methods of Teaching the Bible; The Jewish Primary
School ; History of Jewish Education in Mod ern Times , i n four
volumes ; There Wa s Spring (autobio gra phy) , 1953 ; Education
and Survival , 1957 .

He beca me ed itor of t he rmgazine Shevile

he - Einnukh {Paths of Educ a tion ) in 1 940 .

He ha s been a con -

stant contributor to many sch olarly and edu ca t ional periodicals , especially the He brew weekly F...ADOAR , and the qua rterly,
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Shev ile ha -Hinnukh, ment i oned above .

He has also written

at least thirty Hebrew textbooks , and waste editor of
the Matz Hebrew Classics , published :in 1935 .
Scharfstein , :in a. recent essay of reminiscences , 127
acknowledges his indebtedness as a writer , as a human being ,
and as a Jew to the writings of Ahad Ha -Am, whom he numbers
first among his most influential teachers .

Although inclined

to take issue with some of Ahad Ha -.P.m1 s views :in his youth,
he finds , in the s ober reflection of maturity , many more
areas of agreement a.nd cause f or unqualified admiration .

He

cites Abad Ha -Am ' s farsightedness and logical analysis of the
many proposals offered by his contemporaries for the solution
of the plight of the Jewish people .
When I firs t read Aha.d Ha -Am , I both admired him
and opposed his sharp criticism in his exaggerated
deliberation about our social phenomena . Everytime
there was a proposition made that did not reckon with
the far - off future or that lacked foresighti Abad
Ha -Am threw a pitcher of cold water on it • . 28
Scharfstein appears to agree with Abad Ha -Am that
codification of Judaism, as exemplified by the Shulhan Arukh
results in hardening and ossification of the law so that it
is no longer creative , no longer prophetic .
This teacher of mine opened by eyes to understand
the influences of environment and society {on the
development of Judaism) ; to distinguish between the
plight of the Jews and the plight of Judaism ; to
realize that sometimes our politi cal greatne ss means
the decline and the fossilization of Judaism. 129
Here is seen only an allusion to the acceptance of the Historical School ' s approach which is implicit in much of
Scharfstein ' s work .
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Ahad Ha - Am, in his organismic theory of the Jewish
people , distinguishes the will to survive as the essence and
motivating spirit of peoplehood .

Scharfstein, in his consid-

erations of the will in educa tion , refines Abad Ha -Am's concept through an analysis of the developmental processes i n v olved in the integration of the national will .

He asserts

that the elite , because they are aware of their heritage ,
consciously formulate this national will and transmit it to
the disunified crowd by reasserting their heritage in articulations of their common traditions , idea ls , and institutions .
This educational process brings the instinctual national w1.ll
into consciousness and draws the crowd to gether into an integrated or ganic whole , which is the peo p le .

It is, according

to Scharfstein , this process through which an idea becomes a
basic tradition and a possession of the ~~jority .

He illus -

trates this process by relating it to ~liezer Ben Yehuda ' s
role in the reviving of Hebrew as a living langua ge •
••• this revival of the spoken Hebrew lan gua ge was
but the fruit of the will ••• of isolated i n dividuals ••.
If Ben Yehudah had reckoned with the reality and
environment he would not have attempted to revive
spoken Hebrew ••• yet this man of spirit triumphed ••.
by the strength of the will . 130
Scharfstein devoted hi~~elf to the formulation of a
Jewish educational philosophy which would be conducive to the
conscious formulation and integration of this national will
to survive .

To this end he advocated new a pproaches to peda-

gog ical methodology , in the aims and content of Jewish . education in America .

Dismissing as i nadequate t he mere acquisi-
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tion of facts in education , he says , "Erudi tion for its own sake
does not distinguish between essen tials and non -essentials . " 131
In turn he stresses the need for selectivity i n d et er mining
educational meth ods app ropriate to current r a t h er t han pa st
aims .

Here his interest is in offerine t he child an inte grated

curriculum directed toward adjustment to his particular situation as Jev,r , American , and child .

This approach parallels the

similar efforts of Aha.d Ha-Am to avoid d ichotomies between
life and education forty years earlier in Russia .
Scharfstein , grounded in the teachin es of Aha.d Ha-Am
and also in the educational theories of John Dewey , examined
the child himself , as well as his environment , i n order to
determine peda gogical methods geared appro priately to the
needs of the child .

11

Go to the child , Educ a tor ,

11

he admon shes ,

"study his ways and become wise . " 132 Following his own advice
Scha.rfstein viewed the child and found his memory filled but
his intellect sadly lacking stimulation .

He concludes ,

" ••• when education cannot stimulate interest among the children , it has only a transitory kind of effect .

The material

with which they (the traditionalists) deal lacks roots in the
soil of the child ' s soul . " 133 Following Dewey he tau ght that
knowledge of the past could be of value to the child only if
it served his needs of the present .

Thus he stresses t h e use

of games and play , the p ro gressive methods of expressing and
experiencing life which, while satisfying the child's present
needs , also pre pare him for future needs of adjustment and
participation in his community and its d evelopment .
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While Scharfstein valued and utilized p ro gressive
education as a tool , he was critical of it in the Jewish
school , as an end .
The first aim of Jewish educ a tion i n the diaspora
is not only to prepare the generation f or the e x isting society because we do not at present have a pe rfected Jewish society ••• but (our aim is ) : 1 . ) to
make educa tion a factor toward the strengt hening of
the Jewish will - the will to surv ive and the attainment of our national aspirations ; and 2 . ) to i mpart to the child a national sense and its asp irations
and national culture and its p ossessi ons and to strengthen within him the will for an active Jewish life . 134
Thus , the whole activity p ro gram which would prepa re t h e ch ild
to adjust to the needs of the present community fails to take
into account the additional problem of confronting the Jewish
child - the problem of realizing and finding fulfillment in
his prophetic i d ealism, in the essence of Judaism as it is
embodied in his heritage .

The Jewish educa tional pro gram,

according to Scharfstein , mu st pr epare t h e ch ild for an
ideal future co mmunity by instilling in him the national will .
He sees a p ri mary source i n the Tanakh as t hey lend an i dea
of the i deal which is appropriate to the fu ture community .
Scharfstein , then, favors t h e utilization of the met h ods of
p ro gressive educa tion as a means to atta inment of the end
of National Education - the successful i ncul cation in the
Jewish child of the national will to survive as a peo p le.
Scharfstei n 1 s e mphasis is here on the future of the people
con curs with Ahad Ha -Am 's view that t he peo pl e are the sum
total of the i d ea ls which would be re alized in t h e ideal
Jewish society of the future .
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In his essay, "Why Study He brew , " Scharfstein agrees
with the view of Rabbi Gudemann (chief rabbi of Vienna) who ,
though not a nationalist , valued Hebrew and maintained that the
authentic meaning of its literature is distort ed through translation .

In addition he co nsiders Ahad Ha - Am 's view , that hu -

man values be come concretized only if acquired in a national
form , as a more essential basis for the study of literature
in its original language .
Nationalism is not a unique feeling separated from
the pa tter n of feelings and relationships of life
and society, but life itself as it is revealed and
noted or viewed through the prism of the family , the
nation and the environment . Ahad Ha-Am therefore
demanded an education (built upon) the foundation of
He brew literature from its original source . 135
He condemns those who would substitute English for Hebrew in
hope of accentuating their Americanism for jeopardizing the
survival of Judaism .

In reference to this danger he wrote :

The spread of anti - Semiti s m in America has cast
its fear upon the Jewish affluent and its leadership who wish to put their Judaism out of sight •
•.• Now as these people come to uproot our language
from the curriculum there is no battle cry, no
orations or pamphlets in English to warn our patrons of education to open their eyes , pointing
to the danger that is threatening our survival by
this i dealogy of denia l . 136
Throughout his book , Hinnukh we -Qi ryum, (Sducation and Survival)
Scharfstein plead s for a more intense study of the Hebrew langua ge which, he assumes , may be mA ster ed by the proper pedagogi cal approa ch ; and without which , he warns , the Jewish
child can never attain a true insight into the histori cal experience of his peopl e .
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Scharfstein concurs with Ahad Ha -Am ' s view that the
Tanakh, created at the most prophetic period of Judaism, is
the most important of cultural possessions .
spirit is rooted in the holy scriptures • •. . "

11 • • •

our national

This view is

extended by Scharfstein who sees in the Holy Scriptures the
civilization ' s assurance of continuity with the past , of
gradual cultural change rather than sudden breaks with the
past .

In this regard he writes :

The Jewish people that was dispersed ••• acquired
for itself ••• a great preserving force , the force of
the will not to be subjugated spiritually, not to
adjust to the essential cul ture of the peoples amidst
which it dwells ••• Distance • • • did not prevent us from
sitting to gether as brothers and being united in spirit by
means of the verses of the Bible and sayings of the sages
that spoke to us in one language . 137
Thus Scharfstein and Ahad Ha-Am are in essential agreement that
it is through the medium of Tanakh that the Jewish people are
cemented together , the present generation best linked with the
authentic spirit of the people , through the i nvocation of a
common association , a remembrance of an ideal past .
Scharf stein deviates from the histori cal approach in
the presentat io n of Tanakh to young children .

He assumes

that the child in his early years is developmentally unprepared to deal with a critical approach, to find inspiration
in a natural account of his heritage .

He describes the child

in the grades , dwelling in a fa n tasy world , as needing a romanti c spur of his imagination to draw inspiration from his
heritage .

Thus, while agreeing with the Historical School on

the question of authenticity, Scharfstein offers the original
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supernatural account of Tanakh with its idealized heroes and
events as the appropriate method of presentation to create a
positive response in the child .

He asserts that the child

will naturally begin to que s tion as his critical fac_lities
develop and , at the high school stage , will be prepared to
adequately deal with the Historical ap:rr oac

to his heritage .

Scharfstein maintains that Ahad Ha-Am recommends the same
approach .

In his book , Methods of Teaching the Bible , he

quotes the following from Ahad Ha-Am:
It is sure that in many places matters were compounded together whose origins came from different
s ources and times but it is di~ficult to sep rate
(the components of) a composit to its or ginal
foundation and to limit it with accuracy from here
to here . This scientific gain we could leave to
the professor whose occupation it is . In my case
this (material) has no place in the Hebrew school
which desires to make the Tanakh the foundation
for national education . One does not lay a foundation with a structure lacking one . 138
But here Ahad Ha-Am is referring to Bible criticism which
deals with the scholarly examination of textual amendations
rather than with natural int erpretations of supernatural
accounts .

Although in various writings Ahad Ha-Am suggests

approval of inspiring the child through the original , idealized accounts of his heritage , the inference does not flow
with validity from the above quotation .
The overall orientation of Scharfstein is an extension
of the premises of Ahad Ha-Am .

His recognition of the in-

fluence of the rraster is offered in the following tribute :
His eye could see i nto distant times and into the
depths of souls . If there was ever a sociologist
with open vision and sharp perception , with an und erstanding of the proglem of a minority's life within
the majority, it is Ahad Ha ' Am . 13~
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NISSON TOUROFF
Ni ss on Touroff was born in Nieswi ge (Minsk) , Russia ,
August 15, 1877, the son of Samuel and Leah Touroff .
educated in a number of schools , as follows :

He was

Hebrew schools;

School of Fine Arts , Moscow; City School , Vilna , Russia ;
Hebrew Teachers ' Institute , Vilna , Russia ; Universities of
Berlin , Leipzig , Jena , and Bern , Germany ; Docteur - es - Lettres ,
1906 , University of Lausanne , Swit~erland .

He was the

principal of the Girls ' School and Teachers ' Training School ,
Jaffa , Palestine , from 1907 to 1914 , and was the Director of
the Bureau of Hebrew Education in Palestine 1 from 1914 to 1919 .
He came to the United States in 1919 .

He was the editor of

Hebrew translations from foreign langua ges at t he Styble
Publishing House , New York City, from 1920 to 1921 .

In 1921

he founded and organized the Hebrew Teacher s · College, Boston,
N~ssachusetts , and was its Dean from 1921 to 1926.

From 1926

to 1933 he was Professor of Hebrev, langua ge and modern Hebrew
literature at the Jewish Institute of Religion in New York
City .

In 1953 he went to Pale stine to serve as Professor of

Philosophy of Education at the Hebrew University .

He returned

to the United States when the second world war spread .

He

was not ed as an author , and contributed short stories , article.-s
and es says on li•tera ture , art , ps ychology , and education to
various Hebrew periodicals in Russia , Palestine and the
United States .

He wrote severa l bo oks on education, trans-

lated books into Hebrev, from English , French and Worwegian .
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He was the editor of the Hebrew pedagogical magazines ,
Ea -Hinnukh, Palestine , from 1910 to 1914 , and Shevile
Ha - Hinnukh, New York City, from 1925 to 1927 .

He became

an Honorar y Fellow of the Jewish Academy of Arts and Sciences .
He organized the Hebrew P . E. :N . Club of America , of which he
was president in 1939 and 1940 .

He di ed in New York City on

March 29 , 1953 .
Touroff shares the essential ideas of Ahad Ha-Am .
However , he

~~s

primarily an educa tor and hi s concern was in

developing an effective curriculum reflecting the s e elements .
He was concerned with such a curriculum in the Diaspora , especially in America , as a means for strengthening the Jewish
national spirit and thus secure Jewish survival .

As an edu-

cator and psychologist he analyzes the place of the i ndividual
within an ethnic group and applies his findin g s to the Je wish
situation, thereby elaborating upon Ha -Am rs concept of the
Jewish National sp ir it .
In the educative process he considers the old curriculum, based on the traditional God - idea and on Judais m as a
literally revealed text , as no longer germane
ity of the Jewish people .

for the major-

Within the orienta tion of Ahad Ha - Am

he advocates a shift of emphasis toward t he eth ical founda tion
of Torah .

He attempts to demonstTate that the edu cation al

system based on this concept , i n its broadest sense, would
accommodate most segments of the Jewish people for this base
represents to him, in essence , a truly reli gio us Judais m.

He
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wrote that
••• it is i ~possible , and there is no need to
"saints" in the religious sense . There is a
ability to educate the "pure" in the ethical
not only this but this purity inGludes in it
foundations of true holiness ••• 140

educate
need and
sense and
all the

Touroff maintains that religion is only one of several
factors capable of assuring Jewish survival .

He asserts that

the decline of religious belief in the other -worldly orientatation does not mean the decline of the will to survive and
consequent assimilation .

He assumes that ethical and national

values may replace the old orientation, inspiring the Jews to
continued existence as a self - conscious people .
Religious ideals are really national - ethical ideals .
For exampl e there is a replacement of feelings of
religion which have decreased in our generation! Feelings of •• ri ghteousness , feelings of love ••• and compassion ••• , love of truth .... In short - ethical feelings . 141
Here is an extensive reapplication of Abad Ha -Am's views of
the Jews as a people who have developed a rich historical
herita ge and a unique system of ethics independently of
religion .

As Abad Ha - Am writes in "National Ethics,"

The .true relationship between religion and ethics
is thus the contrary from the usual belief : religion
verily lends strength to the ethical impulse , but the
ethical content comes to the world through different
causes and goes on and develops :mdependently . 142
Touroff views ethics as the essence of the Jewish spirit;
as the genuine expression of the nation will to live .

Within

this concept , religion was only a tortuous detour necessitated
by the oppressions of the ghetto .

But now that the need for

religion has , in general , been eliminated , the authentic ex-
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pression of the Jewish national spirit may be once a gain be
enthroned in the form o f the Jewish national ethics .
This ethical system when formulated and implemented in
the Jewish educa tional system , with t h e broadest a pplication
as a way of life translated into the life activity programs ,
would , according to Touroff , once again arouse the national
consciousness and thus assure the survival of the Jewish
people .

His main reflection of Abad Ha -Am ' s thought is found

in the attempt to spell out in greater detail the concept of
"Na tiona 1 Education . "

He rrsi ntains that in order to ensure

the survival of Jewry, a spiritual center must be established
in Palestine from which the Jewish people may draw inspiration .
Touroff regards this center of inspiration as essential for
t he surviva 1 of the Diaspora .
Touroff , in his essay "Religion and Nationalism in
Education :,
in Isra el .

11

expound s on his conc ept of a natim al educa tion
11

.l!;ducati o ,

11

he points out , "expresses the as-

pirations and hopes of a generation .

It is a tang ible part

of life itself •••• When radical changes take place in life ,
concomitant changes in education must take p lace .

11

143 But

he expects the old forms in education to linger on , following
a gradual , evolutionary process .

Here a gain is the influence

of Ahad Ha -Am who maintained that natio nal life and history
is a gradual evoluti onary process , not an explosive or sporadic phenomenon .

Touroff , not wishing to antagonize the

religious and traditional , recommends patience , understanding
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and tolerance .
The school is duty bound not to hurt the feelings
of mo st of the :r:a rents and children i n re ga rd to
their derr.ands for certain reli gious precepts whose
national values are not in doubt . 14~
Touroff , as Ahad Ha -Am , perr~ps hoped one day there would
appear a new Maimonides to compose a new Shulchan Arukh in
total barmony with the needs of t h e time .

For the present,

Touroff advocates cooperation i n ord er to preserve the
national spirit of Judaism.
To avoid clashes between the old and the new systems of
edu cation in Israel , Touroff suggests that standards be devised and met by both systems - standards which would respect
the old and the new while assuring an inte grated curriculum
under each system .

He advoca tes that this curriculum in-

clude sports , instruction in trades , a minimum of general
knowledge , and dominance of the Hebrew lan gu a 3e .

He also

recomirends that the curriculum be in keeping with reasonable
health reguJa tions, set hours of instruction p er week, and
adequate time for vacations .
Touroff , of course , agrees with Aha d Ha -Am that the
foundation of Jewish education must be national for
In order to conserve the tie between the Jewish people
and Jewish culture Hebrew education must not be religious alone as d emanded by the extreme orthodox , nor
religious-:ri.ational ••• but national - reli g ious, with a
strong emphasis on the national element - in other words ,
the national factor shall be the nnin one •••• 145
He emphasizes that , in order to give religion a less rigid
form, the historical , national, esthetic , and ~thica.l aspects
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of prayers , rituals, and holidays should be stressed .
"Ceremonial and ritual like prayers that have a religious,
ethical foundatiomi. , ••• would impart proper spiritual satisfaction to the aesthetic sense if given in a selective and
attractive form from time to time on sabbath and holidays ." 146
Touroff envisions a one-system institution of Jewish
education in America where he felt differences were generally
only superficial .

He dis approved of the American Jewish

school wherein the child is tau ght the alphabet, the Siddur ,
portions of the Bible , easy passages from the sacred books ,
in English or Yiddish translation .

He believes that such a

surface education was a wasted effort in that it contribu ted
little to the preservation of the Jewish s pirit, yielding
only scarce and temporary results .

"What," h e asks , "can a

Jew who is educated in such a superficial fashion give to his
people not from his purse , but from his soul?" 147
Touroff emphasizes the i mportance of a national Jewish
education for pernnnence , based on an awareness of the
spiritual d evelopment of the Jewish people in the past and
for the future .

Furthermore , in accord with Ahad Ha -Am, he

stresses the exclusive use of spoken Hebrew as a medium of
instruction ,
Because no translation from one langua ge to another
can transmit the actual essence of the literary work •••
The soul of every people finds its expression in the
spirit of its national language •••• A lan gua ge is a
spiritual fatherland . 148
The first task toward the development of education for
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permanence , according to Touroff , should be the organization
of Jewish kindergartens .

He believes that early familiarity

with Judaism would elim nate the difficulty of studying
"Reshis Daas" ( Beginning of Knowledge - the first reader
based on the mechanical method) , for exampl e, in high school .
Moreover , he assumes that the existence of such kindergartens
would set a good example , providing a stimulus to enlightened
parents .

Touroff asserts that the kindergartens could become

one of the cornerstones of a national Hebrew educational
structure .
Secondly , Touroff recommends the establishment of a
large , central Hebrew institution, including classes from
kindergarten through high school, as well as adult courses .
He expects such an institution to attract those who cherish
Jewish culture and its survival, and to inspire emuh tion,
thereby gradually effecting a broadening in scope of the
facilities for Jewish national education .

In the programs of

such schools Touroff stresses an adequate and substantial
knowledge of the Jewish literary heritage , including the study
of the Tanakh, the Haggadah , the Prayers , and the "Ethics of
the Fathers" - all in the original Hebrew .
For Touroff , even as early as 1920 , there was no question but that American Judaism is destined to play a major
role in the Jewish national renaissance .

In answer to the

pessimistic questioners of the future of Jewish education in
America he writes :
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All the national efforts are to unite f or one
mi gh ty p roject in the fiel d of national edu cat ion .
They should , of course , d o everything f or t h e expa n sion of Hebrew educa tion in the land of our
hope .; but their main task at p r esent is to bu ild
a ma gnificent structure of Jewish youth in the
diaspora . And if they will do the sacred wo r k with
all their souls and all t h eir mi gh t we rray h ope
that in t he course of time tbis type of education
will cease from bein g artificia 1 and a pp roach being
normal . 149
Touroff devoted his career to this realization - to the
realization of a dim hope expressed by Ahad Ha-Am in a letter
to Schechter , for an awakening of the Jewish national con sciousness in the American Jev1ish Community ,
••• There appears to me a spark of hope in the new
land (America} where little by little new forces
are gatherin g and unnoticeably a new ce nter is being
established for the spirit of our pe op le . "The sum
a lso r i ses and the sun goe s down" . This is the law
of development for Israel in the diaspora until the
end of days .
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CHAPTER V - RETRO~PECTIVE EVALUATION

Spiritual Zionism as exemplified in the writings
of Ahad Ha -Am found expression in the significant contri but ions in the area of American Jewish educational activity
conducted by his disciples consider ed in this study .
it not for the profound influence of Aha

Were

Ha -Am, it is likely

that these educators would have found their place in the
broader scope of American life and letters , their contr bu tions thus being lost to the American Jewish community .
Jewish youth who came under their influence rr.ay well have
strayed from the spirit of Judaism had it not been for the
impact of these men , ,mo were convinced of the supreme worth
of the prophetic traditional heritage as a means of character
training and spiritual self-realization .

For to these edu-

cators the Jewish tradition , as reinterpreted by the, gives
spiritual sustenance to life , and when employed in the educational pr ogra m, develops :integrated , nation ally conscious
Jews .
Instead of the old system of education , with its emphasis on conformity, mcxiern Jewish education began to ass me larger responsibility in the guiding of the individual,
as well as the group , toward a maximum spiritual development .
These edu cators attempted to re-evaluate the Jewish tradition in the light of modern scientific concepts .

They ac-

cepted the fact that change is an inherent factor in a creat-
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tive , pro gressive culture and that the educational process is not only a passive expressj_on of its environment
but is also a challenging force for the reconstruction of
an ideal future environment .

These Jewish educators set

out to organize a system of education wbi ch would develop
the Jewish child into a person of ethical inte grity and
social purpose .

He would be imbued with a sense of loyalty

to Jewish peoplehood , as well as to his community, his
country, and to hurmnity in general .
These were ind eed inspired plans for i mproving Je wish
education , but in the process of carrying them out , many
difficulties arose , and the aims of the educators were not
always achieved to the extent they envisioned .
Ah.ad Ha -Am himself had fully realized that his conception of Judaism could not be immediately implemented in
an effective system of life and education .

He expressed

the hope that after much arduous work and concerted effort,
the Jewish ethical philosophy of life would become the
practiced norm.

Meanwhile , he understood that if Jewish

religious life and tradition should abruptly come to a
standstill , the resultant vacuum could not effectively be
filled by his system even though he considered his philosophy the only tenable one .

On this subject Joseph Eliyahu

Heller sumn:ed up Abad Ha-Am 's views as follows:
Ahad Ha -Am ••. knew that his free opinions and those
of others equally oriented in regard to religion
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could never serve as a basis of life for the common members of the Jewish people , and t h at reli gion
would always have a very important influ ence on the
structire of the national - cultural cha racter of
I srael . He also d i d not oppose the obs e rvance of
a reli g iously Jewish way of life , if it only harmonized t o the desired ext ent with the needs of
true culture and enlir;htenment an d with the p rinciples of tolerance and freedom of conscience . And
although he was prepared to fift:t for his free
opinions an d to critic i ze the metaphy sical" opin ions that are conn e c ted with religious faith, he
saw in the Jewish reli g i on a positive natio nal
force of permanent value . 1
Helle r quoted a letter which Abad Ha -Am wrote to
M. Sh einkin rega rding relig ious edu cation in Eretz Yisrael :
' You thou ght that all the people of Israel wou ld hold
on to f ree opinions? Let us hope that we will have
in Eretz Yisrael a people in its true sense , even if
it would be wholly Orthodox - not fanatic Orthodox ,
••• but enli ghtened and c ultiva ted people ••• , 2
Thus it was clear to Hel ler that Ahad Ha -Am d id not think
that sp iritual nationalism would replace religious Judaism.
Spiritual nationalism •.• would co mp lement a nd broaden
the influence of the idea of Jewish ethics , which is
a foun dation in Judaism also outside the limits of
t he camp t of the religious ; a nd thus spiritual nationalis m would become the connecting link that would combine all the national tend encies . And since"all the
pe ople will not hold onto the free opinions" it neccessarily foll ows that the i n fluence of the spiritual
center upon the Diaspora will also have a practica l religious ch aracter and this i nfluence will be real iz ed in practi ce by the harmoniza tion of the way of
life of the Jews in Palestine with the religious
ethical foundat i ons for the conditions of existence
in the various places of the Diaspora . 3
Ahad Ha -Am ' s approach to religious education w~y be
understood in terms of the idealist sentiments which remained
with him throughout his l i fe .

Actually, idealism forms the

basis of his system of so - called positivism.
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Ezra Sp iceha ndler ( "Reflections on Ahad Ha -Am," The Mi d strea m Reader , New York , 1958) points out t hat Au guste Comte ,
t he founder of French positivism, p osed a simila r contrad iction :
Thomas Huxley was quite correct whe n h e asserted ,
"Positivism was Catholicism minus Christianity" .•..
Ahad Ha -Am had no p ret ensi ons to crea t e a world-embracing philosophy . His main con cern wa s to demonstrate that the values of Judaism, wh ich h e and his
coterie of intelle ctuals felt to be true , c ou ld be
fitte d into the framework of Eu ropean t ho ught ••••
The late Dr . Joseph Heller , however , has br:i.l l iantly
demonstrated t hat his (Abad Ha -Am' s) nosi t ivis m was
"tactical II and never p r evented him fr om re sorting to
quasi - i dealistic a b solutes wh en his int u it ed t r ut h s
demanded their use •••• Yech eskel Kaufmann wa s a mong
the first to call attention to this flaw in Aha d
Ha -Am ' s system. In a number of articles he pointe d
out the inconsistency of using a positivist vocabulary
while simultaneously resorting to co n ce pts such as
"absolute mora l ity" and the " s p irit of Judaism" .
Kaufmann endeavored to exp lain this contradiction
in thou ght by ascribing the biolog ical - positivistic
view to the earlier Ahad Ha-Am and the i dea listic
views to the late r Abad Ha -Am . He argued that Ahad
Ha -Am' s "positivism" ultimately led him into a
blind alley . Biolo gical explanations s uch as 11 t he
will t o live II we r e no justificati on for t he contin uance of Judaism i n t h e modern world . After' a l l ,
many great nations also had possess ed a will to
live cu t nevertheless perished . An ultimate , i d ealistic reason has to be g iven to justify Jewish
survival . Ahad Ha -Am was t herefore compelled to
forsa k e his position and p osit the prophetic absol ut ethic , the "Sp irit of Judaism" as the raison
d ' etre for Jewish historical con ti nui t y . However ,
Dr . Heller has , I believe , demonstra te d tha t t h is
chronolo gical distinction si~ply d oe s no t fit t h e
facts . Even in hi s earlier work s Aha d Ha -Am resor t ed
to i dealistic concepts , al beit less frequ ently t han
later . But it s eems to me t hat Dr . Helle r's anal ysis
d id not go far enough . Aha d Ha. -Am ' s r e cou r s e to
ultima tes and absolu te s was not as un s ys tematic a s
a ppears at f irs t si ght . Th e contra dicti on in h is s ystem is cha ract er stic of t h e genera l deve lopment of
l a te French p ositivism and has its roo t s i n Comte
h i mself . "
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Indeed , Ahad Ha -Am ' s system is an or ganic synthesis
of positivism and idealism, with added dimensions of
Ab.ad Ha-Am ' s own original perception .

Students of the

history of ideas have pointed out that in orig inal minds
ideas grow and develop and take on new de pths of meaning .
Krochmal adopted the idealist concepts prevalent in his
time and formed his ovm. philosophy of Judaism .

Abad Ha-Am

likewise absorbed the thought of his precursors and originated
the philosophy of spiritual Zionism valid for the twentieth
century .

In his approach to Judaism Abad Ha-Am was certainly

consistent from the point of view of the historical school .
He held that modifications in the law take p lace in a naturally
evolving form .

When inner necessity calls for a change in

the law, this change comes about by a method of interpretation .
However , some of Ahad Ha-Am ' s American disciples made
a marked departure from his concept of the historical school
by assuming that the historical school ' s a pproach involved
conscious manipulation and changes in response to needs dictated by time and ci r cumstances , whereas Abad Ha - Am depicted
the historical process to be unconscious , gradual , imperceptible and inexorable .

It may be recalled that Schechter,

like Ahad Ha-Am disapproved of deliberate change in the
Halakhah by any individual .

According to him, only catholic

Israel has the authority to bring about changes by inter pretation . 4
Mordecai Kaplan , however , as I remarked in my study of
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his thought , became impatient with the historical school ,
claiming that the process of change cannot be left to a
slow, unconscious , random development .

He was convinced

that because of the rapid change of our civilization today
we need a consciously direct ed reconstruction of Jewish
life in civilization in accordance with pressing needs and
problems that con front us , the Jewish people .
Even in the terminology of the historical school ,
there we re conflicting interpretations of words .

Judah

Magnes , for instance , said that the very word "tradition"
means change .

Solomon Schechter , on the other hand , attri -

buted some of his skepticism to the fact that the words
"his t orical" and "tradition" as used by nonadherents of
the historical school have been misinterpreted to mean the
histo r ical approach in the traditional manner (their
traditional manner) .

Tradition does not always imply

change; historical does not always imply a response to the
necessities of historical times or conditions .

It is dan-

gerous to take words out of context .
According to Frederick Harrison , in "The Ghost of
Religion , " the very word "religion II has in recent times
been given meanings drastically different from the traditional one :
We :rrny accept with the utmost confidence all that the
evolution philosophy asserts and denies as to the pe~petual indications of ultimate energy , omnipresent and
unlimited , and , so far as we can see , of inscrutable
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mysteriousness . That remains an ultimate scientific
idea , one no coubt of profound importance . But why
should this idea be dignified with the name of religion, when it has not one of the elements of religion ,
except infinity and mystery? The hallowed name of
religion has meant , in a thousand langua ges , man's
deep est convictions , his surest hopes, t he most sacred yearning of his heart , that which can bind in
brotherhood generations of men , comfort the fatherless and the widow , uphold the martyr at the stnke ,
and the hero in his long battle . Wh y retain this
magnificent word , rich with the associations of all
that is gr eat , pure , and lovely in human nature , if
it is to be henceforth limited to an idea that can
ohly be expressed by the formula {xn) ; and which by
the hypothesis can have nothing to do with either
knowledge , belief , sympathy, hope , life , duty, or
happiness? It is not religion , this . It is a logi cian's a rtifice to escape from an awkward dilemma . 5
Regarding the historical approach, however , the dif ferences were not ~rely a question of semantics .

One can

discern contrasting interpretations of the entire concept
of the historical school .

In some cases the historical

approach grounded in the purposive philosophy of Krochmal
was confused with the historical school of the relativist
Savigny variety .

Because some scholars failed to take into

account the existing confusion of these two philosophies ,
cries of opposition to the historical school as such arose
among orthodox thinkers .
For instance , Emanuel Rackma.n in his essay, "Sabbaths
and Fes tivals in the Modern Age ,

11

points out several unfor-

tunate effects of the historical approach .

In the first

place , he feels that it oversimplifies the process of legal
development .

"It tends too readily to accept as historical

fact what are mere conjectures .

11

6 Secondly, he assert·s that
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"though history plays an i mportant part in the development
of law , it cannot explain everything . " 7
In attempting to show that Halakhah does not arise
from historical causes , he says :

"In Halachah, however ,

history was not resorted to principally to reject a given
rule because it arose under given past conditions at a particular time and place , but rather to fulfill a philosophy of
history which Judaism subscribes . 11 8
The later American Jewish educators did not , 1n their
writings , delve into the difference between the two historical
approaches to Judaism.

Since both approaches contain the

underlying principle of evolution , the educa tors affirmed the
intrinsic worth of the overall historical scho ol as such and
its significanc e for Jewish education in t he American setting .
When app lied to the educational system , the h i storical approach, which depicts Judais m as an ever - chan ging civiliza tion , links the child ' s life experience with the noble
Jewish heritage of the past , thus serving as the best means
of arousing in the child his Jewish national-consciousness .
Weaving from the warp and woof of the national and religious
elements of Judaism a unified design , these edu cators have
e~~bled Jewish children and their parents to share the uplifting uniqueness of their tradition .
In the course of the realization of these aims ,
American Jewish educati on ha. s been confronted with :rrany
obstacles .

For example , community support f or Jewish edu-
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cation - support which was direly needed in order to
implement the recommendations of the educators - is still
not adequate .

Only a small percentage of the funds r a ised

by Jewish philanthropy is allocated for Jewish education .
If these funds were available they could be used with great
benefit for the development of better texts , audio - visual
aids , and experimental school pilot projects .

In addition ,

the educators ' plan for a community sponsored and supervised
school system has been blocked because of coneregational
r ivalries .
In spite of these and ,o ther problems , however , much
has been achieved.

When we recall the deplorable condition

of Jewish schools half a century ago - the dreary basement
classrooms , the untrained teachers , the monotonous memoriz ing of material unrelated to the child ' s life experiences we realize the valuable progress that has been made on the
upward road toward the attainment of the goals of our Jewish
educa tors .
In contrast to the completely unsupervised heder
schools of our grandparents ' era , we have today in this
country an organized system of Jewish educntion under the
auspices of the National Association for Jewish Education .
There are now almost forty communities , mainly in the larger
cities , that have well - organized , efficiently functioning
Bureaus of Jewish Education .

These Bureaus formulate prin-

ciples and set standards , publish school texts and other
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educational media , offer in - service training courses for
teachers , and furnish supervision and guidance .
To transmit the rich Jewish heritage to the child ,
and to imbue him with its ideals so that they become an
integral part of his daily living , is not so easy to achieve
in practice as in theory .

The child reaches the school at

an age when a deep imprint bas already been n:ade on his
character and personality, and in many cases the child's
home life is not in harmony with the attitudes which the
school is endeavoring to inculcate .

As Louls L . Ruffn:an

and the Committee on Objectives for the Congregational School
have pointed out :
The gap that often exists between school and home ,
especia~ly in regard to Jewish life and observances ,
must be bridged if our teaching is to be effective .
Under present conditions , the school and the class room do not always enjoy the spontaneous support of
the home . As a result schools are handicapped in
their efforts to reach the chili ren . Nor can they
hope to replace the home as the primary environment
for inculcating positive Jewish attitudes . For example , the Sabbath and the festivals cannot be effectively observed L~ the sbhool only. Such observance
will have lasting meaning to the child only if he
experiences it within his family group and associates
it with normal Jewish family life ••••
In addition , there is a need for a larger supply of
qualified , dedicated teachers .

The teacher shortage , and

rapid turnover of personnel is no doubt due to the fact
that Jewish t eaching is , for the most part , a part-time
profess ion .

In regard to adequate training , the teacher

training courses of the Bureau of Education have helped to
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ameliorate this situation , and are an important step for ward in the united community endeavor to improve Jewish
education .
Community effort in education was one of the principal
aims of our Jewish educators.

Actually the theory of nati onal

education , as formulated by Abad Ha -Am, anticipated the community theory of these Jewish American educators , for a na tional education would of necessity eliminate denominational
divisiveness .

However , this ideal of co mmunity education has

been only partially achieved .

It is true , of course , that the

Bureaus of Education are under community auspices and are
extending worthwhile service to the Jewish educational effort
on a community - wide basis .

Yet the actual learning institu-

tions are now, unfortunately, under the sponsorshi p of the
various religious denominations .

Jewish education in America

today is mainly congra.gation centered .

Much time in the

classroom is being spent on synagogue skills such as prayers ,
rituals , and holiday celebrations , with the child comprehending little of tm content .

Scant time is left for the lan-

guage skills and the mastery of the classical literature in
the original Hebrew .

Such subjects as current events , Israel ,

Bible - Prophets, etc ., are either left out of the curriculum
or given only superficial treat~ent .

In some schools the

Siddue-centered curriculum has replaced the Bible and language -centered curriculum .
The fact that most children have no instruction at
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home in ritual observances has actually forced the schools
to take over this particular educa tive area .

The disad-

vanta ge of the situation is tbat such training is timeconsuming and depriv e s academic subjects of valuable
teaching hours .

For :instance , in the Arts and Crafts

classes of rrany Sunday Schools a great deal of time is
spent in making such ritual objects as miniature succot ,
and "havdalah" spice - boxes .
At the s a me time this con gre gation-oriented school
system has considerable mer t .

By providing the c hild

with the Jewish environment which is fuo longer found in
the home , the school prepares him to take p art in the
religious services of the syna gogue .

And through the

synagogue , an authentic link with world-Jewry, the child
learns to identify himself in a positive nnnner with the
universa l Jewish community .
Actually , the main problem of the supplementary school
lies in the limited tine afforded for the pro gram of studies six hours per wee k at the roost .

Moreover , the majority of

Jewish school children , ages 8 to 13 , d o not complete the
five - year course .

Thus , all that can be accomplished in the

supplementary school program is to impart to these children
a rudimentary idea of our rich cultural heritage .
An encouraging development , however , in Jewish education consists in the r apid growth of the Dijy Schools .

About

55 , 000 children {eight percent of the Jewish school popula-

tion) are attending these allday schools .

Formerly, edu-
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cators looked with disapproval upon the Day school b ecause
of its tendency to se grega te the Jewish child .

Now ·they

rea lize that the a dvantages perhaps overweigh the d isadvantages .

For one thing , the extra time available allows for

more intensive study of the Bible in the or iginal .

In con-

tradistinction to the con gregational schools , the Day Schools
use the ivrit be - iv r it method of teaching Hebrew .

Thus ,

through the medium of the classical texts , presented creatively in the orig inal Hebrew , our child ren are afford ed an
enduring apprecia t ~oh of their Torah her ta ge and its value
as a way of li fe .
Today we also have a number of sumrre r camp s that are
conducted entirely in Hebrew .

These camp s are verita bl e re-

flections of I s r aeli life in all its aspects .

Israeli s port

acti.v ities and dramatic events are p resented in the He brew
idiom.

The outstanding camps of this orientation are Camp

Ramah and the Massed Camps .

In addition , hundreds of Jewish

children are spendin g their summer vacations in Israeli camps
or on guided tours of Israel .

The Hebrew University also

offers summer courses for American students .

Thus , in t hes e

various ways , Abad Ha-Am 's ideal of the s p iritual center's
r adiating influence on the Diaspora is gra dually being
realized .
In both camp life and in the formal Classroom situation
many new psychological insi ght s are being a pplied .

These

insi ghts were to some extent anticipated by Ahad Ha-Am .
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Ahad Ha-Am could not , of course , perceive in detail these
methodological discoveries , but in beneral terms he knew
full well that mere transmission of book knowledge is ineffective in a living educational system .

He, too , em-

phasized that emotions and instincts are basic elements in
character for:rmtion .

It was left to his disciples to de-

velop his i deas into the experiential program, which is
constantly being applied i n t heir ongoing, creative educational endeavor .

Their aim was the awakening of the national

Jewish spirit , which would link Jewish youth to their people
by imparting to them the essence of Judaism as expressed in
spiritual Zionism .

Under their system a large segment of

American - Jewish young people have developed profound satisfaction by their sense of identity with Kelal Yisrael , the international Jewish community .
Despite certain divergencies from Ahad Ha-Am's philosophy,
the American Jewish educa. tors of my study drew considerable
ins piration from him as the chief spokesman of the National
Jewish Renaissance , and dedicated their lifework to molding
Renaissance ideals into concepts fitting for American Jewish
education .

This endeavor on their part must not be judged as

a final product , for the goals envisioned present an evergrowing challenge .

Considering the complexity of the problems

confronting them, the ext ent of their achievement has been
significant , and the direction they have indicated holds much
promise .
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